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aFOREWARD
the misuse of drugs by secondary schoolchildren in Malaysia
has caused considerabre pr:btic and official concern; and the present
rcnognaph outlines the findings of a major social survey conducted by
.the Drug Abuse Research Group, centre for poricy Research, universiti
Sai.ns l{alaysia.
A sutrmarv of the research is given as Chapter Six; and in this
the general reader will find a non-technical presentation of the pattern
of druq abuse as it exists in the secondary school sarples, together
with a discussion of the characteristics of the drug user.
The plan of the retrnrt is as follorrvs. Chapter One is an
introduction to the scientific background; and considers the drugs in
use (ganja, heroin, rorphine, opiun, sedatives, tranquillizers, amphetamj-nes)
and their effects; and the social ard psychological characteristics of drug
users described in earlier studies. This then enables the formulation of
the hlpotheses to be tested in the present survey, which are set out in
Chapter Two; and suggests a methodology whibh would be appropriate when
dealing with as sensitive a topic as drug use (Chapter Three). The Fourth
Chapter tabrrlates and describes the patterns of drug use revealed on the
seLf-report questionnaires administered to over sixteen thousand school-
children, who forn a representative sample of the Secondary School population
of Penang and Selangor States. Chapter Five conpares drug users and non-
drug users in ter:rrs of their social, geogrraphic and denographic background;
their educational anbitions and attitudes; their self descriptions; their
fanily relationships; and their attitudes towards drugs. Chapter Five
also discuss the reasons drug users give for their habit; and compares
the users of different t)zpes of drugs in these reasons. chapter six,
as mentioned, sunrnarizes the surveyrs findings, and puts them in the
context of previous research into youthful drug abuse; and Chapter Seven
draws some concrusions as they night relate to policy. FinalLy, a
Se1ect Bibliography lists some of the major references which would enable
the reader to take aspects of the sr.rbject further.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Drugs in a non-medical setting, used to alter mood,
perception or consciousness are the topic of the present report:
the report and the study upon which it is based reflect a widespread
feeling in society that the use of such drugs is in itself a cause
for concern, that the presumed increase in such use by young people
heightens this concern~ but that response to drug usage which is ill-
informed is unlikely to achieve desirable ends. We lack the basic
information on the extent of drug use amongst the younger segment of
society in Malaysia - the examples of drug abuse coming to light being
of their very emergence untypical - let alone any knowledge about the
characteristics of those who use drugs. Is there any pattern amongst
the users of drugs within the schoolage population that differentiates
them from their age mates? If such differences exist, do these give
any insight into the influences and motivations relating to drug use?
And, lastly, what would such insight offer those whose concern it is,
via educational, informational and legislative means, to alter such
behaviour? It is difficult in discussing drugs and their use to remain
neutral: for the purposes of the present report, we will attempt to
give as neutral a picture of the findings of the study and their
implications as is possible, until a brief final chapter of comment
in which some policy recommendations will be made.
The cultural setting within which drug use takes place, the
traditional conceptions of drugs and their uses, and the contemporary
pressures and influences upon the individual must all be accorded their
due weight in any account of drug use in society~ the social meaning and
implications of the use of a particular drug in one part of the world
may differ considerably from those surrounding the use of the same
drug in another part of the world, and, correspondingly, the motivations
towards drug use may vary widely between situations. The same
observation must also be made with respect to differences of meaning
and motivation within anyone culture: although the retired man and
the experimenting teenager may be classifiable together by drug type
as opiate users, the pressures towards use and the social setting in
which it takes place may be so unlike each other that grouping the
two together may be positively misleading in the attempt to give an
account of their drug using behaviour.
There l-ias been drug use in Maiaysia since antrquily; anc;
each conununity has been traditionally associated with a small number
of drugs - princlpally different forms of opiun and cannabis.
Statistics on the production or importation of.the substances, and
on the pattern and extent of ttreir usage, are predictably scarce; and
even when one has an official figure given, there is always the implicit
or explicit proviso that the number is likely to be an underestimate.
Thus, for the sixty thousand registered opium snpkers in Malaya (the
Federated I'lalay States and Straits Settlements combined) in the 193Ors,
there was estimated to be a further unregistered population of snokers
of equivalent size. Knovrn drug usage patterns have fluctuated with the
changing legal position of opium and cannabis; and at some periods,
control was exercised more by social than by legal means. Thus, one
finds Janes Law, in L826, argruing in support of the then method of lfuniting
opiurn use via licensed opium premises:
"Where the propensity to the vices of snpking or eating
opiun can only with safety be openly indulged in, the
dread of loss of reputation will deter numbers from
risking its loss. But where a prohibition exists, and
these practices nay yet be privately enjoyed, at a
slight risk of detection, that salutary dread is rernoved,
and the terrptation becomes irresistable. No resPectable
Chinese or l'lalay is ever seen in an opium-house, and as
the holders of the licenses and their people are very
alert, it is believed that the use of the drug is much
less generaL than it otherwise vpuld be."
(Ttre British Settlenent of Penang,
L826t republished L972 oxford
university Press)
Each traditional conmunity has had its forms of drug use and its social
conventions to litrtit and specify the occasions and users of the drug
substances; and in this way has been able to contain what would otherwise
become a social problem. It seems, however, that in recent years
Irlal-aysia, in comron with virtually every country in the world, has
experienced a set of factors which nake drrrg use no longer containable
by the traditional restraints: for greater accessibility of drugs,
their increasedly aggrressive conurercial marketing, and youthful interest
in a whole range of new drugs have al1 combined to produce what sone have
called an epidenic of drug abuse in the country, especially arongst
its youth. Together, tlne social historian and the expert on the world
drug trade could begin to give an extrllanation for why, in ttre late I960's,
there was an ingreased youthful use of a range of drugs; for the
e:rplanation, it rrould seem, involves changes in fashion within youth
culture allied to growth and change in the pattern of drug trafficking.
The social scientist can chart ttre impact of these tf,do pressures uPon
{society and, in partlcular, upon its youth - and may be acie cc'see
which individuals or groups are most likely to become invoLved.
The Drug Abuse Research Group, of Universiti Sains Ma1aysia,
Centre for Policy Research, has already studied the pattern of drug
use amongst several groups within the l"lalaysian population: including
voluntary patients in a General Hospital, those'charged with drug offences
before the courts, and those currently imprisoned on drug related charges.
The social and rrotivational background of each of these samples has been
established, and enable some generalizations to be made about the likely
characteristics of other similar poprlations within the country. More
generally, they give some gruide to the social and motivational characteristics
of adult drugs users in Malaysia. Such studies can only be a guide,
however, in that the very processes by which such samples become available
to be researched are in themselves no guarantee that the sample is rep-
resentative of the whole drug using population of adult years: indeed,
there are good reasons to believe that those presenting themselves to
hospital, for example, represent a rather a-tlpical group of drug users.
Hence, a major and representative study of the secondary school
population vras the next logical step in the investigation of d.rug use
in West Malaysia. Rather than taking just those individuals who had come
to the notice of hospital, school or police for drug use, the research
investigated a representative segrment of the nrhole secondary school
population of two states, Penang and Selangor, with no prior conceptions
about which pupils were using drugs and which were not. Within the
context of a broad-ranging, anonyrpus questionnaire, the pupils themselves
gave indications of their experience, if any, with a range of drugs
believed to be availabl-e to then; and the majority, who had no such
experience, provided a context and comparison for the minority who indicated
some degree of experience. Furthermore, such a sampling procedure
enables one witlr some confidence to make statements and generalizations about
the whole of the drug using group in the secondary school population
rather than just a self selected sub-section of the population.
Thus, this investigation attempts to establish the true extent and
pattern of abuse anongst school children. Are age-trends discernable?
Has initiation occurred at approxinately the same age for all, or is the
age of first experience getting youngen? What are the patterns of mono
and poly drug use?
Then a range of questions can also be asked about the social
characteristics and motivations of drug users. In what ways - if any - do
drug users differ frour their contenporaries v*ro do not use drugs?
Are their social backgrounds sinister? SociaL class, relationsh:1
with their family, religious group membership. sex, pattern of
.friendships: do any or all of these serve to mark out the user? Do
drug users differ in their anbitions and attitqdes to school? Is
there any indication that drug users fall within particular personality
tlpes, or see themselves as a special group with their own identity?
What are the underlying motivations for taking drugs, and, of relevance
for health education progr€u[nes, what reasons are given for not
taking drugs in a sub-cufture where drug use may be wefl known to exist?
What beliefs do user and non-user have about drugs and their conseguences?
What are their feelings about drug use amongst youth? What constraints
do they perceive existing upon theur in the translation of these feelings
into behaviour? What effect, for example, does rnedia- and school-
derived information about drugs have on its hearers; and how important
a role does the l-aw on drugs play in an individual's decisions on
whether or not to use drugs? What roles are the various helping services
seen to have?
Scientific Background
Few studies of dnrg abuse and ttre drug taker exist within
social and cultural contexts which are similar to the !{alaysian sociaL
context; and, as argqed above, social context itself is likely to prove
a major factor in the explanation of the patterns of drug usage,,and of
the underlying notivations and social characteristics of users. None-
theless, a brief survey of the existing literature frorn other contexts
will illustrate the genesis of the hypotheses that guided the present
study. Section lVo will then consider these hylntheses in detail.
But first, the optrrcrtunity will be taken to review the actual drug
substances in rnost common use worldwide.
A. Drugs in use and their effects
Young people have misused a range of drugs: in particularr
the opiates (opium, heroin and norphine), cannabis (ganja), hallucinogenic
drugs (especially L.S.D. ) amphetemines, sedatives and tranquillizers.
In some social climates, the list would be extended to include alcohol
and tobacco; it is also iurportant to realize that in other climates
of opinion, sorne of the drugs listed aboue would not be recognized as
drugs of misuse. Societyrs attitudes towards particular d.rugs have
altered greatly over time; and sub-grotrps wittrin the population may
disagree at any one trnint in time. Ttre social context in which a drug
is taken nay indeed substantially alter the experienced effect of
that drug.
If,-
Opiates
Narcotics act upon the central nervous systen, depressing
the cer&ral cortex and, probably, the thalanrus and leading to a slowing
of mental and physical activity. Drug dependence of the morphine
type involves
f ) An overporrrering desire or need to continue taking
. the drug and to obtain it by any means.
2) A tendency to increase the dose as a result of
increased tolerance.
3) A psychic dependence upon the effects of the drug
related to a subjective and individual appreciation
of its effects.
4\ A physical dependence on the effects of drugs.
Such dependence is not an inevitable outcone of all forzns of opiate
usage, although, given the methods of administration common amongst
Western users, dependence is freguent. (The method most frequently
discussed in the Literatrrre is the taking of heroin by injection into
the bloodstrearn; with less frequently, injection l-nto the skin; sniffing
and oral self adninistration. Srmking is seldon discussed in the
western litereture. )
Some heroin users are reported to rerrain for a considerabLe
while as occasional users only; but if the drug is taken freguently,
tolerance is achieved, and the user will have to increase the dosage
to attain the effects. Later, the euphoric effect is Lost, and the
individual continues with his drug in order to avoid withdrawal syltrptomsi
si'de effects from the life the addict is forced to lead are often
contributory to the individual's decline and perhaps death. Many
authors have comrented utrnn the differential consequences for the user
wfrether society regards him as a criminal or medical case. Vlhere addiction
is treated as a medical problenr as in Britain, then the side probleurs
of habit-financing crime, overdose etc. are lessened; and the addict is
npre Likely to renrain in contact with those who nright help hirn. (See,
for exanple, M.V. REAGAN: Readings in Drug Education, Methuen L972i
D.J. WOLK, Drug and Youth, l{ashington 1971)
Cannabis/Gania
.t
C. WINNICK (in E. IIARIT|S, Drug Addiction in youth, perganan,
1965) describes the effects of snoking cannabis as having three stages:
an initial enhileration, a peak midpoint and then a period of coming out.
6-
Many writers conunent that the effects for the novice user are likely
to be much less attractive - nausea being conrmon; more experienced
users report altered states of perception. J. SCIIER (Archives of
General Psychiatry 1956 15 539-551-) concludes that cannabis enhances
whatever tendencies are already present in the individual. The
World liealttr organization (13th Report on addic.tion producing dnrgs,
Geneva L964) after reveiewing all the published research upon cannabis,
c'oncludes that there is no evidence of any physical dependence; and
several sr:bsequent reports have reached the same conclusion. The
conclusion of H. MURRAY (Bulletin on Narcotics, January 1963, 15) is
worth quoting. Reviewing the literature he says:
"Both in the complexity of its effects and in
nore specific characteristics, cannabis is much
closer to alcohol than to the opiates or cocaine.
Like alcohol, it appears to have no deleterious
effects on the rpderate user ... as with alcohol,
single doses, given to naive, unstable subjects
can produce acute confusion, perhaps with
violence, while the long-term use of hearry doses
can probably lead to partial dernention. It is
clear that the free avaitability of cannabis can
be harmfuL but it is not clear that this is rnore
harmful than the free availability of alcohoL".
G. EDWARDS (The Practitioner, 1968, 2OO, 225-33) has, more recently,
sununarized medical opinion as "noving toward the view that there is
no convincing evidence that deleterious long terrn effects are produced
by cannabis".
Evidence that many heroin addicts had previously used cannabis
(for example, T. BElrlLEY, Brit. Med J. 1965, Z, 1284-6) has often been
cited; it is unclear quite what conclusions should be drawn from such
findings, as similar enquiries would also show that heroin users had
also used tobacco,aLcohol, etc. C1early, not all cannabis users - as
not all tobacco or alcohol users - progress to heroin. As R.P. WEINER
(Drugs and School Ctrildren, L97O, London) puts it: "The important
question is what. percentage of cannabis users do? This is unknol'tn,
but it does not appear to be very high for the wooLton report ... puts
the nunber of cannabis,users (in Britain) as between 30,000 and 300,000
while only 1796 addicts had signed on at treatment centres in the
country at, the time".
Hallucinbqenic Drugs 
:
These are substances which produce changes in thought,
perception, mood and sometiures trnsture; the most corunon of these
substances being L.S.D. The literature on them suggest that they do
1-
not cause major disturbances of the autononlq nervous si;11,gg5',, r:, ir
are they addictive, though overdose effects can lead to narcosis.
Considerable inter-individuaL differences occur in the psychoiooical
experiences which follow drug use; and S. COHEN (Drugs of Hallucination,
London, 1965) estimates that one patient in every 2500 connritted
suicide after taking L.S.D. However, R.A. SANDISON (Ttre Practitioner,
1968 200 244-50) is of the opinion that the dangers of L.S.D. are
qourpounded by the disturbed nature of a subSet of those using the drug.
Thus, although the drug does not produce physical dependence, its
potency means that it can be very harmful if used by the severely
disturbed individual.
Arrphet .mines, Sedatives and Tranquillizers
These drugs are used by the medical profession in the treatment
of a variety of conditionsi and, in Western Countries, are prescribed
in enomus guantities. (YNEINR. guotes a British figrure of 3.8 nillion
prescriptions for amphet&nines alone). lltrey are thus widely slmthesized
and may, via a number of routes, become available to those who would
misuse then (thefts; forged prescriptions; illegal iq>orts).
Arphetanines ('pep pillsr etc.), used in the treatnent of
depression epilepsy, psychopathic states etc., have effects upon
the slmpathonimetic and central ner\rous systems, the latter site of action
resulting in arousal, euphoria and increased energy and self confidence -
these being the reasons for illicit use of the drug. The evidence indicates
that, whilst a considerable nrmber of anphetimine takers stay only at
occasional user levelr som develop a degree of psychological dependence
upon the drug. Again, the question of progression from pep pills to
ottrer drugs has been raised.
Barbitr:rates, although sometines found misused by the same
drug subculture as anphetanines, have a completely different psycho-
plnrmacological action: the barbiturates act as depressants in rnany
organs of the bdy; and can lead to a form of intoxication behaviourally
similar to alcohol intoxication. It is possible to become addicted to
barbiturates.
B. Drugs and tbeir takers
Many of tfre grblished studies of drug takers have concentrated
upon a srnall sanple of known users wtro have, say, presented at a clinic,
and who will thus be a-tlpical in motivation, stage of experience and
probably many other factors. Generalization from such a sanple to
8-
users in the population as a whole may thus be unreliable; and attempts
to estimate the size of the user group within the general population
frorn the sample will be even worse.
Ttre low prevalence of drug taking within the population may
also lead to large sampling errors unless ones survey sample is enornous,
as very few studies are. Determination of exact1y who is a drug user
is also beset with the twin problems of difficulty of diagnosis and of
unreliable self retrnrting by users (or indeed, of boastful false
inclusions by non-users) .
N. BEJEROT has long stressed taking an epidemiological view
of drug abuse: he identifies epidemic drug dependence related to
particular periods, regions, a{les and trnpulation groups. This is
characterised by quick development, a high rate of "infection" of special
groups at risk, and rapid changes in fashion. Such a view of drug abuse
would seen well supported by the vastly different patterns of drug abuse
found in different parts of tbe world, and in the same country at
different tjmes; and his theory is helpful as a context because, in
additl.on..to gfrring us a nrodeldf'how a drug habit can spread through a
culture, it also serves to warn us away from any simple e:<pectations
that the reasons which lead one drug user using a particular drug in one
social context are necessarily going to be the same reasons for another
user using the sarre drug in another social context. One cannot predict
social characteristics or rctivations purely on the basis of drug t]rpe.
Bejerot is concerned to stress, however, ttrat the availability
of a drug and its dependence-producing quality are the basic conditions
for the developnent of all addictions: "!he high infectivity of addiction
is the decisive nechanism in the inception of mass addiction in a
society". His exarrples are drawn from the epidenic of intravenous
injection of stiurulants which spread through Sweden "alrpst by geonetric
progression"; and it may weJ-l be possible to provide a similar account
of the spread of various non-addictive drugs through a population,
as the central mechanisrr of initiation via friends into a currently
fashionable habit rrculd seen to be equally relevant here.
R. COCKHIT (Drug Abuse and Personality, Iondon f971) indicates
that the epidemiological npdel of drug abuse amounts to criticism of
those psychological and sociological nrodels of drug abuse which have
errphasized personality and social situations as the major determinants
of addiction and the spread of drug abuse. Itrere is, of course, an
eguivalent danger of over-erq>hasizing the infective process to the
exclusion of personality and sccial factors: by no neans afi tnosr
who are in contact with drug users become users themsel-ves, or certartr,
have any experience beyond a brief experimental one.
As with all other social problems, it is necessary to think
in terms of multiple causation of drug abuse be.havj-our: no single cause
is to be found. It takes a combination of factors - and not necessarily
at all the same combination of factors in each case - to produce the
behaviour. In some measure, most of the following will- be involved:
access to drugs; the example of others; demonstration of techniques of
usage; knowledge in the sub-culture of the effects of a drug; a range of
personal factors; and a range of social factors.
Research into the Social Psychology of drug taking
i. SociaL characteristics
Cocket,t's review of the literature describes three fairly general
characteristj.cs which are comnonly referred to as having cfose association
with drug abuse: fouth, social conditions and environnent; and delinquency.
The Advisor-v Conunittee on Druc Dependence, reporting to the
British Hone Office in 1958 stated that nost drug n-isuse was found anong
the younger generation: a finding prequently and increasingly repeated in
studies since that date. Wtrether one takes studies of opiate addicts in
Arneri.ca, cannabis users in Europe or amphetaroine users in Japan, the
pretrrcnderance of youth is striking.
I. CHEIN et aI (Narcotics, Delinquency an<i Social PoLicy, London
1964) revier*ing the incidence of drug abuse in the LI.S.A., retrnrt that
the drug epidenic areas arer on average, areas of relatively concentrated
settLements of underpriviliged minority groups; of poverty and Io-- economrc
status; of low ed,ucational attainment; of highly eronded housing and
"teening with teenagers". within such groups, drug users tended to come
fron the ress cohesive fauriries. rn contrast ta chein et al 's ea.rly
a clearly very different pattern of social conditions obtains shen
considering the rcre recent social. use of, d,rugrs amongst Arneri-can stud.ents.
Yet again. cross cultura.] differences are i-q)ortant: in the few tsritish
Sociological Studies avaiLable, very f.ittle evi-dence of, fanilial, ethnic
or soeial-class Predispositi-on towards &rugs was founci. {nndeed, sone
srnall-scale surveys have actualLy found a rnajority of their users coming
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from professional backgrcunds). -lupply patterns, availabiiity and toi:.*):i
must clearly be taken into accourrt as welL as presumed underlying rotivations.
Delinquency has been associated with drug taking by many writers:
e.q. K. EASTON (quoteC in Cockett) who writes that e:<perimentatlon with
heroin is preceded by a long historical development of behavioural, social,
school, interpersonal and other probrems. D.p. AUSUBEL (psychiatric
Quarterly 1971 35 523-531) in a study of occasional drug users found that
the individuals involved were essentially nornal personalities, where the
drug provided one of many possible ways of e:<pressing non-conformity,
rebelliousness and defiance of conventioni and like delinquency itself,
dimj-nishes with age and is discarded by trpst with the approach of adult life.
l"lany authors report the co-existence of drug use and delinquency at
the scale of city areas npst at risk; and also at the level of the individual.
Many of those convicted for drug offences have previous convictions for
non-drug related offences. (Statistics such as these, which are cited
in many studies, must be interpreted with a certain amount of caution:
those who become known to a study because of their drug offences may well
be the subset of the total user population who are already known to the
police because of ttreir previous record of offences; and may thus be a
unrepresentation of users in general).
Cockett, in his British Study of drug taking samples who were
also delinquent, has compared drug abuse with various facets of delinquent
behaviour. In general, drug users were not different from non drug using
delinquents in the age of onset of delinquencyr for the najority of cases,
delinquency began before drug taking. There was no association found
between drug taking and violence in this study; nof was there any relationship
between family disruption (the farnily have been broken) and drug taking,
though some evidence vtas found of some association between drug taking
and a poor relationship between the individual and his father. In this
sa"rple, there were significantly rnore controls who had educationar
opportunities 
- including in sane cases tertiary education
Cockett's study is thus of a British sanple in which few of the
social correlates of drug abuse described in the earlier American studies
are found to hold. Another najor study of relevance is that of R.s. WEMER
(Drugs and Schoolchildren, London f97O), who found, in his sample of 1093
secondary schoolchildren, 5.39t to be drug users. In this, another British
sample, the differences between American and other stud,ies of the social
characteristics of schoolage users is striking. There hras !g significant
trend towards greater drug use by males; drug takers r,rere rpst like1y to
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be found in the cLder age grcups; and most sturiking of a1:, druE t,r,ii.
at schoolarg3fio&e likely to be for:.nd among the higher social classes
(in this sarrple, 62.7* of the users come from rniddle class families, as
against 40.1t of the non users). Compared with the rest cf the sample,
sigrnificantly nnre drug takers were either planning to l-eave school by
the end of the year or \dere uncertain of their plans.
rug abuse thus relates co prof,oundJ-y drfferent social patterns
in different countries: as the above :xamples show, it would be entirely
misleading to take the early American finding of drug use being'.principally
tied to disadvantaged social circumstanaes as applicable everlzwhere; in
Britain, fol- example, the pattern of drug use found amongst Weiner's school
sample was of occasional, predomi-nantly middle class usage among those
seeking to leave school.
ii. Personality has been the main focus of much research. Drug users
were, in Cockett's study, found at all intelligence levels: "basic
mental capacity appears to have little or nothing to do with vulnerability
to such involvement". What abnormal psychiatric states were found anongst
users could be considered conseElengeq rather than causes of usage; or
at least, joint s)mptoms with usage of an underlying disturbed state:
anxiety, depression and hypochondria being the conditions which especially
distinguished drug takers from controls.
The personality picture which emerged of drug users indicated
that they were, when compared with others, Iess like1y to distort their
self inage and present a lgood impression! of thesrsel-ves. The more
neurotic a delinquent, the more i.ikely he was to becorne involved in drug
abuse, with the more introverted becoming the more heavily involved.
Drug takers, like other delinquents, were more than averagely self-
punishing and paranoid. Greater suspicion and withdrawnness, greater
emotional tension and exciternent all characterized the drug using
delinquent; he also had less persistencen will power, social- effectiveness
and leadership. Heavily inrrolved drug takers were, in addition, less
emotionally nature or able to tolerate frustration. No significant
personal-ity differences emerged on the wide battary of psychological tests
between hard and soft drug users. Ttre individuals, therefore, identified
as being most at risk were those who would popularly be described as
"inadequates".
iii. Comparison with Studies. of schoolage users of alcohol and tobacco
IIIicit use of drugs has received considerable public colurent
and discussion, and yet the number of peopl-e with drug related problems
is small comlnred with the nurnber who have problems with alcohol; and
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the use of tobacco armngst ]roung people is again vastly lpre widespread
than is drug uraga, yet also the eubject of nuch less attention conparison
of drug user studies with thos€ lnvestigatione prJ.ncitrnlly concerned with
alcohol and tobacco usage .arcngst sctmlchildren would thus be relevant.
In Britain, a series of strrdies (A.C. l{ckennell and J,M. Blznner
Br. Journal Educ. Psychol. 1968 39 27-39t J.Dt. Blmner: The Young Smoker,
H.U.S.O. t L969i J. Davies ard B. Stacey Teenagers and Alcohol, H.M.S.O.'
19721 have carefully su:rreyed the extent and origins of snoking and
drinking anongst schoolchildren, idenf,ifying the factors underlying
usage. Striking similarities energed between these studies and the
Weiner Study of drug taking in schoolchildren described above.
Bynner's etrrdy has shown the iqrortance of the image of "the
smokers" in motivating indtviduals to emulate him. In a series of questions,
subjects (who included hearryr occasional, and non-mkers) discussed their
own seLf perceptions; they were then a6ked to think of the individual who
smoked ald to discuss what otlpr characteristics he was like1y to have,
and again to give their inage of the non-snoker. An overall picture
of "roughness and notivity" crged of the srcker as being thought of as
somewhat nore grro\rn up than average, trDre succeseful in interpersonal
situations, rcre popular (espccl.ally wlth the opSrosite sex), less likely
to accept school nalues, etc. llhen, instructive dl.fferences between
smokers and non-srckers enrerged in hw far the individual perceived
hirnself si"nilar to this abstract inage of the suoker ard how far they
wished to emulate this inage. Peer gnroup Pressure, then, rnay be seen
as i-nportant to the inttiation anil nalntenance of srcking arcngst
adolescents, both in the forn of face to face encouragenent, and in terms
of the reference group effect shown by the conrparison of self inages.
Youthful drinking, mre still than youthful surking, is
associated popularly wLtfi various aapects of delinquency. !{hether the
relationship should be seen as purely causal (groups of individuals become
violent after misusing alcohol) has been debated by W. ltandeLl (Youthful
drinking, New York L9621. C.N. Alexander (Social Foree L967 45 542-550)
suggests that excessive use of alcohol is a manifestation of a general
delinquency. Alexarder's eqlLricaL studies also describes "defiant drinking"
as a manifestation of "adolescent rebellion" rather than a causei the state
of the individual causLng both the delinquent behaviour and the drinking.
Davies and Staceyrs surrrey of older secondary schoolchildren shows that
rrnst frequently, parents lntroduce children to alcohol, with only a
nrinority of first drinking occurring in the company of other teenagers;
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first encounters are, for the majority, on special occasions; but wiih
increasing age, alcohol is upre often consumed on occasions reported to
be "not special". There is a close relationship betveen arnount of use
of alcohol and that of tobacco: the hearry drinker is also likely to be
the heavy smoker. Spending power is also related to amount consunted,
this being true at each age level
As in Blmner's study, Davies and Stacey investigated the ways
in which their young Scottish sanrple perceived themselves and their
fellows: Questions r'rere asked about "the actual self", "the ideal se1f",
"the teenager who drinks heavily" and "the teenager who does not drink".
Toughness is seen as associated with drinking; and being unsociable as
associated with not drinking. The authors thus argrtre that many young
people in ttreir sample are motivated to drink in order to avoid the weak
and unsociable inage associated with not drinking, and to achieve the
toughness which they link with the consumption of alcohol. Dlost would
wish to avoid the state of the hearry drinker, who they would see as tough
but unsociable.
ctreir heavier drinkers had the rpre hostile attitudes towards the
older generation, and towards authority figrures such as teachers. They
believe that drinking is a sign of maturity, and that it sbws that one
"Knows how to look after oneself". Those who totally abstain had
extremely restrictive and often punitive attitudes and opinions, not only
on drink specifically, but also on a range of other topics; and often they
did not participate in the usual adolescent activities. The rnajority of
individuals in the survey had achieved a controlled used of alcohol via
their parents' socializinE them into seeing consumption as a normal and
acceptable npde of behaviour, rather than leaving them to experiment
furtively. Ttris, the authors suggest, may help reduce the chance that
the children will use alcohol as a means of e:rpressing rejection of
parental authority and of other values and norms of behaviour.
Health education constraints upon both behaviours are discussed.
Questions on ttre topic of the health dangers of smoking failed on the
whole to discriminate between snrokers and non-smokers, indicating that
the belief that cigarettes can cause illness is not a major factor in
checking smoking. Discussion of lung cancer with the non and occasional
smokers however showed them to be much more concerned than were the heavy
smokers. (llhe latter presrmably reduce the potentially dissonant state
by setting less beLief ulnn the medical evidence). These findings have
inplications for health education.
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Gj,ven that the attractrveness to youth of both smok:.ng and crinking
rests in part on the perceived maturity and seLf reliance of users; and
given the fact that sone usera are in active rebellion against authority
figures, to the point that they must reduce diqsonance by avoiding or
disbelieving medical evidence, then the least successfu'! cause of action on
the trnst of an educator would be a progrrame which stressed that teenagers
were "too young" to adopt such practices; which used conventional authority
figures as comunicators in the progrrErrme; and which laced the comnunication
with scaring nedical infornration. Unfortunately, too many education programes
take precisely this forsr.
iv. Drug User srotivatj.ons: the s.elf report approach
Weiner in the school study mentioned above, used a questionnaire
technique to identify the individr:al's percepti.on of actual self, of ones
ideal self and of drug takers. lhe aim was to see if the users and
their non-user controls had different perceptions of people who took drugs
in relation to the perceplions ttrey held of themselves as they were,
and as they held of thenrselves as they are and as they Luld wish to be.
Factor analysis of these inages gave four factors: conventionality,
weakness, obedience and heterosexual appeal..
On the faetor of conventionality both drug users and non users
perceived theurselves to be rcre unconventional than their ideaL selves,
and perceived people who took drugs to be yet more unconventional than
themsel-ves.
Both grroups perceived people who take drugs as being tougher than
their ideal selves; but whereas non-users see their actual self as being
close to this untough ideal, users see thenselves as tough as the typical
user. Both groups perceived drug users to be npre disobedient than they
were thenselves, while the drug takers perceived themselves to be more
disobedient ttran their ideal, the controls saw no difference between
themselves and their ideal self.
Finally, non-users Srerceived no difference as regards heterosexual
appeal between thenselves, their ideal sel-ves and people who take drugs.
Drug users however perceived peopLe who take drugs as having more hetero-
sexual appeal than theurselves, although they saw no differences between
themselves and their ideal self. It should be noted in this connection
that the leisure activities of the drug takers when conSnred with the non-
dnrg takels, nere nore tlpical of ttre behavior of an older age group:
they rnore often went to pubs, dancing and into Central london; they had
rpre noney to sgrgnd, and in cgnaequence snroke and drank rcre than did the
controls. Ttrey also spent uore tine in mixed eonpany of their own age,
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and felt ress nervous about rerationships with their age group. Thus
Weiner found dn:g takers at sc*rcol level to differ from non users on a
ntnber of dinensions: dnrg talcers tended to live a life nore tlpical
of an olde.r teenage groupr with rcre assured arg wide ranging social
acti.vities. He also found then to see themselves as disobedient, with
less respect for property ard being rcre iryulqive, with more encounters
with the Sn1ice than had the non-usersi and knowing rcre people who had
taken drugs.
Another similar rcde of approach to the personality of drug
users and to the individual uotivations underlyinE their habit is
advocated by the authors of the Canadian Government's Coumission of
Inquiry (Itre llon !{edical use of drr:gs, Pengruin 1971). Instead of the
'objective assessnent neasures appnoach! used by Crockett and other clinically
orientated psychologists, it seemed to them tllatr
"tfe mtst reJ.y prinarily on what drug users therrselves
say about their personal mtivation and other factors
prediposing them to use drugs. lltris was the approach
foLlowed by William James in his Varieties of Religio
Experience, a phenonenon wtrich traffi
with ttre subject natter of our inquiry. The best evidence
of the experience, the subjective effeets of which may
be presrmred to be the primary rnotivation or cause, comes
from the rlords of those who have undergrone it. This i.s
not to say that insight cannot be gained from the
observations and interpretations of psychologists, Social
philosophers, sociologists and other inforrred and qualified
students.of our society. Ttrus we shall have recourse, in
trying to e:rplain this phenomenon, to both the words of
drug users and the interpretations of observers".
Their position is that rctivation is too subtle, con6rlex and full of nuance
to be adequately elicited through questionnaires, although they adnit
that the survey rnethod does have its strengths in gaining a wide overal-l
view of extent of use, perceptions of drugs and general attitudes.
However, whichever method of inquiry is enrployed, no single
unifying explanation or th@ry will emerge because rctivations vary
between the different drug using populations and within a particular
Snpulation. The nptivational patterns underlying drug use tend to vary
from drug to drug.
Thus, for exanple, users of cannabis tended, in their testitnony
to the Canadian inquiry, to stress the simple pleasure of the experience.
"Time after tirne, witnesses have said to us in effect - we do it for fun;
do not try to find a eomplicated ocplanation for it, we do it for
pleasure". Sinple pleasure, similar to that claimed for the noderate use
of alcohol, or food, or sex, is frequently offered as the general explanation
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for nrost current drug use; and the Couunissiong felt that it would be a
seriOuS error, at leaSt as far as cannabis uSe was concerned, to think
of use as slznbolic of or manifesting a, pathological, psychological or
even sociological state. Such drug use does not have to be thought of as
a consequences of pathological need patterns.
Whereas cannabis users talked of their d.rug's use in facj-litating
normal social interaction, L.S.D. users spoke of their drug as not to be
lightly taken, and producing a very profound e:<perience. It htas not
a regular practice, having social or conmunal significance, but rather an
individualistic venture: a search for self knowledge, a self integration
or religious insight. "The positive values that young people claim to
find in the drug experience bear a striking sinilarity to traditional
religious values, including the concern with the soul or inner self. -The
spirit of renunciation, the emphasis on oPenness and the closely-knit
conmunity are part of it, but there is definitely the sense of identification
with something larger, something to which one belongs as part of the
human racer'. So conclude the Commissioners, after hearing evidence
presented to the Canadian Government Inquiry, who continue:
"We suspect that much contemPorary drug use simply serves
the purpose of relieving the stress and tension which most
people, young and old, experience in modern living.
Certainly this is a dominant function of alcohol and
nicotine which are still the most prevalent drugs in all
age gnoups (in Canada). It is also true of the large
guantities of barbiturates consumed by adults. In the
vast majority of cases it is idle to look beyond the relief
of tension for an e:<planation. This is the pleasure or
grratification nrost generally sought after by the drug user".
There remain, of course, the sub-bategory of users who are disturbed,
withdrawn or neurotic, as discussed in preceeding sections; but it is likely
that these will remain very much the minority in a community where the
social use of drugs - Iegal or illegal - becomes widespread.
v. The implications for social policy of this conclusion by the Canadian
Government Inquiry are set as thus:
"The sick individual who relies on drugs almost as his
only means of escape, who uses them always as a crutch,
and structures his whole existance around them as the
only providers of pleasure is in need of medical and
psychiatric or psychological treatment. Prolonged
counselling, psychotherapy and comprehensive social
follow-up care are usually required. Medically prescribed
and supervised drug treatrnent may also be indicated in
many cases. "
"On the other hand the non-conformist who is using drugs
but is not sick in the medical or psychiatric sense'
rnay not need treatment. If it seems desirable to bring
about a change in his behaviour, only a philosophical and
spiritual reorientation, which would have to touch the
cultural roots of his values and existential attitudes,
could achieve this qoal". (p. 239)
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CEAPTER TWO
H)potheses Guiding the Study
Given a large, representative sample of the secondary School Population,
in what ways do the self rePorting drug users - mono drug users or poly
drug users, differ from those pupits who do not report experience with
drugs of any kind? The present study, the first najor Malaysian and
perhaps Asian drug-related survey of adolescents in school, pgrposely casts
its net wide, with the presumption that drug taking is a multi-determined
phenomenon: that no one single "causal factor" wil-l be either a necessary
or a sufficient factor in drug taking. For some individuals, one factor
may have most importance, for other drug users, another set of factors
may be preeminent. some commentators have suggested that no overall
pattern of causality may be discernable, but in the belief that signi-
,ficant trends may emerge in a large scale survey, a range of factors
possibly connected with drug taking have been included in the study.
(Whether cause can be deduced from such findinqs of connections or
correlations will be discussed el-sewhere. Suffice it to say here that
we have so far no facts, even of a correlational nature to go on in
describing the adolescent drug using population). Factors which have
been found important in one country may well be of lesser importance
g5.ven the cultural, Iegal and drug availability characteristics of
another country: hence, fot example, the Anrerican finding that heroin
addicts are largely from lower social classes cannot be replicated in
Britain, where supply Patterns and the cultural context of heroin addiction
is completely different (J" HEWETSON & R. OLLENDORF Br. J. Addict 1964
50 r09-lr4).
Social Background
soci-al class is not, of itself , a variable which can o<plain
an individual's behaviour; it is frequently included in social surveys
because of its value as a kind of shorthand susmary of a network of
other, less accessible variables to do with life style and standards
of living. Many studies of delinquency, school achievement and drop
out etc. have found differences which relate to social c]ass, which
generally in the case of children and adolescents is measured by father
and,/or mother's occupation. Finding such differences shouLd then lead
to further investigation into the relevant features of social class
which may relate to the phenomenon of interest: for example, the degree
of parental concern for the child's education might prove to be an
underlying factor explaining differential school drop out between sub-
groups of the corununitY.
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Fa:rdly Relationships
Both early and present relations that the individual has with
his family, and especially with his parents, may be hypothesised to
infLuence the range of the individual's behavisur, including his drug-
using behaviour. Family can be seen, potentially, as either the
precipitator of such behavior or as its inbibitor. The tensions and
strains of family relationships, unsatisfactory or distant parent-child
feLations, or even personality defects ultimately traceable to early
childhood experiences (these last impossible to estabLish in a survey
based on questionnaire methodology) uray lead to drug-usage as a coping
strategy; but so also might dmg-usage be encouraged by fanriLial and
friends' exanple with either the sane or other drugs of habit. (Several
American studies have indicated parentaf use of tobacco and alcohol to
have small but suggestive correlations with childrenrs drug taking.
See D.J. WOLK Drugs and Youth, Washington Council for the Socj-al Studies
1971). Family ties and fear of parental disapproval may, on other hand,
be a powerful inhibitor of experinrentation with drugs in those cases
where the child believes his pgrents dissapprove of thern. A battery
of questions therefore was included to assess the individualts fanrily
relationships. Poor family relationships have been found to be associated
with a wide range of delinquent behaviour (e.g. review by D.J. WEST The
Young offender, Penguin 1967) and M. Schofield (The Sscual Behaviour
of Young Peoplel Longmans, 1965) found that sexual precocity related to
the childts not getting on with his parents. L. CIIEIN (Narcotics,
Delinquency and Social Policy, Tavistock 1964) found that alnrost all
addicts in their study came from disturbed homes, and were unabre to
identify with their parents. Less is known about the non-addict drug
taking population; and'it may well be that the dynamics of occasional
'social' drug taking are somewhat different from those of ad<liction and
dependence.
Males predominated in the early western Studies of drug usage
of all t14pes, as they also do in delinquency and crime statistics:
which may reflect either basic sex differences in underlying motivations or
relevant differences in the sex roles within the community. That the latter
is in part the case is suggested by changes over time in the west, such
that, for some dnrg t1pes, female users noe/ outnuriber males (e.g. p.,r.
ltloRK op. cit. ) . How far is drug taking sex tlped in Malaysia? vfhat
are the current sex roles in adolescencei and is there any evidence of
their changing in this country as they have done elsewhere?
Sex
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Religion
Religious group mesnbership has again in many contexts been
linked to differences in drrrg-taking behaviour. Do the prescriptions
of the various religions have differential effebt in inhibicing any
tendencies towards usage? Or would any differences found, relate less
to religion E! se and more to the stresses and'strains particular to
each ethnic Aroup predominant within the religion? Or, again, would any
such differences indicate the inportant role in the spread of drug taki.ng
of friendship groups, which are themsel-ves likely to be homogenous with
respect to religion and race?
Friends
Western research (e.9. the Addiction Research Unit report, Lancet
1968 - lst. June 1189-1192) indicates that drug-taking spreads through
pre-existing friendship groupsr and many case studies have re-inforced the
point 
- friends most often being the initiating agents. Hence, above
and beyond individual precipitating factors, the very existence and
availability of drugs within the individual's friendship groups would
seem likely to increase his chances of using drugs himself. Not every
individual- who knows drug users himself takes up the habit: reference group
theory predicts that only if the acquaintances are generally taken as
appropriate nodels for behavior by the individual will he be influenced
to follow suit. Hence, in addition to discovering how many drug users
the individual is in contact with the study also aimed to study friends
versus parental influence, and the image of the drug user that each
individual held. J.M. Bynner (smoking among Schoolboys, !I.S.S.O. 1968) has
shown how an earlier era of pupils, the image of the cigarette smoker
varied: for sqne individr:als, he was an attractive independent rebel
against the authority rrorld, successful in social relations, especiatly
with the opposite sex - and, as such, close to an ideal self, whereas for
others, the tlpical snoker was much further from their own ideal self - which
htas ntore arnbitious in school-related ways. Having friends who smoked when
one aLso had the more positive image of the smoker \das seen as more likely
to initiate the habit than mere acquaintance with smokers. This line
of thinking influenced the present study.
The Individr:al and His School: Ambition and Attitudes
FoJ-lowing on from the previous observations, it seerned worth-
while for und.erstanding both causes and effects of drug usage to see
whether there were differences between users and non-users in their
attitudes towards school and schooling. were own ambitions and own
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expectations of success in schc.:l depressed anong the drug tising su;
sample? How did either of these measures relate to parental expectati.oits
for the individual? (Idea1ly, one would detennine this latter factor
via direct interviews with parents; with a survey of the size contemplated,
this was impracticable. The individual child's perceptj.cns of his
parents' ambitions for him are, in any case, an. irnportant factor in ti:r:m-
seLves). was the pupil, in his own estimation doing well in school?
what were his attitudes towards school, its discipline and aims? And,
finally, how far might user:s and non-users differ in two school related
areas - absences from school (absence being one indicator of disturbed
relations with an institution) and hours of television watching (a competitor
with schoolwork, and shown to be a "refuge" for some categories of
delinquent see e.g. J.D. HALLOFAN The Effects of Television, Panther f97O).
Self Descriptions
Studies of addiction.have tended to show personality inadeguacy
to characterize the majority of addicts (see, for exarnple, a summary of
the evidence - R.S.P. WEINER, Drugs and SchoolchiLdren, Longrman 1970);
although some (e.9. .r. SCHER, Archiv Gen. Psychiate 1966 15 539-551) have
argrued that personality disturbances may possibly occur after addiction
and not before. Occasional users, rather than addicts may be presumed to
predominate arongst a school age population who label themselves as drug-
users. R. SeO"T and D. WILLCOX (Br. J. Addict 6L 9-27) report that in
their sampl-e, occasional or "weekend" userS had no personality disorders
as judged by their ability to form relationships with both sexes. H.!t.
HOLDEN (UentaL HeaLth, Auturnn 1966) suggests that Western teenage drug
users contain a proportion of hard core heavy users, who may well show
sign of disturbed personality, as welr as a larger group of re}atively
stable individuals for whom drug use is a temporary phase, an aspect of
a rebellious or experimenting adolescence.
Rather than running batteries of lengthy personality tests, on
which the large majority of drug users as well- as non-users would seem
likely to emerge as normal, the present study concentrated attention upon
the individualts own self description. were users likety to see them-
selves as less happy than non-users? Did they differ in knowing what they
wanted of life; feeling included; having a good tine; rnaking friends
easiry; being bored much of the time? were they optimisti.c, did they
see life as being controllable or a matter of luck, able to affect their
trcrrd? wourd they see themserves as relaxed, shy, lonely, bullied, grown
upr the leader of oners friends, able to be relied upon? what things in
{)-
Iife were importanr- to the individual? Theser arrdmany other self Cescript;;i-.
itens, were incl-uded in the questionnaire, to ask whether drug use is
part of a wider rejection of the surrounding society; and whether it can
be seen as coherent with the individuat's self-imaqe.
Reasons for Drug Usaqe
Many of the reasons an individual may have for using drugs
have, hopefully, already been tapped indirectly in the questionnaire:
parental- relatj-onships, the influence of friends. the image of the drug
user, and the individual's own moLivations as they are revealed in his
self descriptions. His attitudes towards drugs themselves were also,
clearly of interest (see below). Against this background, the reasons
the individual gave when directly asked were also of importance: did he
consider that curiosity was a motive? The pressure of friends? were
drugs a solution to his problems, or a help in work? What other reasons
would users give? Would the regular users of one drug differ as in their
given reasons from those of another - clearly, some drugs would be known
in the school subculture for their h'allucinogenic properties, others for
their effects when trying to study hard. How did the non-users "explain"
their non-use of an apparently freely available drug, ganja? were their
reasons - fear of its effects, fear of being caught, etc. etc. - similar
to the reasons given by those users who said they did not use the drug
as much as they riked? Answers to such a question may be relevant to
educational campaigns - though it should be noted that the individual rnay
not actually fully reaLize the influences and inhibitions acting upon his
behaviorf nor may he be willing to discuss them freely.
Attitudes Towards Drugs
WEINER (op. cit.) in the largest English survey (f090 respondents,
of whom 59 were classified as users) supports the hlpothesis of other
smalLer studies that drug-users have more favourable attitudes to dmgs.
Attitudes can be convenientl.y seen as comprising three components - the
beliefs the individuar holds about the attitude object (in this case,
drugs in general or particular drugs); the feelings associated with these
beliefs; and lastly the individualrs intentions to behave i-n ways related
to the attitude object. Generally, though by no means j-nevitably, these
three components are internally consistent and interrelate to form a coherent
attitude. (an individual for example may believe an object to have
dangerous properties, feel anxious and angry about it, and intend to act
in ways consistent with these feelings and beliefs). The possession of
a sincerely held attitude need not give rise to any actual behaviour - the
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appropriate circumstances may not arise; the action might conflict r;-i r:
nore powerful rnotive; or the perceived negative consequences of the act-.;;.
might outweigh the positive ones. Hence, favourable attitudes towards
drugs may well exist nore widely than drugtaking behaviour; and fail to
be translated into action because of lack of oplnrtunity, :>nfiict with
other activities, or fear of the consequences of taking Crugs.
A major section of the questionnaire therefore is oevoted to
vat'ious aspects of the attitude towards drugs. fhese link with the
assessment of the popular image of the drug user, and whether he is seen
in a more trrcsitive light by users. As was discussed in the introduction,
studies of the image held by schoolchildren of "the typical smoker",
and "the typical drinker" went a long way to explain their orrrn use or
non-use of tobacco and alcohol.
Belief, feeling and action components of attitude are all
examined in a variety of questions, presented at various points in the
questionnaire. Basic to any possible usage and to feelings about drugs
is the individualrs set of beliefs (whether true or false) about drugs
in general and the particular drugs he night come across. !{hat did he
believe that &ugs could do for one? Did they make one "feel good",
help relax, on make one confused? What were their short and long term
consequences, as he saw then? Were they only harmful if taken regrularly,
or likely to be addictive? What were'hisfeelings about drugs? In general,
did he worry about the drug situation, or was he little concerned with it?
Did he believe that drug usage led to increased popularity with ones
peers, or reflected an isolated and problen ridden state? Finally, how
did he see his behaviour with respect to drugs? Would he be interested
to try particular drugs that night be available? Were his friends users?
Did he see supplies as easily available locally? Were the legal penalties
a deterrant? And, if he could iuragine himself in the parental role,
how would he react to a child of his using drugs?
Rural-Urban dif ferences
Supply patterns and personal motivations have both been suggested
as differentiating the urban from the rural population with respect to
drug use; indeed, in some American studies, drug use has been characterized
as an urban problem. Yet, in the Malaysian context, it is widely believed
lhat drug use is nearly as connon in some rural areas as in urban areas,
although the drugs of preference are often stated to differ between the
areas, reflecting the different ethnic preponderance of urban and rural
populations. As against this hlpothesis of difference, it has also been
suggested that, in contemporary societyr.the youth culture is sufficiently
widespread and hornogenous to srinimize any such traditional differences in
patterns of usage and drugs of preference as may be found in the adult
age group.
ZJ
Pattern of Druq Usaqe
Iogically prior to all the above investigations of the individual-'s
motivatj-ons and attitudes is the establishrnent of his acl'rral pattern of
usage, if any. It vpuld be expected that, in an anonymcus survey like the
present one, some individuals would still renarl inhibited about menticn:-ngr
druq use, whilst others might boast of e:cperience they had not had; a.:;d
thgrefore nc: srmple corrective statis,:icscould be appliej to estirnate a
true figure for drug usage. Rather, a wide variety of questions about.
usage, combined with factual questions, \^rere ernployed, to cross check with
each other; and to arrive at an cverall picture of drug usage amongst the
Secondary School population. The next chapter outlines the patterns of
drug usage found; and srrbsequent chapters test and discuss the hypotheses
outlined above.
CTIAI{TER THREE
llethoaloloqy
-
flhere exist a number of nethods of assessing the extent of drug
usage yithin tlre comunity; each pa$p,6t has its ohrn particular advantages
and yet rpne are without disadvantages for the research worker trying to
estrbllsh the patterns of drug use.
Thus, for example, geggliption_f_escxgg may provide standardized
data wherenith to compare one district with another; and yet do not of
tlrenselves easlly lead to a breakdown into nedical and non-medical uses;
ard ttrey are clearly linited to those drugs of abuse which are prescrible.
Sales records of purchasable drugs provide another gnrtion of
the evidence: Governnent collected statistics on the sales, manufacture
ard i-ngnrt of drugs cover that group of abusable drugs wtrich can be
purchased directly by the publicr and from such figrures, an estimate can
be nade of the extent of a populationrs dependence upon such dnrgs.
h estinating tlre trnttern of drug abuse in Canada, for exanple, the Cmission
of Erguiry (Report, Toronto 1971) mde use of such sales records:
"In 1968, Canadians bought 3 billion aspirin tablets; and eonsuned'55.6
nillion doses of anphetmines, and 556 million doses of barbiturates ...
24t of all preecrlptlons in Toronto were for upod nodifying dnrgs ... Ett€
than a thlrd of such preecriptions were dispensed in quantlties
calculated to laet rcre than four weeks". Into ttrls category of
BtttlgtLca also crome the eales figrres for alcohol and eigarettes.
fltre reader will appreciate, horrever, the ilifficulty of uslng this
cate{rory of data to deterrrine the level and amount of abuse of such
druge, atrd the degnee of dependence upon then in the country; for such
eales-figrures eannot distingrish the occasional user of, say, barbiturates
fro ttre hearry user who has becone dependent.
Police statistics for arrest on drug related charges would seem
at f,lrst eight to be a good way of exanining the trnttern of drug ueage
In the colxrt!.y, geographical variations in ircidence, and changes over
tire. It atrst be realized ttrat such statistics nay be only a poor
gnride to ttre actual picture of drug use in the comrunity, for detection
and arrest figrres are heavily influenced by national and local lnlice
polisyr the uanpower allocated rrithin the force to drug investigationst
the suceess of tip-offst dlfferential police activity in the various
strata of societyl etc. Some geographical areas are knon to the
pollce as high risk areas, ard the resburees brought to bear ln tlren
uay result in a considerably hlgher detect,ion rate than in other areas,
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which may also have their own drug users. Police statistics, in
addiction, give one a clearer picture of opiate and ganja abuse than
they do of the non medical use of barbiturates, tranquillizers and
anrphetamines; indeed, in situations where heroin use is limited to
a particular small group, who are highly visible and kept under
police srrrveillance for much of the time, the trrclice records can
pro.vide an accurate estimate of such users, in a way they never
could hope to do for the pattern of middle-aged barbiturate abusers,
for exanple.
Scientific sr:rvey, where properly constructed, are, in the
opinion of the Canadian Conmission (op. cit.): "the nost accurate
method available for making estfuutes of druq use". Surveys are
trnrticularly appropriate to descriJce social facts which incl-ude
both overt behaviour and attitudes. Self-reporting techniques are
the onLy ones which will yield inforrnation to describe sets of
attitudes and experiences that combine to determine differences in
behaviour within a population. Sanpling a whole population poses
najor strategic difficulties; and a school-age sample, done through
the schools especially at ages where there is compulsory attendence
at school, nay be the closest it is Srcssible to come to a truly
representative sample of the whole population. CLearly here the
concLusions reached will relate primarily to the age group surveyed:
the extent of, and rptivations towards, drug use amongst 15 year olds
is likely to be only an approxi"nate g:ide to the 20 year old age
groupr and a fairly poor predictor of drug use arnong the niddle
aged. This will be especially true where drug use patterns are in
swift change across the age groups.
llhe Drug Deperdenee Rasearch ?roject (tlniversiti Sains Malaysia)
Four related surveys have, to date, been conducted by the
mernbers of the project, culninating in the present schooLs study.
In order to give a picture of drug abuse in Malaysia, these surveys
have investigated three known drug using populations - voluntary
trntients seeking treatmentr persons coming before the courts on
drug offencesi and prisoners convicted of such offences. Extrapolition
from any of these to the trnttern of drug use in the whole cormunity
is, as argrued above, not feasi-ble, because the reasons why these
populations are known to the authorities are preeisely those why
they cannot be regrarded as randomly selected from the trnpulation or
representative of it. These studies, however, indicate the social
and econonic background of these lnrticular groups of users; illustrate
the extent to which ciruq use is rr:.iE€d to pathologies, social- ano
personal problem situations; enquire into the individualrs motivations
for starting and contirming drug use; and give a picture of the
individualrs personal drug history and (as appropriate) the therapeutic
or legal conseguences of this history.
Research reports on each of these populations give ful1
deta.ils of the findings: suffice it here to note that the studies
were conducted in Penang and Selangor states, and have either
sampled or taken the whole of a particular known population. Thus,
for exampl-e, one in three were sampled from all the voluntary patients
coming to Penang General Hospital for treatment for their drug habit.
The courts and prisons populations were extended on police advice,
to include those who were known to be drug dependent, but who had,
for reasons of sentencing poliey' been charged or imprisoned on other
offences.
For each population, a seperate questionnaire was designed
as appropriate, piloted, and administered by teams of trained
interviewers. Further details of samples, questionnaires and
administration can be found in the published reports.
l,lethodologry of the Schools Study
In order to study drug users in the context of their non
drug using contemtrnraries, and to gain an estimate of the extent and
nature of such use throughout the popul.ation, it was decided to take
as representative a sample of an age group as \das practicabLy possible;
and Like many previous research raorkers before us, the present workers
chose a sample of the secondary school population to study, both on
grounds of accessibility and of scientific interest, being the
population most at risk. lftrus, f:rom a whole unselected segrment of
the Malaysian population, one would have estirnates of the proportions
who had experience of drugs, the extent of such e:<perience, and a
comparison of the characteristics of users and non usersr together with
some indication of age trends within the secondary school population.
Putting these-findings against those already obtained in the hospitals,
courts and prisons studies one could then:
i) give an account of recent historicaL changes in the
patterns of drug abuse in Malaysia, using data from
present day thirteen year olds through to sixth
formers and to the older populations in hospital,
court and prison
ii) trace the sel-ective pressures which lead a minority
of the total population to experiment with drugs;
those which lead a proportion of these to continue
to use drugs regrularly; dependent upon these drugs.
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From the inception of the schools study, the Seni-or Officers in the
Ministry of Education were involved. The first phase of this study
. 
ldas planned and carried out in the state of Penang. Initial discussions
with the State Education Department revealed that,there r,vere appro>.:-mately
' 65,000 secondary schoolchildren in the state; and it was decided tot 
make a lOt sample of this population. Rather than conducting the
. "urvey on 1O* cf schoolchildren in every secondary school in the state,it dras felt that if the study lras conducted in hatf of all secondary
schools, this would provide an adequate reflection of the drug use pattern.
In selecting the schooLs to be surveyed, every precaution
. was taken to ensure that these would be representative of the totaL
population in terms of ethnicity, rural-urban location, etc. All the
selected schools were henceforth designated by a computer identification
code; guaranteed their anonlnnity (over and above that which was ensured
for each individual respondent); and the data collected will, thus not be
presented in a way that any particular institution could be identified
by the reader.
. 
Thusr in each selected school, questionnaires were fiLled in
by one in five of the school's population, to represent a random sample
from each study level, and each class within a study level. The
i choice of individual children for the sample rras based on the class
' register, with individuals being randomly chosen using a computer
numerical rnaxinum non-match selection technique.
On conpletion of the Penang survey, an equivalent study was
planned and executed in Selangor with the assistance of the State
Education De;nrtrnent, in order that the study should be an representative
as possible of the Malaysian secondary school population, and such
that any findings which applied only to one state might be detectable.
In Selangor, a sirnilar procedure was employed to select schools and
individual. pupils, to give a sanrple representative of the staters
secondary school population. (For the purposes of one of the intended
analyses of the data 
- see Chapter Five - schools in Selangor rdere
classified as follows: City - Kuala Lumpur - 12 schools; Urban - other
major urban areas in Selangor 
- 15 schools; Semi-urban - smaller\ urban settlenents - 9 schools; and Rura1 - the snallest settlement -
4 schooLs. For this trnrticular sub-analysis, of rural-urban differences,
'. 
Penang I^Ias not included, as it was felt that only Selangor provided the
sufficiently broad spread of environments necessary).
- 
.iB
Development of Schools Questionnairg
Previously published survey instn:ments, and the suggestions
of those familiar with the local school and drug gse situation, rvsye
the main sources of items included in the pilot version of '-ire
guestionnaire. Modifications to wording and new itens in the
guestionnaire were made, in order that iteurs might directly test
the. hypotheses of the study (as outlined in Chapter frro) . A,reas
covered included denographic variables; educational level and aspirations;
general attitudes; knowledge about and attitudes towards drugr and their
users; a.s well as questions about relationships between the individual
and his parents, friends and the school. A najor segment investigated
t-ri€ resFrondent's e:rperience of a range of drugs known to be available:
ganja, tranquillizers, amphettnines, sedatives and barbiturates, heroin,
rnrphine and opium. L.S.D. was also included in one version of the
questionnaire. The actual-format and word.ing of the questionnaires
are presented as an appendix to this report.
As the study was to investigate the whoLe age range of
secondary school, consideratj-on was given providing questionnaires
geared to the different age groups: and it was decided to use two
lengths of questionnaire, a shorter, 34 item, version for fornrs 1, 2
and 3 (the "Lorrrer Secondary School Sample Questionnaire") and a more
extended 75 item version for fo:ms 4, 5 and 6 (the "Upper Secondary
School Sample Questionnaire"). All 34 items of the shorter questionnaire
appear either verbation in the larger version, with the exception of a
few items where the wording could afford to be more adult and complex
for the older sample; or where a lower version item was the equivalent
of a whole series of upper version items.
Versions of the questionnaires were produced in English and
in Bahasa !4alaysia; and were administered as appropriate for the
predominant nedium of each particular school.
Administration
The printed questionnaire was of a closed-ended, self
administration naturer and thus the research assistants' task at this
stage was almost purely administrative: fixing venues, seating
arrangements, distribution of questionnaires, vigilance against
collaboration between respondents, and collection of conrpleted
questionnaires. Interaction between administrators and respondents
was kept to a minimum: after a brief and hopefully entirely neutral
introduction (by either a school staff menber or by one of the research
tean), the sanrple populationsproceededto work their way through the
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questionnaite. In practice, at each administration, sone res;nndents
wanted reassurance of their interpretation of a questionnaire itent
and the research assistants were instructed to make such explanations
as straightfonrard as possible, so as not to bias, the response with
hints of socially desirable responses. Ttre printed questionnaire
sheets carried a brief introduction and assurances of anonlmity; and
a further reminder of the anonlmity of responses lilas given at the
etrbtegic point in the guestionnaire where, having developed sone
rapport on neutral questions, the respondent night feel threatened
by the qr:estions asking about his actual experiences with drugrs.
Analvsis Definitions
vlhilst the study was essentially interested in the use of
illicit drugs like the narcotics and narijuana' it also investigated
the general Pattern of the non-nedical use of drugs. Furttrer, though
guestions were asked on the use of alcohol and cigarettes, the naJor
analysis in fact encludes these two items.
Ttrus by our criteria, a druq user is in fact anyone who
has taken any one or rpre of the following drugs witJrout a nedLcal
reason. The drugs considered in the study were amphetanuines,
tranquillisers, sleeping pitls (sedatives), ganja (urariJuana), k Pills'
heroin, morphine, and opirn. Cigarettes and alcohol were excluded.
clearly, the above definition allows us to deeignate an
indiviclual as a drug uaer. It does not however, distinguish the
ocperimental dnrg users frosr the drug dependent. lltre labelling of
an lndividual as a drug deperdent is again arbitary and srrbjective.
ttrus in our study we have adopted ttre following rating sca}e.
EXPERIMENTER: Is any one who has used any one or nore of the above
sSncified drugs non medically 2 or 3 times only.
LIGIIT USER: Is anyone who uses drugs 1-2 times a week or someone who
has used it continuously for at least 12 times.
IIODERATE USER: Is anyone who uses drugs 3-4 times a week or soneone
who has used it continuously for at least 50 times.
HEAVY USER: fs anyone who uses drugs at least 5 times a week or
son@ne who has used it continuously for at least LOO ti-nes.
Taking into account the existing cLinical and phannacological
evidence on drug tolerance and drug dependencYr we are of the opinion
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that conservatively, persons who falL into our last category i.e. the
heavy users who nay be considered drug dependents.
i
By a drug dependent \ile mean someone who will exhibit physical
and or psychological changes on cessation of the drug.
Method of analysis
Completed questionnaires were checked for spoiJ.ed or incomplete
papers, which were excluded at this stage. (InsPection of these show
no clear trend in terms of the main independent variables' and the
investigation proceded on the assumption that these represented a
scatter of non-returns which were at random with relation to the main
variables of the study.) A total of 161166 completed guestionnaires
were coded, card-punched; and sanrpJ.e distributions were run on the
Universiti Sains lul4 370/135 conqruter; usirlg statistical packages for
social sciences.
Tests of significance, where referred to in the test, are
chi-squared tests, conE>uter calculated by pgckage aEain using the
statistical packages for social sciences. In each case' the usual
statistics (median, mean rode etc) frequency counts' cross tabulations
were computed.
CHAPTER FOUR
Pattern of drug use
llhe analysis of data gathered in the Penb.ng and SelanEror state
surveys to be presented in the present chapter will indicate the pattern
of drug use within the secondary school population: first, the overall
proportion of d.rug users in this popuration; the number of these who
restrict their use to one drug (mono users) and those who have experience
of more tlpes (poly users); and the drr:gs of preference. Then will be
given the findings on frequency of usage; of recent changes in the rate
of usage, and on the perceived local availabilities of particular drugs.
Each drug type - ganja, heroin, morphine and opium, sedative and
barbiturates, tranquillizers, amphetamines and L.S.D. - will then be
considered separately' together with data on cigarette and alcohol use.
(on these latter two comparisons wilt be made between the users of
others drugs and non-users in their patterns of smoking and drinking).
Finally, data on the age of initiation into ganja, other illicit drugs
and cigarettes will be presented.
For each such analysis, a tabLe or tables wilt be presented,
and the text describing the findings of the particular analysis will
bear the same identifying code number, for easy reference. This system
for linking tables and text will also be empl-oyed in Chapter Five, in
which the detailed analyses of drug user - non-user differences in
background, attitudes and beliefs will be presented.
PDU I and 2 Nr:mber of drug users and non drug users; and their
drugs of preference
In thj-s and every other section, unless stated otherwise, the
tom drug user is to be taken to mean a person so cl_assified for the
purposes of this study by the criteria laid down in the preceding
chapter on methodology: it refers to aII such individuals, from tbe
regrular user to those who have had an isolated e:<perimental experience
of one drug. The reader nust not therefore, equate the term ,'drug
user" with "regular user", less still with "drug addict,', for, as the
subsequent analyses of this chapter will show, regular users are a
ninority artpngst the "drug users" of this survey, with presurned addicts
being fewer still.
Using the self report criteria, an overall 11.5t of the 16,166
schoolchildren in secondary schools in Penang and Selangor have had
some experience of d.rugs of one kind or another. In both states, the
age variable is of little imtrnrtance: as large a percentage of the
younger children (in the Lower Schoof Sarnple) as of the older, Upper
school, sample are users. Penang State, however, shows a proportionately
JZ
SOCO,/PDUI: Number of Drug Users and Non 
_Drug Users
e
. Selangor
Selangor and Penang Combined
3259 (90.2)
6014 (89.2)
3ss ( 9.8)
730 (r0.8)
1699 (86.3)
3328 (86.7)
27O (13.7)
sll (13.3)
4958 (88.8)
9342 (88.3)
625 (rr.2)
L24L (1r.7)
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PDU2: Penang Mono or Pol-y Drug Users
Selangor Mono or Poly Drug User
t
t
Penang & Selangor
Penang Lower Penang Upper Total ?
1. l{ono
2. 2 drugs
.3. 3 drugs
4. 4 drugs
5. 5 drugs
6. 6 drugs
7. 7 drugs
200
88
66
77
52
24
4
114
33
30
3L
33
29
314
L2I
96
108
85
f,5
40.2
15. 5
12 .3
13. 8
10.9
6.8
0.5
TotaI 511 270 78r 100. 0
Selangor Upper Selangor Lower Total t
I. Mono
2. 2 drugs
3. 3 drugs
4. 4 drugs
5. 5 druqs
6. 6 drugs
7. 7 drugs
224
77
24
10
9
7
294
]-24
7T
90
a4
51
6
522
20I
95
100
93
68
6
48. 1
18.5
8.8
9.2
8.6
6.3
0.5
Total 355 730 1085 100.0
Upper Lower Total t
1. t{ono
2. 2 drugs
3. 3 drugs
4. 4 drugs
5. 5 drugs
6. 6 drugs
7. 7 drugs
342
110
54
4l
42
36
494
2L2
r37
L67
136
85
10
836
322
191
204
L78
T2I
1.1
44.8
I7.3
10. 2
I1. 2
qq
6.5
0.5
r866 100.0
f,
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larger group who are users (13.58 overall) compared with Selangor Statt.
(1O.3t), but factors which will be discussed in this and the following
chapter begin to explain this difference in ways which reduce the
significance of this finding.
T.l:e drugs of preference varied more between the age groups
than they did between the states. To sutrmarize data which will be
presented more fully in subsequent sectionsr the order of preference as
indicated by simple frequency of response (rather than frequency of usage
or order of inception) are overall as follows:
Sedatives 914 individuaLs had ever tried
Tranquill izets 742 'l
Amphetamines 7O4 'r
Ganja 643 r'
Heroin 584 rl
Morphine/Opium 52L r'
LSD (Iower Schools only) 463 r'
Differences betldeen states (which might reflect differential availability)
are small compared with the differences between age groups. Orders of
preference, with drugs indicated by their initial letter:
Penang Lower
Penang Upper
STALHMG
GST(L?)AITM
Selangor Lower S T A L H lvt G
Selangor Upper c S H (L?) A T M
tibte: L.S.D., which was not included in the older questionnaire, is
included in the table above as a notional midtrnint for the
older sample.
PDU 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 Mono and PoIy drug users
of the group now described as drug users, an average of 44.8*
had experience of only one t)pe of drug; with progressively fewer having
orperienced two, three and more tlpes of drugs, such that only
approximately a quarter of the drug using sample had tried four or
nore drugs. Penang state showed a larger proportion who had tried
a wider range of drugs: 328 claiming having tried four drugs or nore,
as opposed to 26t in Selangor who claimed such range of experience.
What were the drugs used by the mono drug users, and the
Iower poly drug users? Were some drugs seldom used until the individual
had already tried many drugs? (Although an imperfect substitute for
case records, which will be secured in future interview studies, rnono,/
poly tables can give a picture of the progression that characterizes
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a population, presuming trends have rernained sufficiently stable to
justify extlapolating from cross sectionaL data).
Mono dn g users, at every l-evel and in either state are
very largely also very occasional users, whatever is their drug of
preference; they have tlpicaLly taken their drug only once or twice,
in their lives. 86.4t of all older rnono drug users (excluding ganja
users) have only one or tvto exPeriences of the drug; 73? of those
who have only tried ganja have fewer than ten experiences - of whom
the large majority have only one or two times tried the drug. Rarely -
the self classification of use given by 72.4t of younger nono drug
users - would seem an appropriate sq:unary of the picture as far as
just under hatf of ttre present "drug user" population goes and it is
worthwhile repeating here the caution that in this survey, the term
"drug userr does not inply regrular use, let alone dependence upon or
addl.ction to the drug.
Thus, it is overall a surall minority of mono drug users who
are regular usersi very few upPer secondary age grouP nono users
indeed are using their drug once a day or morei however, 11.5t of
lower mono drug users consider their use to be 'very often'; and an
appreciable proportion of younger users (28* in Penang, 38t in Selangor)
claim that they have lost count of how rnany times they have used ganja.
Ttrus, atthough in general, an individual who has experience of only
one type of drug (as have 44.8* of the drug user sampLe) is npst likely
to have had very lirnited experience of that drog, there are some mono
drug users who have some considerable use of their drug.
Mono drug users npst cormonly are users of ganja or sedatives
(the forner rrpre popular than the latter with older users, vice versa
with the younger). Among the older mono users, there is only one
firrther relatively conunonly used drug - the amphetamines; they, plus
tranquillizers and L.S.D., \'tere aLso found among lower mono users.
Ittre opiates are very seldom used by themselves.
Ttrus, one can tentatively deduce frorn this analysis that
individuals begin their e:rperimentation with a wide range of drugs - most
Iikely being ganja or the amphetaminesi and the majority of them, after
a surall number of experiments' cease their use of all drugs. Very
ferr indeed start with opiates, which are almost inevitably associated
wlth poly drug use.
Thus, continuing through the analyses of poly drug use - those
using two drug tlt)es, three drug types and so on - one can imperfectly
reconstruct a drug use history for the present school age population:
"inr;rerfectly" because both fashions and availabilities are in fact
likely to have changed during the past few years; and the situation
t-42
for a nar drug user now differs from that which wouLd have been faced
by the new drug user of five years ago in the same school. Hence, it
is risky to extrapolate from, say a lower mono drug user of today
back to the initiation phase of a poly drug user who, four years
older, is now using four types of drugs.
Poly drug users who are presently using two drug types vary
coBsiderably with age and, to a lesser extent, with district in the
preferred conbination of drugs used. ff ganja predominated ancng
older rnono drug users, then in the Upper Selangor sample, ganja plus
heroin accounts for 53.2t of atl poly drug users using two types;
and 21.2? of the equivalent group in the Upper Penang sample. In this
latter it is another combination with ganja: ggi@
(or tranquillizers or amphetasrines) which predominates (51.5c of
the older two-drug users). fhis inter-state difference - Selangor
Upper moving to heroin as a second drug' whilst Penang Upper moves
to sedatives etc - persis+-s as one traces the predominant patterns
through poly drug users who are on three, four and five drugs. Anongst
the three drug users, this third drug is l-ikely to be a soft drug -
Selangor persisting with heroin, ganja and one soft drug; Penang with
ganja and two soft drugs as the singj-e most frequent pattern arnong
three-drug users. At four drugs, Penang adds a hard drug, Selangor a soft,
to nake the predominant pattern the sane in each state; but, among the
very few older individuals in either state who claim to have experience
of five drugs, Selangor adds a further hard drug, to Penang's soft
drug. As a glance at the tables will indicate, the above analysis
is only dealing with the predominant pattern at each level; and at
each level, practically every other possible permutation is found,
though generally with only a few individuals per cell. Nonetheless,
tracing the predominant pattern through gives an entirely consistent
picture for an individual who may finish up (as only very sma1l number
do) with experience of five drugs: starting with ganja, and then
progressing to opiates (in Selangpr) or soft drugs (in Penang), with
the further additions as outlined above.
It is similarly possibJ-e to trace a consistent pattern in the
predominant fornr of drug use .rmong the lower age groupsr though here,
there are only differences betr,veen the states at five-drug poly usage.
Thus, in both states, the use of sedatives has already been
noted as the predominant drug among the younger mono usersi the
second dnrg rnost comronly added is either tranquillizer or sedative,
the third a hard d*g; the fo'urth LSD; and in Penang, the fifth is a
third soft drug; whereas in Se1angor, the fifth drug to be added is a
second hard drug. It should be noted that greater diversity of
-43
pattern exists among the lower than the uPper usersi and that, although
the preceding sentence sumarize the nost frequently fourrcl Pattern' sone
other patterns are alnost as often for:rd among Iower age group poly
drug users.
As has been stated above, tracing progression into Poly drug
use via cross sectional data nakes nany lrcre assullPtions than does
dirgctly gained case naterial; and it cannot be shown that the present
five-drug users have aLl reached this lnsition by the path described
hcre, nor r6y those few rnono drug users who will eventually became
five-drug poly users not achieve a different set of five drugs than
form the presently npst compn Pattern. It must also be repeated that'
although rnost poly drug users started their drug habit with the mono
use of ganja or sedatives, only a proportion of the present npno users
of ganja or sedatives will ever Procede to regrular drug use at all, Iet
alone to poly drug use: for nany of the individuals here classified as
"[pno drug users", the experience has been linited to one or two
$<perinents.
PDU 9 and 1O Frequency of Drug Usage: surmary tables
Ttrese trc tables ernble the reader to exa.mine the relative
frequencies of use of atl drug tlpesr anil provide further evidence for
the existence of a large grouP whose use of a drug i.s confined to one
or trc experi-ments. Ganja is not included on the two tables because
tlre usage figures are plotted on a different scale from all other
druga; for the contrnrable fign:res for ganja usage see PDU 15. Upper
and lower versions of the questionnaire plotted usage figures along
tro separate scales: hence, ttre trrc tables are presented se;nrately.
lltrey srmarize in convenient fornr the data to be considered below, drug
by drug; anil so only a few broad observations will be made here.
In the Selangor Upper sartpJ.e, it is very likely that an
individual. classified as the user of a trnrticular drug has used it only
once or twice: PercentaEes ranging frorn 86* of sedatives users, to
78t of heroin users having such linited exSnsurer $/ith even in the case
of norphine or opir:m users - usually presumed to be 'hardened users'
- 67 | being only one or t\'uo time users. In the Penang Upper sartple,
in contrast, there is larger protrnrtion who have some more frequent
usage, although it still is the case that for all drugs except
tranquillizers, rcre than half of those classified as users of a
particular drug are only one or txro time users. In this samPle,
tranquillizers and heroin feature as drugs of whose users a sizeable
proportion are once a day or more frequent users (57.6t of tranquillizer
use, and 37.3t of heroin use in this group being of this frequency).
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For r:, : lounger sample, instead of asking the inciivi<iuaj- cc
give actual freguencies of drug use, if at ali, the questionnaire asked
the respondent merefy to describe his use of a drug as: 'never,,
trarelyt, tquite often' or 'very oftenr. This format was chosen -for
ease of comprehension; however, it has two disadvantages, the first
being non-conparability wj-th the actuar frequency scale used in t}:e
upper schooi- version questionnaire; and the second, a more subtle
prBsurned cisadvantage. rt woul-d seem that, faced with the less exacr
and then less probing alternatives provided for the younger sample,
the individual's tendency to boast is given qreater rein; and one
should thus treat with caution the number of young respondents who
checked 'very oftenr as their frequency of usage: it seems unlikely
tlxat faced with the more objective scale of actual freguencies many
of these r,rpuld have checked those usage frequencies which would arnount
to 'very often' using drugs.
PDU Il and 12 Changes il_frequency of usage over time
Respondents were asked, for the range of d.rugs so far discussed
plus alcohol, how their current rate of usage compared with their use
twelve nonths previously: had it increased, decreased, or remained
roughly the same? One might hypothesize that, with time, drug use
would increase for some individuals, who were in the process of becoming
regular users and perhaps dependent upon their drug; and would
diminish for a larger group of other users - the experimenter group
who, as noted above, form a substantial proportion of the user sampl_e.
Ttris hypothesis is confirmed (with two exceptions) for each drug
substance in both states and at either level: in each case, there is a
group who have increased their use of the substance over the year; but
each time, there is a larger group whose use has diminished over the
twelve monthsi and a further group, either intermediate in size or
Iarger than either two who report no change in rate of usage. (It
should be noted that an individual who is currently a total non-user
of d.rugs, whose drug experiences were a year or more ago, would fall
into one or other of these latter two categories). The two cells
where this trend has not been observed, are in the Penang Lower sample:
here, the "increase" group is somewhat larger than the "decrease" group
among the users of heroin and of opium, although all other substances
show the nain trend.
Thus, even alcohol (whose usage rate is rnuch higher than
that of other drugs) shows, overal1, a reported diminution of
consumption over the year: a pattern repeated almost throughout all
the user groups of all drug substances. This is an entirely predictable
overall pattern when one considers that the figure compounds a majority
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group who during the year have ceased their experimental use of one or
tuo drugs, and a minority group whc, are maintaining or extending their
habit. $o put the pattern in perspective, increased drug usage is
relrcrted (averaging across all drugs except alcohol) by o.98 of the
total sanple, as against increased alcohol consumption, which is reported
by 2.7t of the sampi.e. Thus, for nearly two thirds of the d.rug users
(54.2t), the previous twelve months has seen the dirninution or
naintenance at the same level of their d.rug habit with, contrary to
public stereotlT)es of'rthe drug user", only the remaining 35.7t having
increased their usage during the year. These ratter should clairn
pubric attention and help, whitst at the same tjme, it should be noted
that the najority of individuals who try drugs do not then move on to
increased usalte, but rnay well cease altogether.
Very or Quite Easily Obtained
Ilow easy is it round here to obtain drugs, respondents nere
asked, ard a check list was offered, to indicate whether the particular
drug vas very easy, guite easy, or not easy at all to obtain local1y.
Conparingr €19€ for age in any locality, drug users nere always
npre of the opinion that any particular strbstance was easily obtained
than were the non-users . Ttre predomj.nant response anong non uliers,
especially in the lower age range, rtras that they did not know drug
availabilities at al}i and indeed, for each particuJ.ar drug, those who
were users of another drug blrt rtot this one, were also likely to
indicate their ignorancg (81t of non-users e:<pressed their ignorance,
as aglainst 52t of users) .
Responses, then, which indicate that a drug is fairly or
very easy to obtain, are thus in the minority in all but one instance;
their pattern nonetheless gives indication of the perceived availability,
ard a1lows one to nake some generalizations. In addition to the
PE}ANG SEIS,}I3OR
IPWER UPPER I,oWER UPPER
DU !{DU DU NDU DU DIDU D(J !{DU
GNLTA
S?IIIIUIAIilTS
HEROIN
OPTT'M
24.2 8. 5
30.7 8. o
22.5 5,2
20.7 5.6
39.2 23.1
46.9 16.6
30.4 15.3
27.8 16.3
21. 5 9.0
22.6 6.6
17 .8 5.4
19. 3 5.4
54 .3 22.6
39.5 L7,2
37.1 13. I
24.3 l_3.8
*{
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eoneigtent underestisrate of availability by non-users, the younger users
arajialso consistently less likely bo believe in the local availability
of e4cb substance than are the older users.
Stimulants are perceived as the most available drugs, by
older arrC by younger drug user groups alike (with, the exception that
Selangor Upper sa.nple sees ganja as more conunon still). Ganja then
coues next, with fewer seeing heroin and fewer still seeing opium as
easily available. Inter-state differences, with the one exception
already noted, are small; and it is not possible to show any particular
substance to be seen as considerably more accessible in one state or
the other. (Ganja, as already remarked, is seen as considerably more
available by Selangor Upper than by Penang Upper drug usersi however,
when one considers the younger samples in both states, the teverse
pictwe is seen.
Asking questions as to whether a drug is easily obtained is,
of coUree, asking a very subjective guestion, and may be a Poor guide
to the actual street availability of the drug in an area. llovtever,
it rnay well prove an extremely important factor in whether or not an
individuaf seeks out and experiments with drugs. As has been shown
in this chapter, there are nany individuals who, although they have not
tried a drug, nonetheless express an interest in itr Many reasons -
fear of conseqluences, parental disapproval etc. - may COnnUe to inhibit
3vel being satis: he druE';r ttre sinrplethis curiosity e r fied by use of t.
belief, tt11t the drug is unavailable wi1L, of itge1f, als6t act as an
inhibitor. Thus, the growing a$tareness of widespread avaiabili.ty,
fostered by the rredia, is likely to reduce the effectivsnegs of such
an inhibitor.
Pattarns of drus usage analysed by drug type
,, 
1 r..iiir 1l
: Ttrcre now follows an analysis of the patterns of, usage of each
drug type, ganja, heroin, rnorphine, opium, sedatives, barbrturates,
tranqUillizers, and aurphetanines. For each drug tY?9r the reader will
find ptesented three estimates of the frequency of usage found in the
san6rle, corres5nrding to the three ways in which,the queetlomaire songht
tbrcspordent's own estimates of frequency. l{ith a topic as sensi.tive
as drug use, one cannot expect to obtain ans\defs which are free fronr
t!re- two coqreting resPonse tendencies, that of desiring concealrent
of the habit, and that of a bravado which leads to the, qvetgtatcrent
of ones exgrerience. Also, in asking questions abou! the frpgrreney of
any behaviour, whether sensitive or not, there are eertgin feslnnse
tenllencies which need to be overcome via a suecession of cross:checking
gqqstions: a nerket researcher seeking to establiShr soY: the,frequency
with which his sample goes out to the cinema would first, aEk whether
!
.5L
hiS respondent went, tt, aII, sonretl.mes or often; but tlre researcher would
be ill-adviqed If h did not follow this up with questLons which went
beyogd thiS cornpfc**ty srrbjective Level, and would thuE ask how often
withln th€ Breviog week, nonthl etc. had the respondent been to a
cinena. In cases wlrere one still doubted whetJrer one \ilas getting a
true pieture of the respondentrs behaviour, further questions could
npve to cross-check by such devices as asking what was the current
price of a cinema ticket at plarticular named theatres, etc.
drug tlpe:
In the drug survey, each restrnndent ntas asked for every
i. had they ever tried the substaneet and, if not
, would theY wish to?
ii. how often they had (ever) tried the substance'
iii. how often they had used the substance in the
preceeding two nPnths.
lttre reader will realize that each of these EuestLons, in asking about
a differrent aspect of the drug's uete, will providte different estfunates
of firequency; and that they shoul.d be taken together to give a Picture
which cornbines subjective and rather more objective d.ata, as well as
both actual behaviour and behavioural intentions or wishes. Perhaps
less obvious is the fact that the very wording of these questions is
Iikely tO produce different results in te::ns of the numbers who deny
or admit drug use: in such a sensitive area' it is easier for a
respondent to adnit behaviour given some wordings rather than others.
lltrus the slight discrepancies between each guestion relating to the sane
drug are entJ-rely Predictable.
PDU 14
PDUI6: Frequency of Usage for Ganja in the last 2 months
Freguency of Usage
Upper Secondary
TotalPenang Selangor
1. Never tried
2. Have not used in
the last 2 nths
3. Once or twLce '
4. Once a week or
Iess
5. T'wice a week
6. 3 or 4 tines a
week
7. 5 or 6 times a
week
8. Daily
L782 (91.1)
5s ( 2.8)
28 ( r.4)
49 ( 2.s)
4r ( 2.L)
0 ( 0.0)
I ( 0.1)
1 ( 0.1)
3445 (9s.6)
94 ( 2.6)
38 ( 1.1)
ro ( o.3)
3 ( o.1)
I ( 0.2)
r ( 0.0)
3 ( 0.r)
5227 (94.0)
r49 ( 2.7','
66 ( 1.2)
s9 ( r.l)
44 ( o.8)
I ( 0.r)
2 ( 0.0)
4 ( 0.1)
Total 1957 36c2 5559
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As with all the other drugs to be discussed, the vast majority
, 
of the secondary school population have never once tried ganja: estimates
of the size of this majority vary by the guestion asked, but all range
r between 90.6* to 97.5t. Fewest of all have tried. the drug in Selangor
i Lower Secondary schools, with a very similar proportion having tried
it in the penang Lower sample; somewhat more in Sglangor Upper, and
' npre sti1l in Penang Upper (respectively, 2.5*, 2.82' 5.3t and 9.4*).
Just as rpre upper than lower pupils have tried the drug, so also more
upper than lower pupils who have not tried it nonetheless express an
interest in trying the drug (7.0t in Selangor, 7.9c in Penang Upper
samples, as against 3.7? and 4.6* in the }ower samples in each state).
For ganja, as even more so far the range of soft drugs, there is this
Ievel of curiosity and interest on the part of non-users, which may
well be an under-estimate of the genuine level of interest held in
check by beliefs and fears about the drug (see the next chapterrs
section on the reasons for drug abuse, which also throws some light on
the reasons for non-use). were this group either to have their beliefs
changed or their curiosity still further aroused (even by the continued
, publicity given to drugs by the media in their campaign against them) 
'
then it seems likely that they would join the ranks of the o<perimental
users.
Turning now to thos'e who have used ganja, the largest single
group are those who have only tried the drug one or two times (PDU 15)
and who have not used the drug at all during the last two tnonths
(pDU 16): 1.7* of the total sample have used ganja once or twice;
and 2.7t of the oldqr sample have not used it in the previous tuo
months. (Here, as for subsequent drug substances, the latter guestion
- of recent frequency - was only asked of the upper sample, and was
excluded for reasons of time from the shorter questionnaire) ' Snaller
percentages of the younger sample had used the drug at each of the
higher frequencies tabulated: less than ten times; ten to fifty times;
fifty to a hundred times. A further o.88 of the younger sampJ-e had
Iost count of the number of times they had used ganja. selangor upper
sample had a si:nil-ar profile of heavier users; and Penang upper had
rather more individuals who had used the drug up to fifty times. If
onetakesthe(admittedlyfairtyarbitrary)figureoftenexperiences
of the drug as a cut off point then one can compare the more than
experimental use of ganja thus:
Penang Icwer samPle : l.3t
Selangor Iower samPle ; 1.4t
Penang UPPer samPle t 2.4*
Selangor UPPer sarnPle : 0.9*
t
t)
It is from amonc this sub-group of ganja users that it is 1ike1y pol1,
drug use may come, as the earlier analyses have shown. Im;nrtant
though this group may be, their size should not be exagqerated, for
they nurnber 21o individuals out of over 16,000. 1.3t of the age
group most likely to be users rePresents a smaLl core of regrular
users; it does not constitute an epidemic. Of the 5559 individual-s
in the upper sample, there were only 4 who claimed to be using ganja
daily; rire much more like1y frequency among the regular users was once
or twice a week: a rate which in many American surveys, has been
considered "weekendtt or "occasi.onal use".
To summarize: the larqe rnajority (91e) of individuals of
school age have neither tried nor wish to try ganja, a further 5.2*
have not tried, yet express some interest in the drug. of the remaining
3,72, who have some experience of the drug, less than one third have
tried it more than ten times, and could thus be termed regular usersi
and the typical "ganja user" has probably taken the drug on two
occasions.
FDU 10 Frequency of usage: Heroin
PDU17: Ever Tried Heroin
PDU18: Frequency of Usage for Eerorn
Ever tried Penang Upper Selangor Upper Total
L. Have tried
2. Have not tried
and would like to
3. Have not tried
and would not
like to
52 7)
93 9)
1755 (92.4)
138
175
8)
ql
3284 (91.3)
190
268
q\
g)
so39 (91.7 )
Total 1900 3597 5497
Frequency of Usage
Upper Secondary
TotalPenang Selangor
1. Never tried
2. Once or twice
3. Once a week
4. Several times a
week
5. Once a day
6. 2 or more times
a day
r876 (9s.6)
48 ( 2.4)
28 ( 1.r)
z
4
( 0.1)
( a.2l
( 0.2)
350s (97. s)
7r ( 2.0)
7 ( O.2)
5
( 0.2)
( 0.1)
( 0.0)
5381 (96.8)
119 ( 2.L)
3s ( 0.6)
Y
9
( 0.2)
( 0.2)
( 0.r)
Total L962 3 596 555E
a56
PDljl9: :=equency of Usage for Heroin in the last 2 months
The large majority who have never tried heroin is of similar
size in the Penang Upper sample (94.44), and in both Lower samples
(Penang 95.4*; Selangor 96.18); with least of all having used the drug
in the Selangor Upper sample; 97 .48 have never used the drug ever
Thus, what heroin use there is occurs relatively more frequently in
the Penang sample than in the Selangor: Penang has a somewhat larger
percentage of its users giving their use as "quite often" (1.4?, as
opposed to 1.2t in Selangor) among the younger sample, or in the
older sample, recording a usage of once a week or more (1.6? in
Penang; 0.5t in Selangor). It is then of,interest to see that, on
PDU 13, Penang lower users perceived heroin to be relatively easy
to obtain, locally, as compared with the Selangor samples perception;
but that the reverse was true of the older user sample. Rate of use
and perceived ease of access to a drug do not thus seem to have
simple, direct relationship. The data on heroin use illustrates the
value of having a question which asks: "In the past two months..."
to follow the general frequency of usage question: in the Penang upper
sample, for example, 28 individuals claimed that they used heroin
once a week; but when pressed to give the actual nr:mber of times in
the preceeding trvo months, virtually all of these now considered that
they had only used the drug once or twice during the period; thus
indicating that their subjective estimate had been too high. (On
the majority of occasions, the more objective question merely confirms
the subjective one; but there are certaj-n occasions such as the present
where its corrective function is seen).
In both Penang and Selangor Upper samples, the same proportion
of the sample (4.94) have not tried heroin, but would like to: a
t
Frequency of Usage
Upper Secondary
TotalPenang Selangor
I. Never tried
2. Have not used in
the last 2 mths
3. Once or twice
4, Cnce a week
5. Several times a
week
6. Once a day
7. 2 or more times
a day
L852 (94.4)
59
A 
i
a+
5
0
1
( 3.o)
( o.2)
( 0.3)
( 0.0)
( 0.1)
3s0s (97.4)
a1
1(1
l-
1
( 1.4)
( 0.8)
r n ?\
s355 (96.3)
109 ( 2.o)
67 ( L.2)
L4 ( 0.3)
l0
1I
( 0.2)
Total 1961 3597 5558
I-57
sma.Ller percenr-ace than have responded in this fashion to any other drug
substance chan morphine, al-beit st-i1l a worrying statistic. The fact
that, compared with soft drugs, there are fewer individuals who would
iike to try heroin and morphine may be indicative of the greater fear
that attaches to the opiates in the school populati-on: these are kr:owr:
for the serious drugs that they are, although nearly one in twent)'
of the sample does not appreciate this, and would wish to try r-6"n,.
PDU 10 Frequency of usage: Morphine and Opium
PDU20: Ever tried Morphine and Opium
PDU21: Frequency of Usage for Morphine/Opium
l,lorphine and opium are the least commonly used of all the
drugs rncluded in the survey: 98.8? of Seiangor Upper secondary, 96.04
of Penang Upper, 96.3t of Selangor lower, and 95.78 of Penang Lower
have never tried the drug. Curiosity and interest i-n it, though still
of concern, are at their fowest (co-equal with heroin, at 4.9* of
the population saying that they would wish to try it). Such a pattern
of 1ow usage is to be expected, if world trends in patterns of usage
were to occur in Malaysia; and in part,disconfirms, fot the youth
Ever tried Penang Upper Selanqor Upper Total
:i I. liave tried
Ii 2. Have not tried
I
' and would like to
I 3. liave not tried
and would not
r L r]<e tc
( 3.1)
( s.o)96
17s5 (91.8)
101
r/tf
q1
9)
3321 (92.3)
161 ( 2.9)
272 ( 4.9\
s076 (92.I)
Total- r911 3 598 5509
I
II rrequency of Usage
Upper Secondary
TotalPenang Selangor
l. Never tried
2. Once or twice
3. Once a week
4. SeveraL 
€imes
a week
5. Once a day
6. 2 or more times
a day
1876 (96. O)
47 ( 2.4)
ls ( 0.8)
I2
4
( 0.6)
( o,2)
( 0.1)
3s53 (98.8)
29 ( 0.8)
4 ( 0.1)
x
1
( 0.2)
5429 (97.8)
76 ( 1.4)
lq / n ?\
20
5
( 0.4)
I o'l\
Total 195 5 3 596 5551
5E
PDU22: Frequency of Usage for l"lorphine,/Opium in
the last 2 months
Upper Secondar_v
Frequenc-v of Usage Selangor Torai
s38O (96.9)Have not tried
Have not used in
iast 2 months
Once or twi-ee
Cnce a week
Several- times a
week
Cnce a day
1832 (93 .7 )
JT
JT
( 1.8)
( 1.5)
( 0.8)
( 4.2)
( 0.:)
( 0.0)
L.2)
a.7 )
0.6 )
( 0.6)
( c.0)
65
39
34
30
6
3
JJ
n
zlJ(
o(
1.3)
0.0)
popuration, the currently circulating beliefs that MaLaysian youth
are much influenced by the opium tradition of the country. The analyses
cf the present chapter show how much more likely it j-s that a youthful
drug user will be using another substance (in the case of the younger
element, most often a manufactured piJ.1) than that he will be using
morphine or opium. As d.ata from other sources indicate, individuals
seldom try norphine if they have not previous wide experience of other
crugs; and freguently report that their usage is to gain an effect
when the other substances have ceased to prod.uce the wanted effect.
opium, given the l4araysia context, seems the more likely of the two
for those who answer the guestion affirmatively to have tried..
Freguency of usage among those who have used the drugs tends
to be experimental only in the upper sample: one or two experiences
characterize the majority of users, both in penang and j-n selangor
(59t and 68* respectivery of the users). Fhere are, however, 46
individuals in the upper sampre who used the drugs once a week or
norei and a group of 116 younger sample individuaLs cLairn to have used
the orugs "very often". one may express doubt as tc the genuineness
of these latter responses; it is very un1ike1y, given other evidence
on the stage at which drug users have been founo to move to opiares,
that as nany individuals at this younger age have in fact even tried
the drugs, 1et alone are using them very often. However, the cross-
check guestion in the older sample indicates that 36 individuals clain
usage several times a week during the preceeding two months. rf a
qroup within the drug user sample deserve especiar concern, it is this
group.
1956 | :sge
59
PDU 10 Frequency of use: Barbiturates and Sedatives
PDU23: Ever tri.ed Sedatives or Barbiturates
PDU24: Frequency of Usage for Sedatives,/Barbiturates
PDU25: Frequency of Usage for Sedatives,/Barbiturates
Ever tried Penang Upper Selangor Upper Total
l. Have cried
2. Have not tried
and would like to
3. Have not tried
anq would not
lrke to
L67 ( 8.6)
2es (15.1)
r491 (76.3)
206
A'71 (r3
(81
7'l
?\
0)2910
??? | A "7\\ v. / /
772 (13. e)
44Or (79.4)
Total" 1953 3593 5546
Frequency of tJsage
Upper Secondary
TotalPenang Selancror
1. Never tried
2. Once or twice
3. Once a week
4. Several times a
week
5. Once a day
6. 2 or more times
a day
1810 (e2.3)
7e ( 4.0)
44 ( 2.2)
L7
9
( 0.e)
( 0.s)
0. 1)
3480 (96.8)
100 ( 2.8)
o / n ?\
I
( 0.2)
( 0.0)
s2eo (9s.2)
t7e ( 3.2)
53 ( 1;0)
23
10
( 0.4)
( 4.2)
( 0.0)
Total 1960 3596 5 556
Frequency of Usage
Upper Secondary
TotalPenang Selangor
I
az
Never tried
Have not used in
the last 2 mths
Once or twice
Once a week
SBreral times a
week
.t
5
6. Once a day
7. 2 or more times
a day
L827 (93.4)
OI
37
IJ
11
2
( 3.4)
( 1.e)
( 0.7)
( 0.6)
( 0.1)
( 0.0)
3482 (96.9)
76
19
10
6
2
( 2.r)
( o.s)
/ n ?\
( o.2)
( 0.1)
( 0.0)
s309 (9s.6)
143 ( 2.6)
s6 ( 1.0)
23 ( 0.4)
L7 ( 0.3)
4 ( 0.1)
o ( 0.0)
Tnte'l LY) I 3 595 5552
PDV26: Ever tried Tranquillizers
PDU27: Frequency of Usase for Trancruillizers
1
PDU28: Frequency of Usage for Tranquillizers
in the last 2 months
r
Ever :ried Penang Upper Selangor Upper Tctal
l. I{ave i.ried
2. Have not tried
' anq would iike to
3. !{ave not lrieC
ani would not
iike to
s€, ( 3.0)
LAe ( '7 .e)
16'7A rnq tl
I28
298
()A\
/ o 2\
fRR t1
rol* ( 3.4)
\ d.z)
(88. s )4842
Total IUUI. 53YZ 5473
Frequency of Usage
Upper Secondary
TotalPenang Selangor
I. Never tried
2. Once or twice
3. Once a week
4. Several times
a week
5. Once a day
6, 2 or more times
a day
L824 (93 .4 )
30 ( 1.5)
51 ( 2.6',)
2
2L
( 0.r)
( 1.r)
\ LoZjz1
3530 (98.2)
s2 ( 1.4)
6 ( 0.2\
A ( 0.1)
( 0.1)
( 0.1)
53s4 (96. s )
82 ( 1.s)
>t ( f .u)
6 ( 0.1)
24 ( 0.4)
2s ( 0.4)
TotaL r952 3 596 5548
Frequency of Usage
Upper Secondan'
TotalPenang Seiangor
I. Never triei
2. Have not used in
the last 2 nths
3. Once or twice
4. Once a week
5. Several times a
week
6. Once a day
7 . 2 or more +-imes
a day
1843 (94.2)
)t i z,.o)
28 ( r.4)
1 ( 0.1)
1 /n r\
- 
\ va1,
1( / n e\\ vavl
L7 ( 0.9)
3535 (98.3)
37 ( 1.0)
13 ( C.4)
1 / 
^ 
AtJ- \ V.LJ,I
s ( 0.1)
s ( 0.1)
I ( 0.0)
5378 (96.8)
88 ( 1.5)
4L ( 0.7)
2 ( 0.0)
6 / n 11v \ v.+/
2a ( 0.4,)
18 ( 0.3)
Total I 956 55Y I 5553
PDU 10 Aurphetamines
FEU29r Ever tried Amphetamines
-.-"._-+
PDU3O: Frequency of Us_age for lnphetani.nes
PDU3I:
E?er tried Penang Upper Selangor Upper TotaI
I. Have tried
2. Eave not tried
' ard would like to
3. Have rpt tried'
ard rould not
Iike to
133
I98 (10
8)
2)
o)1614 (83
146 (
330 (
4. l)
e.2 )
3Ir1 (86.7)
279 ( 5.0)
s28 ( 9.s)
472s (8s.4)
SotaI 1945 3587 5532
Frequenclz of Usage
Upper Secondary
SotalPenang Selangor
I. Naver tried
2. Once or tuice
3. @e a rpek
{. Sevcral tines
a ueclr
5. oace a day
6. 2 or rcre ti.nes
a dry
1849 (94. s)
s8 ( 3.0)
36 ( r.8)
I ( o.4)
4 ( 0.2)
I ( o.r)
3s20 (e7.e)
58 ( 1.6)
3 ( o.r)
10(
3(
o.3)
o.r)
(-o-o)
s369 (e6.7)
116 ( 2.1)
39' ( 0.7)
18(
7(
0.3)
o.r)
$otal 1956 3595 5551
of Usacre for
ercqreacZ of Usage
Upeer Secondary
StalPenang Selangor
1. Ilever trlcd
2. Erve mt used in
tle ltst, 2 uths
3. 6ce or |lrrice
{. (be a reek
5. Several tires
a.leek
6. 6ce a dalt
7. 2 or rcre tims
a dry
1816 (92.6)
3s ( 2.O)
3s ( 2.O)
41 ( 2.1)
24 ( 1.2)
r ( o.1)
I (O"U
3sr6 (97.7)
55 ( 1.5)
17 ( O.s)
4 ( O.1)
5 ( O.1)
I
I
5332 (95.9)
(
(
(
1.7)
1.O)
o.8)
o.s)
94
56
45
29
2
2
Irotal I96I 3s99 5550
t!
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' comparison of the Lhree groups of soft drugs shows there to
be a distinct order of preference expressed, with the most freguently
experienceo being sedativesAarbiturates; next amphetamines; and last
tranquillizers; this, both in terms of those who have actuai_ly tried
the drugs (Upper sample figures for have tried being respectivel-y
6.74i 5.CB and 3.4t) and also in terms of those who have not trj-ed,
but wouLd iike to (sedatives,/barbiturates: 13.98; amphetamines: 9.5t,
anQ tranquillj.zers 8.24). The younger sample has, if anything, a
greater preference for these drugs as a group than does the older group,
amongst, whom, as noted, ganja is a preferred orug; but throughout the
school population, these soft drugs have clearly created considerable
interest, which is, as the figures presented show, reLatively freguently
converted into experience.
Frequency of usage is however, in the main, experimental;
single time experimenters represent 3.24 of the population j-n the case
of sedatives; 2.1t, ampnetamines; and 1.5%, tranguillizers; compared
with which more frequent users are, respecLively, 1.6t; t.1t; and l.9t
of the total population. fnter*state differences, with Penang showing
much heavier usage than selangor, may well represent differential
availability; and reference back to PDU 13 will show that penang users,
of all ages, rpre often perceive soft drugs to be readily available
than do their selangor counterparts. Thus, whilst selangor upper
records very few individuals who use any of the drugs daily (eight
such individuals), penang upper contains sixty individuaLs who claim
such usage, two thirds of whom are freguent users of tranquillizers.
Thus. in the case of Penang upper tranquillizer users, exceptj-onarIy,
it is actually the case that a user is more likely to be a regular than
an experimental user: whereas in every other case, one or two
experiences are much the most cofiunon pattern.
cross checking with reported use during the preceeding two
months, one again finds this pattern of in the mai-n only experimenta.L
or occasional use of sedatives, barbiturates, amphetamines and
eranquj-iiizers 
- with the exception cf the latter drug in.Denang;
where chrs question confirms that, unlike selangor there is a small
regular user group. Anong the younger sample, the highest percentage
who cl-ai-m that they use any drug "very often" is found among the
users of sed.atives in both states (1.7t of the penang Lower sample;
1.58 of the Selangor); next most freguent being the stimulants (actually
highest in Penang, at 1.9* of that Lower sample, but less in selangror,
at l.38); and third are tranquilllzers (1.6t in penang claiming
"very often" use; with 1.18 in Selangor).
53
PDU 10 Frequency of usage:_ LSD
L.S.D. may be usefully compared, in frequency of usage with
some of the soft drugs discusged above; although,. as indicar-ed earlier,
its place in the :-nitiation pattern tends to dif ferentiate rt r LsI)
would seem to be a drug used by the already more 
,experienceci sociai
user of irugs. In the younger sample, Penang has a somewhat higher
pattern cf usage altogether than has Selangor: a higher percentage
claim Lisage at each rate (freguent, occasional and rare) in Penang
than in 3el,angor; and, in total, some 5.3t of the Penang sample have
some experience of the drug compared with 4.Lt of the Selangor sampie.
PDU 32 and 33 
-Irequencv of gsage: CigA_rettee
So far in this chpater, the findings presented have been on
the usage patterns for those drugs which form the main forms of the
study: the opiates, soft drugs, ganja and LSD. The questionnaire also
ascertained the level anC pattern of cigarette and alcohol use in
the secondary school population, both because of their own capacity
for misuse, and also because previous studies had shown drug use to
be found amongst those who had used tobacco and al-cohol at an age
which was earlier than was normal in their community. (This association
between early cigarette and alcohol usage and the later use of drugs
may well reflect two interrelated factors: first, that the social
influences predisposing an individual towards the one behaviour pattern
also predispose towards the other. Second that the friendship
developed and the places freguented in pursuance of the under-age use
of tobacco and alcohol themselves provide the venue for the drug peddler).
Tobacco and afcohol, as these and the later tables show,
are the most corunonly used drugs in the schoolage Srcpulation; and show
a strong age relationship in both states a much higher proportion of
upper school than lower school individuals are likely to have tried
cigarettes. This overall trend is, however, completely overshadowed
by the vast difference between the users and the non-users of the other
orugs (using "d,rug user'r with the same connotations as before) . In
both states, 88.6? of non-drug users cfaim never to have used cigarettes,
as opposed to 74.4* of the users of other drugs. In the Upper school,
the difference j-s more striking still: 68.58 of non-users, but only
25.5* of users, claim to have no experience of cigarettes. (?he
difference is greater in Selangor than in Penang; here also. non smokers
are rarer as a whole than they are in Penang).
Just as the percentage of smokers is higher among users than
non users, so also, at every age group, are the drug users likely to
be hear.'rer smokers than the non-drug users. Heavier use of cigarettes
+
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itself has a clear trend with age: very few younger smokers use more
than two cigarettes a day (3.6t of the drug users; 0.3* of the
non-users), whilst treny rpre order smokers fall into this category
(20.81 of the drug users; l.1e of the non-drug users).
PDU 34 and 35 Age of fnitiation for Cigarettes
. Given that a much higher proportion of drug users than non-drug
users are also cigarette snrokers, are there also any differences between
the grroups in the age at which the individual smoker first tried
cigarettes?
Taking the findings from both age groups together, one can
show a pattern of initiatj-on whichl is cromon to both d.rug users ald to
non-drug users. Ttre peak age for initiation for both users and non-users
is fifteen years (this is seen most clearly for both states on pDU 35),
with sixteen as the second nost likely age. Earrier cigarette use
indeed does occur with soure frequency, both Ermong non-drug users as
werr as anong the users; thi.s is fairly evenly spread across the
preceeding years (if one relies on the nore recent mernory of the yoqnger
age 9rouP, as given in PDU 34, rather than upon the rationalizations of
the order group, PDU 35, who rargely seem to forget how young cigarette
use does in fact start for some).
One clear but minor category does differentiate the drug user
sample: a snall percentage of then (appro:ginately 5C) claiur cigarette
snoking earlier than ten years of age; a much snal-Ier percentage of the
non-drug users started srroking before this age. ft should be repeated,
however, that such earLy cigarette use is a-typical for drug users and
non-users alike: both groups, if they start to snoke, tlpicarly begin
at 15 or 16 years of agre.
PDU 36 and 37 Ace gf Initiation for Ganj? ant.fgr other drugs
Having just established that there is very litt1e difference
between drug users and non-users in the age at which, if at all, they
start smoking (although there exists a greater chance that drug users
will take up the habit), one can now cempare the tlpical age of
initiation to cigarettes wlth that for ganja and for other drugs
anongst those who have used thesr
rf fifteen and si-nteen were a peak age for ci.garettes, but
then it is of interest
to see that ganja jnitiation forlows a similar pattern, aLbeit with a
nuch flatter qurve in terms of absolute numbers who use ganja: a very
few individuaLs in either,tstate 
'gt-a-iar exSlerience with ganja before
ten years of age; with increasiirg nunbers up to fourteen, fifteen,
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Age'of Initiation
Ls444 (96.9)
47 ( 0.3)
23 ( 0.1)
33 ( 0,2)
42 ( 0.3)
63 ( 0.4)
114 ( 0.7)
83 ( O.s)
51 ( 0.3)
10 ( 0.1)
23 ( 0.r)
7 ( 0.0)
3412 (9t1.7)
s ( 0.I)
2 ( 0.1)
2 ( 0.r)
1 ( O.2)
16 ( 0.4)
s0 ( r.4)
62 ( 1.7)
33 ( 0.9)
9 ( 0.2)
3 ( 0.r)
1 ( O.O)
L76V (9s.0)
2 ( 0.1)
t ( 0.1)
0 ( 0.o)
2 ( O.r)
6 ( o.3l
15 ( 0.9)
2L ( 1.1)
18 ( 1.O)
r ( o.r)
20 ( 1.1)
6 ( 0.3)
3683 (97.4)
le ( o.s)
1.2. ( 0.3f
I ( 0.2)
16 ( o,4)
14 ( o.4l
29 ( 0.8)
658a (98.3)
2t ( o.3l
I ( O,l)
.22 ( O.3l
17 ( 0.3)
' 
.. 27 ( O.4)
le ( 0.3)
l. Nev€r triqd
l. 10 yeTs qr less
3. 1I yeatrs
4. L2 years 
.
5. 13 yeard 
I
6. 14 years ,
:. :rl ye.xrs
8. !6 years
9. 17 years
o.,+8 Years
1. 
'19 liears
2. 2O years
I5940
PDU37: Age of rnitiatioq for Drugs Other Than Ganja/LSD
Age of Initiation Penang Upper Selangor Upper Total-
L. Never tried any
drugs
2. Never tried other
drugs beside
ganja
3. 10 years or less
4, 1l years
5. 12 years
5. 13 years
7. L4 years
8. 15 years
9. 16 years
10. 17 years
1l-. 18 years
L2. 19 years
13. 20 years
t723 (e3.3)
s4 ( 2.9)
10 ( oi5)
0 ( 0.0)
5 ( O:3)
s ( 0.3)
4 ( 0.2)
I ( 0.4)
10 ( 0.s)
8 ( 0.4)
4 ( O.2)
s ( 0.3)
1r ( 0.6)
3352 (93.2)
e0 ( 2.s)
13 ( 0.4)
3 ( 0.1)
6 ( O.2)
4 ( 0.r)
rl ( 0.3)
4s ( 1.3)
46 ( 1.3)
2r ( 0.6)
6 ( O.2)
0 ( 0.0)
0 ( 0.0)
s07s (93.21
L44 ( 2.6)
23 ( 0.4)
3 ( o.1)
rr ( 0.2)
9 ( 0.2)
ls. ( 0.3)
s3 ( 1.0)
s6 ( 1.0)
29 ( 0.5)
10 ( 0.2)
s t 0.1)
11 ( 0.2)
Total L847 3592 5444
tsixteen 're{:rs of age (47 individuals at 10 or lessi 23 at eleven
years; 33 at twelve; 42 at thirteen; 63 at fourteen; 114 at fifteen,
83 at sixteen etc.). Thus, just as there are new individuals trying
tobacco at each a!Ie, so also a small-er number are using ganja at each
such age; but with the peak age for initiation being fifteen and
sixteen years of age.
. 
For drugs other than ganja, the peak years of initiation
are yet again fifteen and sixteen: 2.0t of the total upper sample
population start their use of such drugs at these ages. A small but
notable group craim to have had some experience before the age of ten
(0.4c); and at each subsequent age up to the peak years, a few
individuals have started using drugs other than ganja, such that, except
for the peak years, the age-graph of inception into other drugs is
very flat.
Thus, reviewing the age of initiation tables for all
drugs, it has been noted that cigarette smoking, ganja use and the use
of other d.rugs have a similar peak age, in the mid-teens; but that
some few individuals do start their habit considerably earlier. The
association between cigarette srnoking and the use of other drugs,
noted in many previous studies, is again found in the present population.
However, it should be stressed that many youthfur cigarette smokers
never proceed to experiment with other substances; and even the very
juvenile cigarette smoking reported by a minority of present smokers
is equally conmon anong the non-users as it is among the users of other
drugs.
Fifteen and sixteen Erre ages at which, for the present
population, marking their arrivar into the adult world nay be of much
importance to some individuals; and ways of establishing themselves
which are available to them include smoking and drug use. It is at
this point that choice of friendship group and associates determines
the form of behaviour adopted. The role of friendship groups will be
discussed, in the foltowing chapter.
PDU 38, 39, 40 and 4l Use of Alcohol
A further marker of the rcoming of ager in many cultures is
the use of alcohol in one form or another: for this reason, one might
expect some correlation between this indicator and drugs and their
use, as other such indicators. (Recent trends in America have,
however, been toward the replacement of soft drugs by alcohol as the
drug of preference). ft has also been shown (see the introductory
chapter) that parental use of drugs, including alcohol, is one likery
indicator of whether or not a young individual will start to use other
forms of drugs.
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nOQlg: grcr Drunh A1cobol (e.S. B€er, Brardy, etc.)
344 (69.8)
46 ( 9.3)
7e (16.0)
24 ( 4.9)
487 (67.3)
el (I2.6)
114 (15.7)
32 ( 4.41
7895 (80.8)
Lt74 (r2.0)
603 ( 6.2'
los ( r.1)
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t.r.pl,e PDU 38 confirns chis association between adult r.se
of alcohol and ttre respordent's use of drugs. Asked hottt often adu-r--s
of their acquair,cance used alcohol, neatly one quarter (24.1*) of the
non-users replied "t1ever", conpared with 13.3t of,drug users. Drug
users were twice as likely as non-users to know adults who often used
al-cohol (28.2* versus L4.2*) r ard this difference.vras esPecially
narked in the Penang upper sample, where 4L.4* of drug users said
"often", versus 14.4t of non-users qliving this repsonse.
orrn use of alcohol (PDU 39) showed a similar, if slightly
smaller, difference between drug users and non-users: thus, in Penanq
Inwer, 20.94 of drug users but only 6.3* of non-users rePorted that
they sometiures or often drank alcohol-. Anong the older sanple of both
states, the use of whisky and other spi-rits :rmong the non-drug users
was very rare (7.2t) cmynred with the 43.9* of drug users who ever
used spirits. Indeed, 11.9t of Pernng UPper sanrple claim daily use
of spirits (cqure a 0.31 rate anong non-users). Ehe frequcncy of
usage of beer (PDU 41) sbows a siimiLar discre;nncy between the drug
users ard non uEers (53.5t of users, atd 84.7t of non-users 'never"
drink beer). Usage:of beer by the Qgrry users is, trowever, unlikely to
be at alJ- hear47 - most Iikely, less then once a nonth.
Thusr whereas about fifteen percent of non-drug users have
some level of alcohol ueage, bettcen thirty and fifty percent of drug
users (the pereentage increasing with age) have sore extrrerience of
alcohol; although it is unlikely ttrat such usage will be heavy. HeavY
adolescent use of alcohol, whether by drug user or non user' rrculd
seem to be rare in the l'lal.aysian context.
The preceeding sections have reviewed the patterns of drug
use indicated by the upper and Lower secondary school saqtle drawn
from Penang ard SElangor states; subsequent chapters will expand upon
these findinge, and rel-ate the dnrg use,/non-use dichotany to a range
of social), denogrraphic and attitudional data, in order to suggest some
of the reasons why a urinority of individuals have experimented with,
and sometimes uroved to regruLar use of , various drug substances.
The proportion of the adolescent population who have
experience of dnrgs is, by international standards, still fairly small:
l{alaysia has nothing of Se en4-tic use of soft drugs reSnrted in many
recent North Anerican studies. However, there would appear to be an
upward trend in the use of drugs in !,talaysia, as far as there exists
any previous estimate wherewith to oomlEre the present data. writing
in 1973 of a survey conducted in 1970, (survey of the
Drug Scene in the State of Penang, Society of ContemS>orary Affairs,
Penang) gives the following tentative estirnates:
+77
"The overall percentages for secondary schools show
that for every J-00 pupils, there are about 30 who
have tried cigarettes, 3 are on ganja, 4 on pep-pills,
2 on Mx pills, I on heroin and 1 on norphine. opiun
is very seldom used by sehool pupil... Clearly for
the hard and illegal drugs 1-ike ganja, heroin,
Mx pill, morphine and opiun, the use of these drugs
is very infrequent. The level of usage of these
narcotic drugs is in npst cases only once or twice.
Perhaps these studenrts o<perimented with these drugs
out of sheer curiosity; definitely the picture of
these drug users is not that of a group of drug
addicts " .
Tn 19'76, one can echo the last observations rnade on the 1970 drug
scene, although the nunbers experimenting have increased durdrng the
period.
lllL1,,'''. l:.:ll FfVE
Drug Use.l.L; ..i^jlr:: ',rrr-Users: An Anarysis of Differences
Thrs rhapter presents the findings of the schools survey under
seven broao headings, analysing differences and sinilarities between
self-reported drug users and their contemporaries who report no use of
d,rugs in terms of their social background; relationship with
school; self descriptions and fanily relationsr reported reasons for
drug usage or non usager attitudes towards drugs; rural-urban differencest
and the non-normative responses by drug users. The enphasis of the
chapter is upon verbal presentation of results rather than either upon
detailed statistical tables (for which see the accompanying tables)
or upon integration, conrment and discussion (which are the topics of
subseguent chapters).
It should be noted that, for clarity of exposition, the bulk
of the present chapter will present conrbined data for the trilo states,
Penang and Selangor, for in the majority of eases, the findings in one
state closely resemble those found in the other. lfhere significant
inter-state differences occur, these are, of course, described; the
reader nny assume that, if such differences are not rnentioned or
tabulated, then a very similar lnttern is to be found in either state.
Again, if no mention is made in the text or tables of differences
between Lower School (Forms 1 - 3) and Upper School (Forms 4 - 6),
then the pattern of results in each is so close that they may be
justifiably conrbined for clarity of presentation.
A. Social Background
Are the drug users within the schooJ- population drawn from
one particular part of this whole? Are they predominantly from a
particular social class, religious group, or age level? Or is such
drug use as there is evenly spread throughout the ages, sexes classes,
groups and areas of the country?
SOCO Number of drug users and non drug users by state and age group
Using the criterion of self-reported drug use taken by this
study, an overall 11.58 of the 16,166 schoolchildren who participated
in the study have experience of drugs of one kind or another. (They
subsequently will be referred to as the drug users throughout the
rernainder of this report, in contrast with the 88.5t the sanple who
will be referred to as the non drug users). In neither state is the
age-variable of much importance: as large a proportion of the Lower
School sanple as the Upper School sample felL into the user category.
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GRADE LEVEL OF DRUG USERS AND NON DRUG USERS
Selangor
Penang
Penang and Selangor Combined
a
Form No. of respondents No. of drug-users No. of non drug-users
1. Form I
?
2. Form 2
+ 3. Form 3
4. Form 4
5. Form 5
6. Lower 6
'?. Upper 6
2a27
244t
L)52
L428
A1i
251
375 (13.3)
246 (10.1)
10e ( 7.4)
L22 ( 8.0)
1s4 (10 .8 )
43 (r0. s )
3s (13.9)
2452 (86.7 )
2L95 (89. 9 )
1366 e2.6)
1410 (92.0)
L274 (89.2)
367 (89.s)
2L6 (86. 1)
Total 10364 1084 (10.s) 9280 (89. s )
Form No. of respondents No. of drug-users No. of non drug-users
t l. Form I
2. Form 2
3. Form 3
4. Forn 4
) 5. Form 5
6. Lower 6
n 7. Upper 6
1570
rzzo
1037
8I2
L92
25r
713
2s3 (16.r)
157 (12.8)
e8 ( e.s)
ss ( 6.8)
L7 ( 8.9)
L28 (sr.o)
7e ( e.8)
1317 (83.9)
1059 @7.2','
939 (90. s)
757 (93.2)
L75 (91. 1)
L23 (4e.0)
643 (e0.2)
TotaI 5801 778 (13.4) 5023 (86.6)
Form No. of respondents No. of d.rug-users No. of non drug-users
1. Form I
2. Form 2
3. Form 3
i a. Form 4
5. Form 5
i 6. Lower 6
7. Upper 6
4397
3667
25r2
2344
I620
661
964
628 (14.3)
403 (11.0)
207 ( 8.2)
L77 ( 7.6)
171 (10.6)
171 (25.e)
r05 (r0.9)
3769 (85. 7 )
3264 (89.0)
2305 (91.8)
2L67 (92.4)
L449 (89.4)
49O (74.r)
a<o fao 1\\vr. r,
Total 16165 1862 (rr. s) 14303 (88.5)
,3.
f
Penang State however, at either level-, has a proportionately larger
user popuiation than does Selangor (13.5t as opposed to 10.38). One
factor to be discussed below, reduces the weight to be put upon this
difference.
Extrapolition from these states to school children in the
country as a whole should be undertaken with extreme caution: the
sample itself illustrates some important differences that exist between
two states which, for a variety of reasons, nay be considered high risk
areas. Conunercial pressures and drug availability are likely to be
less in certain other states within the country. However' extrapolition
from the secondary school age population who are stil-l at school (this
sample) to the whole of this age grouP in the area is, if anything,
likely to provide an underestimate for the extent of drug use in the
20 years and under age-group
Age and School Grade
Anatrysed by grade, some very. striking differences energe with
age (although, as remarked above, overall there is little difference
bethreen Upper and Lower Schools).
such that forms three and four in
There is in fact a bipolar distribution,
both states have relatively lower
numbers claiming e:q>erience, with both the younger and the older groups
reporting more freguent use. lltris nay reflect rwaves' of interest in
o<perimentation going through the school age population, with those
presently in third and fourth form belonging to a less experimenting
generation. (Ttre irnportance of the peer group in initiatory behavior
has been remarked upon ehsewhere).
one possible aberrent group in the Penang sample are the Lower
6th age groupr-who, it should be notedf wgre sampled in many schools
throughout Penang State (hence, collaboration in misreporting can be
discounted) .and who reach a drug-user percentage of 51*. This group
are responsible for much of the inter-state difference reported above.
(Supposing the incidence of drug use in this group were to be intermediate
between forms 5 and Upper 6, at L.4t users, then the Penang - Selangor
difference would diminish, and the Penanq corrected figure would read:
Total 5801 Userst 674 (1I.68) Non users: 5L27 (88.4t)
- j.'-- - ,.--_.: 
_,
Age trends are thus to be noted; and attention should be given
to the greater numbers in forms I and 2 reporting use than in the
inunediately higher forms. T\lvo not necessarily competing explanations
may be offered for this finding: one i,s the secular change suggested
before - i.e. that, whereas few of the present middle school children
have became involved with drugs, the present social climate amongst lower
fprmers encourages drug esperimentation; and that the present first an,j
second formers represent a new trend towards much greater drug use.
Indeed, the trend is detectable even in comparing form 2 with the high
drug use of form 1. A second explanation might bd given for these
figures: that of selective attrition of the school population, where
staying on at school is fairJ-y strongly associated with the non-use of
drugs. This e:<planation would. propose that, when the present niddl-e
formers were in forms I + 2, their contemporaries, since d.ropped out,
were much more likely to be drug users than they; and that the overall
rate of d.rug use in early forms has remained relatively stable.
Some evidence gtg! this latter being the predominant
explanation is given by comparison with the smaller scale survey
conducted by the Society For Contemporary Affairs, Penang in 1972,
indicating that the overall rate of drug use is indeed increasing, and
inplying that recruitment is now at a much younger age. Furthermore,
the drop-out drug-use relationship r'rould predict, by itself , a steady
decrease in the drug using prop,ortion with age through to sixth form.
It is true, however, that new and increased stress factors may act
upon sixth formers that counteract such a trend with age within the
school population.
SOC2 i and ii Sex of Drug Users
Comparison with the earlier study by the Society for Contemporary
Affairs, Penang, indicates that girls now form a higher proportion of
drug users. Although it is still true to say there are many more boys
than girls anongst the drug users (in Penang, nearly twice the percentage
of males as females, 16t to 8.5t; and in Selangor, a somewhat closer
ratio: 11.9* of all boys to 8.61 of all girls), the problem is for from
being the exclusively male one sometimes portrayed.
Given the initial sex-imbalance of the secondary school
population (approximately three fifths of the total sample was male
in both upper and lower schools), males are still heavily over-represented
in the drug-using sr:bsample of upper schools in both Penang and Selangor.
(In Penang, they represent 90.72 of the older drugs users; in Selangor
77.32 of the drug using population.) However, the Selangor lower
schools present a different picture: as many as 42? of the drug users
at this level were femal-e - very close to their percentage in the
school population. If one were to predict no influence of sex then:
Predicted Observed
Mal-e
Female
422
304
401
325
.- 82
'a
*
SOC2i: SEx oF DRUG USERS AND NoN DRUG USERS
!t
Selangor
Penanq
Penang and Selangor Combined
Sex No. of respondents No. of drug-users No. of non drug-users
l. MaLe
2" Female
5849
4472
695 (1r.9)
384 ( 8.6)
s154 (88.1)
4088 (91.4)
'_t'oEal- r0321 r.07e (10. s) 9242 (89. 5)
Sex No. of respondents No. of drug-users No. of non drug-users
1. MaIe
2. Female
3790
2005
608 (16.0)
171 ( 8.s)
3L82 (84.0)
1834 (9r.5)
Total 5795 779 (13 .4 ) s015 (86.6)
Sex No. of respondents No. of drug-users No. of non drug-users
1. MaIe
2. Female
9539
6447
'I ?n? /1? q\
\LJ 
' 
J /
sss ( 8.6)
83 36 (86. 5 )
5892 (9L.4)
Totaf 16086 1858
*83
.t
'
Selangor
i
Soc2ii: SEX OF DRUG USERS AND NON DRUG USERS
Penang
Selangor & Penang
Sex
No. of respondents No. of d.rug users No. of non drug users
Lower upper LOhtef Upper Lower Upper
I.
a
r'ldre
Female
37I7
2995
2L32
1 411
422 (U.4)
304 (.0.2)
273 (12.8) , 3295 (88.6)
80 ( 5.4) r 269I (89.8)
I
18s9 (87.2)
L397 (94.6)
Total otLz 3609 726 (10.8) 353 ( 9.8) 5986 (89.2) 3256 (90.2)
Sex
No. of respondents No. of drug users No. of non drug users
Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper
t.
a
Male
Female
2427
1405
t 363
500
363
t46
(15.0)
(r0.4 )
245 (18.0)
25 ( 4.2)
2064 (85.0)
r25e (89.6)
1118 (82.0)
575 (e5.8 )
Total 3832 1963 509 (13.3) 270 (13.8) 3323 (86.7) 1693 (85.2)
Sex
No. of respondents No. of drug users No. of non drug users
Ipwer Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper
1.
z.
Mal-e
Female
6144
4400
3495
2077
7e5
450
(12.8)
(10.2)
sl8 (14.8)
los ( s.1)
5359 (87.2)
3950 (89.8)
297'7 (8s.2)
1972 (94.9)
TotaI LO544 5572 123s (11.7) 623 (11.2) 9309 (88.3) 4949 (89.8)
.t
t
i4
Once again, Icoal patterns of fashion within the schooJ- age sub-culture
emerge as important to consider: the clitmte of opinion and influence
operating upon a sctlool iirl mut, clearly vary considerably between,
for exantrrle. Penang Upper Schoola anil Selar4or Fodm 1; and it is
against such sub-culture diffecrences that one elst set all statenents
in sections below about the Inttern of lnfhpncea'upon the individual
to becone a drug user. Vlhatever are tJte dlmaarics of ttre individual
casb, locaL variations in nonug of bcbavior ulFt be seen as a basic
factor in whether or not dnrg use beconee comn in a lnrticular
comrunity.
SOC3 Father I s Occulrtion
Studies of dng ahme tn lrrerica have indl-cated that there,
usage is a elass-related pbermaful uharees tJre pattern in HnnoPe
has tended to be mrch rcre widcepead ttrrqrrgbout the soclal gtrrrctwe.
Taking fatherts ooorlntioa aa an lndlcator of tlre echol ehildrs
hone background and social clasa. tlre greaent eqfle rcne elos€ly
approximates the hgoPean than th nffiictll Patternr drtrg trage is
spread widely ttrrorrgbout aill clarges. !fuirc are aoirc variations ia
usage level within the clace strrrrtruc of lblaysia, but llttLe clear trend
emerges; drug usage is rrot rcre tlpical of, let uB say, ttre chl'ldren
of nanual workers than those of ekillcd rcrkerg c profecgionals - all
these groups apgxoximte the pqml.ction notu of dnrg rrse. (10.3t
of the children of unual rcrkerg, 10.Ot of, tbe of ekl.lled wkers
and IO.2t of thoae of profeasl.onlg are dnrg ucors). Helnce, it uould
seen unlikely that any Dre d€t l'l,cd ttudl, abo'qt relative fiiqdUl,
incorne would prove any rere lnedictive of drug uae or accessibility.
lfhe valrp of having m q)l€e, Peanng and Selangor, beioue
apparent tn tcrwlng bev mch reight to gtve to ttre occasLonaL deviations
by occutrntl,on fm the overall paceatrge of users. A pLataible stress
variable, fattrcrrs urqrlolmnt, is ac€ociated w"ith childrenrs Ngher
ttran average uee of dnrgs ia Panaag (17.5t but rpt in Selangor (10.7t).
Sinilarly:being the child of a tarcber ia Selangor is associ"ated
with dorrble ttlc SelangOr a\Farage likefihmd of drug usage (2L.7t),
yet the eorrelnnding gp1rup of Pranng esbolchildren are well belw
the Penang a\t€tage (8.4t). S1gh a trEtt€rn, rather ttran teq>ting one
into obeerne sgnculations about t!re stresaec upon Selangor school
tedchErs that rutd be oner co[lealated for if they could obtain a lnating
to Peaang StAte, ehosl'd be ta*an as i.dicative of a lack of any qiqrle
relationship botrreen soeial cllass andl xnttern of dnrg nsage: ia itsclf ic
a striki.ry findiag.
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SCHI: Oltrm Personai Arnbitions 'in Education
Upper
Penang Upper & Iower Secondary
I
Lower Upper
Drug Users
Non
Drug Users Drug Users
!bn
Drug Users
i. Don't care about
' passing
2. Pass Form Ttrree
3. Pass Forn Five,/f M.c.E.
" 4. Pass Fo:m 6/H.S.C.
5. 'co to colJ-ege
6.GotoU
33 6.5
133 26.3
32 5.3
39 7.7
62 12.3
205 40.6
.45 t. 5
494 17.5
139 4.9
r15 4.0
380 13.3
L667 58.6
1r8 43
20 7.4
10 3.7
28 10.4
93 34.5
0.4
L76 r0.5
89 5.3
252 15.0
1145 68.5
Total 504 2A4L 269 1670
Penang & Selangor Upper & Lower Secondary
Lorrer Upper
Drug Users
Non
Drug Users Drug Users
Non
Drug Users
1. Don't care about
passing
2. Pass F'orm Ttrree
3. Pass Form Five,/
!,t.c.8.
t-4. Pass Forn 6,/[LS.C.
5. Go to college
t6. Go to U
63 5.1
311 25.4
86 7.O
88 7.L
I40 11.4
535 43.7
97 1.1
1149 13.4
432 5.0
375 4.3
roos 11.7
5508 64.3
L20 L9.2
62 9.9
27 4.3
72 ll_.5
341 54.8
L7
465 9.5
.22L 4.5
. 
687 14.L
3474 7t.4
Total L223 8566 622 4864
*rt
:i1
associa'i:e.: with somewhat lowered educational aspirations, this is ciearli'
not univer:sally true: and it may be that in sorne sub-cul-tures, the effect
is mininal.
SCH2 Own Expectations of Education
ff the previous table charted hopes, what in reality did each
ind.ividual expect to achieve? fhis question (asked of the Upper Sanple)
showed the considerabl-e realism of the respondents: contrast the much
smaller 52t who felt that they would achieve University entry compared
with the nurnbers who expressed the wish to go. Inter-state differences
are again found, with the level of expectations in Penang being lorer
than in Selangor. I'urther mirroring the state differences in levels
of ambition, one finds that whereas in Sdlangor drug users were a.i,so
less hopeful of actual educational success than were their non-user
counterparts, in Penang, drug use lras associated with setting lmrer
sights: 65t expected H.S.C. or less, as oPposed to 36* of the non users
in Penang Upper schools having such low expectations.
SCH3 Parental E>rpectation of Pupilrs Education
If pupil ambitions are, in part, a product of parental
expectations for their child, then the pattern if results found in
tabte SCH3 begins to explain the fintings of earlier tables: the high
overall ambition throughout the sanrple; the slight lead Selangor
pupils show over Penang pupils; the grreat similarity in ambition and
e:rpectation between users and non-users in Selangor; and the depression
of hopes and o<pectations arongst Penangrs drug users. Each of these
previously noted trends is mirrored in the, Ilupil's percepticnrs of their
parents expectations for them: with, rmst strikingly, 45* of the Penang
users feeling that ttreir trnrents do not care about their children's
examsi, as opposed to a figrure of lt for all other pupils.
SCH4 Attitude toward School
Several aspects of the school experience were tapped via
attitude itenrs: could one express oneself freely in lessons? Were
rules and regulations tolerable or oppressive? Did the pupil feel
ttrat he was wastinq his time in school?
Threequarters of all pupils felt that they could say what
tbey thought in lessons: the protrnrtion disagreeing scarely varying
betrreen users and non-users, or between upper and lower secondary groups.
There rras some appreciable difference between users and
non-users, but none at.all betrreen levels, on the feeling that one
night be wasti-ng ones time in School. As would be anticipated fronr
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SCH2: Own Expectations of Education
t
Selangor Upper Secondary
Upper Upper Upper
Drug Ueers Non Drug Users
No. o f
Respondent
1. Don't pass any exam
2. Pass M.C.E.
3. Pass H.S.C.
4. Go to college
5. Gb to university
5 r.4
89 25.5
30 8.5
38 10.8
187 53,6
L7 0.5
707 22.4
392 L2.4
352 1r.1
1685 53.4
22
809
426
393
1901
Total 349 3153 3551
Penang Upper Secondary
Upper Upper Upper
Drug Users Non Drug Users
No. of
Respondent
1.
z.
3.
4.
5.
Donrt tr>ass arny e:ran
Pass M.C.E.
Pass H.S.C.
Go to college
Go to University
6 2.2
36 13.4
132 49.2
27 10.0
67 25.0
tr 0.5
374 22.6
2A5 L2.4
244 L4.7
819 49.5
I9
L4
342
277
891
TotaI 264 1653 L943
Selangor & Penang UpPer Secordarlz
Upper Upp€r Upper
D,:rug Ugers Non Dnrg Users
tib. of
Respondent
1. Don't Snss any exam
2. Pass M.C.E.
3. Pass H.S.C.
4. Go to college
5. co to University
1I L.7
L25 20.2
L62 25.2
55 10.5
254 41.I
28 0.5
1081 22.4
597 L2.4
596 L2.4
2504 52.L
4L
L223
768
670
2792
Itotal 6L7 4806 5494
95
. SCH3: PARENIAL EI(PECTATION OF PUPILTS EDUCATION
f
a
a
Selangor Upper Secondary
Penang Upper Secondary
Selangor & Penang
t
UPPER IIPPER UPPM
DRUG USM.S g NON
DRUG USERS
t RESPONDENTS
l. Donrt care about exan
2. Pass M.C.E.
3. Pass H.S.C.
4. Go to collegre
5. Co to University
35
IO
20
285
o.8
9.9
2.8
5.6
80.7
27
255
99
193
2625
0.8
7.9
3.0
6.O
82.1
32
296
r10
2t5
2s48
TOTAI, 353 3199 3501
1. Don't care about exanr
2. Pass M.C.E.
3. Pass H.S.C.
4. Go to college
5. Go to University
119
16
6
L7
109
76
L45
L257
83
166
I381
UPPER T'PPER T'PPER
DRUG USERS * NON
DRUG USER,S
* RESPO}IDENTS
1. Donrt care about exan
2. Pass M.C.E.
3. Pass H.S.C.
4. Go to college
5. Go to University
L22
51
15
37
394
19.6
8.2
2.5
5.9
53.5
50
418
175
339
3A82
r.0
8.5
3.6
6.9
79.8
L77
475
r93
381
4329
TCI'IAL 620 4864 5s55
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I
the responses to questions on educational
in all groups did not feeL school to be a
lies, again in the anticipated direcLion,
this feeling: 13t of non-users versus 26*
anbition, the large rajority
waste of time; the difference
in the extent of aiisent from
of usefs dissentinq.
The only major difference in attitudes. towards school was
shown when pupils were asked whether school rules and regrulations were
too strict: a slight difference between users and non-users at lower
leve1 (respectively 51t and 42? agreeing that they are too strict)
becomes a major disagreement between users and non-users at the Upper
level (where 55t of users and 35t of non-users see school rules as too
strict) .
SCHS: Absenteeism from School
,
a
Disenchantment with an establishment, as well as actual.
illness, may be reflected in the record of absenteeism; and, even
given a possible reluctance to admit being off school (the question
was phrased in as casual and non-threatening a rnanner as possiSle),
the user,/non-user difference is striking and consistent across states.
Taking those who report no absenteeism, the figures are as follows:
Penang non-users
Penang users
52e6
26*
Selangor non-users
Selangor users
44*
25*
Too much stress should not be pJ.aced on the apparent Penang -
Selangor non-users difference: this is almost entirely accounted for by
a compensating difference in res;rondents reporting trivial absences -
one day or less. The user,/non-user differences are considerably rmre
robust, and reflect rnany long absences on the part of the users.
Se and
Days No. ofrespondents
No. of
drug users
No. of
non drug users
I. None
2, Less than 2 days
3.3to5days
4. 6 to 10 days
5. 11 to J-5 days
6. 16 to 25 days
7. 26 Eo 50 days
8. Over 50 days
2437
L723
957
236
81
35
9
29
155 (25.4)
168 (27.4)
160 (26.2)
65 (10.6)
31 ( s.0)
15 ( 2.4)
3 ( 0.0)
14 ( 2.2)
22A2 (46.6)
1ss5 (3r.7)
797 (16.2)
17r. ( 3.4 )
s0 ( 1.0)
20 ( 0.4)
6 ( 0.1)
ls ( 0.3)
TotaI 5507 511 4896
Pe
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SCH6: School Performance
We asked the pu4)osely subjective question! "Are the narks
you get at school work usually very good; good ..... poor?" in order to
further tap the pupilrs feeling of success and roelL-being in the school.
(The anonytnity of the questionnaires nade it obviously inrtrnssjSle to
cross-check with actual school records; a small loss to set against
the gains from having anonlmous responses). A combination of nodesty
and realism rnakes "Averagre" the rcdal response for each level, user and
non-user alike; but with a somewhat wider scatter around this for users
than for non-users at either level, perhaps o<plicable in ter:ns of a
self-advertising tendency amongst usersr if better than average, they
were rpre likely to proclaim their narks "Very good", and if worse than
average, t'tr)oortt .
SCHT: Hours Spent Watching Television
Pe1-ra.ng and letgor
fhe a-spunt of time spent in television watching on an average
school day w"ill reflect a whole r;rnge of factors: access to a set,
availability of time not taken up by fanily and couunercial denands u;nn
the individual, the sociability/solitariness of the individual, and so
oni as well as being in itself one of a nunber of influences upon
school performance.
nangf anc s r Lower & Secondar
I-ower
I Non
Drug Users I Drug Users
'.jpper
Drug Users
Non
Drug Users
l. Ver'-' qood 229 (f9.2)
3: Gooi | 348 (29.2)
:. Average 425 (35.7)
4. Beiow ',
average i tt(7.8)5. Poor g: ( 7.8)
729 i 8.6)
2943 (34.6)
4108 (4e.4)
425 ( s.0)
280 ( 3.21
r01 (16.7)
]47 (24.3)
307 (s0.ej
42 ( 6.9)
ls ( 2.4)
150 ( 3.1)
1369 (28.2)
3041 (63.0)
r89 ( 3.e)
72 ( 1.s)
Total I f l-88 8485 603 482J.
Se U-pper
Drug Users Non Drug Users
No. of
Respondents
I. Alurost never watch TV
2. Less than I hour
3. One to three hours
4. Four to sic hours
5. More than six hours
23? (37 
-41
r29 (20.8)
2rr (34.r)
31 ( s.0)
16 ( 2.5)
1371 (28.2)
L326 (27.3)
1907 (3e.3)
2I7 ( 4.41
27 ( 0.s)
1623
L469
2148
25A
43
TotaI 619 4848 5533
Ion a school day, the normal range of television watching is
one to three hours for the wtrole sanple: verf/ fer.t pupils indeed report
rnore hours; and rnany report that they alrnost never watch television.
Selangor children, as a whole, would aPPear to have sonewhat greater
access to and consequent usage of' tef.evision; and in this state,
users and non-users have fairly si-nilar patterns'of viewing (with
the exception of a very fen users who retrnrt very considerable watching
tj-me). In Penang, lpwever, the ujority of users report alrpst never
watching; with again a grouP of four users at the opposite extretrle,
who report trFre than six hours viering on an average scttool day.
With the exception of these "pathologtical" viewers, drug-ese and
televisioD-uge patterns would not se.em to be closely correlated.
Self Description and Farnily ReLations
Partly as a cause and psrtly as a consequence of their pattern
of usage, dnrg ueers night reaaonably be 5resrred to differ frort
non-users in terms of their vier of themselves, and of their relations
with ttrose aroqtd thco, ecpecially farruily E€ders. Do Euch differences
in fact exist? And if such differellces are found is it possible to
unWine cause frcn coneeguerrce?
SDl: Health Oondition
i. GeneraL Eeal@
oPoor" health, a very rare description anong non-users (1*1
was considerably more often reported by the drug users (20.6t), with
correspolilingly fer*er of ttre users relrcrting Good or Excellent health
- althoggh it sbould bc noted tbat these trrc latter categories were
given by over 6Ot of the alnrg usera. It should also be observed that
al-rcst the entir-ety of ttris difference is accounted for by the Penang
sub-sa4r1e: in Sglangor, reported state of health did not distinguish
drug users frson rxrmt€rtrs.
t
t
Penang arail Selango r S
Drug Uaer€ Non Drug Users Reepondents
I. Excellent
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
e6 (1s.4)
278 (44.8)
r18 (19.0)
128 (20.6)
774 (ls.9)
2856 (59.0)
LL62 (24.O)
51 ( 1.0)
880
3128
L297
I83
Total 620 4843 5488
,a
100
SD2 Health Condrtion in last two months
At a more specific leve1, when
condition during the previous two rnonths,
and extended, especially anongst the drug
Drug users, in all indicators, said that
they had "often" had:
describing their health
this picture is confirmed
users in all Lower forms.
in ttre preceding tr*o months
Headaches :
Tumy upsets :
Trouble sleeping:
Nightmares :
FeIt nervous !
(as against 6.3* non-users)
5.3 *
5.7 +
4.8 *
8.5 c
12.9r
19.3r
14.5r
12 .9*
2J..7*,
Non drug users, on the whore, had no trouble sreeping (6s.4t ',neverr'),
nightmares (58.It ,'never") and so on, for al-l corplaints.
The older drug users showed ress psychologicar and physical
disturbance: although troubre with sleeping (lz.St reported this as
"often") and feelings of nervcu€nesa (12.7t) were nore cormon than
in non-users (whose corresponding"iigr:res rrere 6t and 6.7*) there was
only a slight worsening of lrealth on the other indicators headache,
tutrmy upsets and nightmares.
SD3: Reported SeIf eontentment
Penang and SeI
overal-l, therefore, one night reasonably assume that drug
users wourd rate thenselves J-ess happy than non-users: and this is
indeed the case - 46t of the users rate thenselves as ,,not too happyn
or f'not happy at arl" - as against only 2s1 of the non-users doing so.
For what it is worth, alttrough this finding applies to both states,
PeDang contributes m,re to the overalr unhappiness of the drug-taker
scores; whilst both states have almost identical distributions of
responses between "very happy" atrd "not happy at all" for their
non-users.
angor Utrper
Dnryt Users libn Drug Users
tio. of
Reepondents
1. Very happy
2. Quite happy
3. Not too happy
4. ldot happy at all
6s (10.4)
267 (43.0)
2s9 (4L.7)
29 ( 4.5)
733 (t s.1)
2888 (59.s)
rt27 (23.2)
104 ( 2.L)
811
3997
1406
136
Total 620 4852 6350
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ii. Self Descriptions
A large nrnber of iteao on the questionnaire sought to tap
the general self concept of the drrrg-user, and to contrast this with
the self concept of the non-user of equivalent age and school status.
Not all- itms discri-minate betrren user and non-useri and, rather ttran
disciss each item at length, the follming paragrraphs wiLl sunrmarize
th6se items on which differenees of sigrnifcance were found; and then
indicate those areas where user and non-user give very similar reponses.
SD4 SeIf Descriptions f (See previous page)
SD5 SeIf Descriptions f.I (See previous page)
SD6: SeIf Descriptions III
Penang and Selangror Upper
Drug users Non Drug Users
Agree Disagnee Agree Disagrree
4.
6
7
Do thi:rgs well
I am no good
Need luck than hard
work
Hopeful nost of the
tiure
Someone stops ne
Can iqrrove the norld
Donrt have chance to
be successful
Laws should be obeyed
I
3
9
9
419
10
2ffi
15
265
8.7
340
12.0
23t
8.7
292
Is.5
119
8.1
343
9.0
L02
8.4
2+o
9.1
348
t2.2
172
8.0
278
r0.3
202
8.3
383
14.0
150:
0
4
I
I
6
2
6
2
89
3814
88
2255
83
1388
90
3508
85
1673
90
3027
83
640
90
3851
89.9
1019
90. 5
2587
89.7
3432
86.8
L226
90.9
3154
88. 3
L724
90.5
4186
8s.1
973
Total 10.0
2273
9.2
1885
88.8
20156
89.6
r8301
SD7 Self Descript*ons rV (See next page)
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SD4: SeIf Descriptions i
Penang & Seliij^rgor Lower Secondary
tl
l
Penang & Selangor UPPer SecondarY
Druq Users Non Drug Users
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree
1. Know what I want of life
2. Feel left out
3. Easy to have good time
4. Bored a lot of the time
5. Feel close to friends
6. Like to go out with friends
7. !4ake friends easily
t 0.4
647
tr. 9
448
t3. r
533
16. 5
357
9.9
725
13.5
53s
11.1
737
r1.9
420
LO.2
577
9.3
501
9.1
637
13.4
293
9.2
518
10.8
328
82.0
5L44
82.2
3086
80.3
3274
77.4
L674
84.7
52L2
80.8
3203
82.7
5459
82.8
2922
83.9
4752
85.5
46L5
85.4
6002
79,8
L743
84.8
4756
83.5
2529
Total 11.7
!tg8;l-
10.1
*14
82.3
2AOse
84. 3
?a7L9
Non Drug Users
91.3
L496
86.9
1396
87.2
L474
86.6
871
89.8
270L
87.5
1815
89.5
223L
89. r
I995
90.6
1210
80.7
1064
90.5
750
90.6
797
78.5
681
91.6
317
91 .5
I665
90. 5
I6L0
90.9
2370
90.7
439
92.9
1385
92.4
609
92.3
I91
88.8
294
89.7
314
90.3
642
79.0
64
92.O
301
89.9
L25
76.5
809
50.3
229
88. r
327
47 .9
t50
78.1
828
85. 3
658
L4.9
698
7.4
27
7.4
134
8.4
150
9.9
205
7.8
38
5.9
89
6.0
40
1. Know what I want
' of life
2. Feel left out
3. Easy to have good
time
4. Bored a lot of the
time
5. Feel close to
friends
6. Like to go out r/vith
friends
7. !{ake friends
easilyt
2L.4
226
37.9
L44
ro. s
39
50.1
r57
21. r
224
13.4
l04
23.7
22L
7.9
131_
11.8
I89
9.7
r60
L2.4
L25
8.8
265
II.I
23L
9.2
230
9.5
2t2
8.6
11s
17.8
233
8.1
67
8.3
73
20.1
L74
8.4
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SD8: 
-Felf DescfiPtio
"How inqlortant are tlre following to 'you?"
Ttrese tables reveal a PatterD of self descriptions which' to
a certain extent, do differentiate drrrg users fron non-users: but the
difference is one of enphasis, ard Eay on occasions be of the fom that,
alt}roughthenajoritlzofbothdrugua€rsardlpn-uf'ers,seettremselves
as possessing characteristic E, ttrere is a clear differenee:-intt'he
nurnbers of drrrg-users and non-ussrs uho identify thenselves as characteristic
A"ti-x. SeJ-f inage differences €Ee ttur6 only lnrtialty discrininative;
but nonettreless a Pattern enegges.
SD 4 - 8 Srmarized, Penanc and SBlangor Cobined
j
SD4 .. I :.. ..-: 
-..- 
:i.:-:
Discriminating iten,:
Bored a lot of ttre tinet
Like to go out with
friends
FeeI close to friends*
FeeI left out
tt(now what I want of
life
l'Iake friends easily
SD5 Easy to have a good
tine
UsuaIlY do what I want
UsualIY go along with
friends ideas
My friends ask mY
opinion
T:ry do as little tPrk
wear new stYles
Druq-users
Chalac,terized bY:
Higher agteement*
Itigher agrreerent
Irigher disagrreenent*
Eigher agreerent
Higher agreement
Irigher agreement
Higher agreetrent
Higher agreement
nigher agreement
HiEh€r agreenent
Figher agreenent
Higher agreement
Applies at
Lorrer,/UPPer
L+U
T!
L
U
U
L
Y
LU
LU
L
Penang ar;d Selangor
Dtirg Users }!9n'i DfEg :I,sers
A B c A B
$ake this a better
world
ReLigion
Making
cettirtg
rFney
good rnarks
59
356
66
415
54
339
74
461
0
9
6
3
33
209
20
130
37
235
2T
131
7
9
9
I
7.7
48
11. 9
74
7.4
46
5.0
3I
55.2
268L
59.6
2894
34.6
1682
76.6
3694
39
1933
27
133I
52
2563
2t
ro39
I
4
I
4
5.0
243
L2.7
62L
L2.5
5t0
2.8
136
sD6
Discri-minating iten:
Succees dernands luck
rcre than hard rcrk
People like ne donrt
have uuch chance to be
successful in life
Iaws s,Lpuld be obeyed
even if you donrt
agree with therr
SD7 Follow exaq>le of
frieirds
sD8
Popular vith ogryoeite
sex
Grora ug>
IonelY*'
Try uet ttrings
Feel buLlied*
Bored
Like to be alomt
Fed up witb life*
Parents do not
understand re*
Try to escape EV
problensr
Waat to leave scbool*
Caurot be reLied uponi
I often think about
drug*
Make a lot of Doney
sone day
Rcligion
108
Drug-users
Characterized by;
Iil.gher agreercnt
Higher ag?e@nt
Higher disagrreeuent
Eigbcr agrrEemnt'
Eigber agreement
Iligber agreeDent
Higber agrreerent*
Iligber agreement
Higher agre*nt*
Higher agrreerent
Higbsr agrreeuentt
Itigher agreerentr
Iti.gher agneemnt*
Higher agrrceuent*
ffSEber agreerent*
Highr agrreeoent*
Higher agrreement*
Very iq>ortant
Very i-ntrnrtant
Applies at
Iower,/Upper
(not irrcluded
in Lowele,Sehools
Questionnaire)
(not included
in Loer Schools
Questionnaire)
U
U
u
U
U
U
u
U
U
U (not inclided
in Lower Schools
Questionnaire)
U
U
U
U
U
Note: An asteriek * in,the list above indicates that, to take the
exaqlle of the last iten, although significantly mre drug
users than tron-users agrreed with the staterent, "I often
think about drr:gs", this rffiqined the minority restrnnse
in both g:roulrsr the aajority of both users and non-users
reporting that they did not often think about drugs.
Thus on a large prolprtion of the self description itens
the dng usrers shored a d^ifferent profile of reslnnses
frour the non-users in both states. Tbere follows a 1isting
of ttrose items on which no such difference vras found:
l|
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Iggg:i.i " ..r,atrng items
SD4 Easy to have a good tine
SD5 F:rnish somettring Prmised
Afraid of doing ttrings never done before
sD6 I-'io things well
Hopeful rbst of the time
Soreone stops nre
Can improve the trorld
Care for others
Get 'm in the rcrld
Relaxed
shy
Free do to do what I want
llaking this a better rcrld
Getting good narks
SD7
SD8
Self descriptions by drug users of cause varyr as do those by non-users:
nonetheless, tbe tables above indicate that over.all there is a clear
and consistant pattern of responaes to tJrese questionnaire itens.which
serve to clifferenulate the grorrps. Several ttremes rnore characterize
the users than the non-user.
Assertjlons of iniepen9encFi for eqe4rle - Know what I want out of
Iife; easy to tiane atgilsrdt titGr uerrally do what I .wanu try to do as
little rcrki laws do Dot ha\te to be obeyed; popular with oPposite sex;
grown upt try nenr things; want to leaye school; naking a lot of rnany
is important to me.
Fnrstration: for example - bored a lot of the tirne*; feel left out;
do not feel close to friend*; like to go out with friends; to succeed,
you need luck mre than hard work; people lile ne don't have much
chance to be successful; lonely*; feel bultied*; fed up with life*;
parents donrt understand ne*.
fWot again that theee are ninority responses only: too much stress
should not be laid upon tbeg/
iii. Fanily Rql.ations
Varioue aapects of the individual's relations with his family
were investigated, and exanined against the background of relations
with other figures.
- r10
SD9: rf you were in serisus.trouble, who $ould you turn to?
At both age levels, drug 116€]16 were sigrificarrtly less ready
to trEn to parents than uPre Dotf'us€.rs, altbouglh, in tbe caee of the
yormger users, parents stiu reltres€ated th€ naiorityrs clroice:
ttner users *lnlflr"
rParents I
(or either
lnrent)
I-mer gsers
74.81
Iffet
llon tleers
79,71 42.7* 6?.7+
Note the general anit e:qncted trerd 6gy fror reliance upon Parents with
age in the non-u8er group: in thesc tems, ttre young ueer group has
anticilnted tlris trerd sonerytrat, and tlre ol<ter user has perhaps
anticipated rdrat a grgrrP of adetts asked the sare question night
ansser. Sorna other adult prorridee the focus of attention for 19'2t
of ttre older drug users. In Penang, this represents very mtrch their
single najor focus: 107 out of the 265 reelnndents here would turn to
sush arother adultr a reflection, perhaPs, of a knoq\ard trusted helping
service available in the state, ald less so elsewhere, as in the upper
Selatrgpr grrclup, thoee rrnriping I unaUfe to turn to parents find
thmelves'tErnt4l i.wt'6od to a f:riead - t5:5t'
SDIO: Relative ImPortanee of Parents and Friends
"Which rpuld nake you lpst unhaPPy?"
Penang and Selangor UPPer Secondary
A aal & I-ower
Louer Upper
Drug uaailr6
Dbn
drug users Drug users
tilcn
drug users
l. Fttr gffi
2. l{other
3. Father
4. Sorne other
adult
5. A brother,/
sistet
6. A friend
7. tfo-one
593 (48.2)
Le2 (14.7)
r34 (10.9)
sl ( 4.1)
64 ( 5.2)
83 ( 6.7)
L23 (10.0)
5178 (50
t242 (14
437(s
2)
5)
o)
7)150
467 ( s.4)
sL8 ( 6.0)
sgs ( 5.9)
150
88
27
(24.2)
(L4.2)
( 4.3)
lle (19.2)
49
L22
53
( 7.e)
(1e.7)
(10.1)
2L4s (44.4)
939 (19.4)
189 ( 3.9)
131 ( 2.71
379
683
363
( 7.8)
(14.1)
( 7.s)
TotaL 1230 8589 618 4A29
3515 (65.4)
632 '(1r.7)
L22L Q2.7)
3175 (66.1)
54e (rr.4)
1078 (22.4)
(se.1)
(1s. r)
(25.61
I.
2.
3.
Strong disaPProval of Parents
strong disapProval of friends
Neither would bother me
- 111
Drug users, consistent with the above findingr would be
sonewhat less upset by the strong diaa;proval of trnrent (as oplrcsed
to that of fri.ends) tban 1pruld non-u3e.rs: but for the najority of
both grroup, parental disa;proval was stil1 considered to be rnore
upsetting than friends' disatrproval.
SDll: RetrationsbiP with Parents
Asked directl.y to describe their relationship with either
Snrent, the rnajority of respordents gau thenselves as close to their
parents, with.only slightly nore of the drug users disagrreeing with
this description than non-usara. Much rcre striking than this
difference was ttre sanple*ide acknoledgeent of grreAter closeness
to nother than to father. 69.5t reported being "very cIose" to their
mottrer, as against 28.41'vet1 closer to their father, father-child
relationships tlpicaUy being deacribed as "quite close" '
SDI2 Independence of Parents: Wtro Decides how late the Ctrild Stays
out at Night?
I{ho decided how late tjre inilividual stayed out at night?
In both states, non-users n€re fairly evenly divided between "I decide",
the more collaborative "ry parents ald I deeide", and "ny parents
decide',. Oqrerall , the drug user sa4rle shifts sorewhat away from the
coLlaborative rcde towards eitber lnrental choice or that of the
individual alone. Orious1y, tlte SelaDgor users are heavily weighted
tonnrds the self decision (58.Ot) ard Penang users are eguall-y heavily
weighted tonrards ttre trnrent-al decision.
Penang and Selangor
Drug Uscrs Non Drug Users Respondents
Motber Father t{other Fattrer I{other Father
Very close
Quite close
tibt very close
tilot close at all
62.9
307
27.4
134
7.3
36
2.2
1I
25.3
113
45.2
202
23.5
ro5
5.8
26
70.0
3293
23.2
1094
5.3
252
L.2
50
28.7
L274
51.4
2285
15.6
693
4.2
187
69.5
3653
23.5
1235
5.5
290
1.3
73
28.4
r408
50.9
252L
L6.2
803
4.3
2l'
Total 488 446 4699 4439 5251 4948
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SD12: Independence of Parents: Who Decid.es How late
the Child Stays out at Night?
t Selangor UpF,er Secondary
Penang Upper Secondary
Selangor and Penang
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
1. My Farents decide
2. I decide
3. My parents & I decide
69
205
79
19. 5
58"9
22.3
857 27.2
1187 37.7
1104 35.0
936
I4L2
tt99
Total 353 3148 3547
Diug OSers Non Drug Users Res;rondents
1. My Snrents decide
2. I decide
3. My parents & I decide
153
68
46
57.3
25.4
t7.2
514
622
528
30.8
37 .3
31.7
675
700
579
Total 257 1654 1954
Drug Users Non Drug Users Reslnndents
1. My lnrents decide
2. I deci.de
3. My lnrents e f decide
222 35,8
273 44.O
125 20.L
I371
1809
L632
28.4
37.5
33. 9
1511
2LL2
t778
TotaI 620 48L2 5501
II3
SD13: Parental Disciplinary Style
If, ttren, ones parents fornd out that one had done srething
wron€t, wtrat was the likely reslDase? 10.2t of younger drug users and
20.31 of older dnrg users cqrld exlnct no parental reslnnse whatsoever
(a verlz rare state of affairs amnggt noa-ugers). In all categories,
no actual punisbneat raa the rcst litcety outcre - prea@bly, tlre
cons€q$cs E{t a situation Of r€Sghndr rad par'Aatal sadness. A clear
trerd auay from grnistuent is discernable ttrroughout tlre sa4rle,
with the lnrents of yotrng non-uaera being penceived as lEre likely to
punish "a Iot" (33.1t) tJranr were the parents of yor:ng dnrgs users (23.6t),
with both grroups beins signifieaatly mre likely to receive strh pr:nistnent
than any of tlre older saqlle.
SD14: Chilcl's@
Ithat was ttren the general rries of lnrental dieciplinary style?
Not sufficiently strict, or overgtrict? lttre large nejority (82.7t
of non-users ard ?3.9t of userc) sar Snrental style as being "just
right", rith a correslnndingly largcr fraclion of the users disagreeing
with their current regi.re.
Penang and Selangor Lower & U
Lower tlpper I-ower Upper
Drug
Users
l{on Drug
Ue€rs
Drug
Users
Non Drug
Users
Res-
trrcndents
Res-
pondents
I
2
Nothing happen
punistrrent
Punished
little
Punishcd lot
ro.2
L26
44.8
551
21.1
260
23.6
291
3
302
4I
3550
2L
1879
33
2a32
5
4
9
I
20
L25
51
315
14
92
13
83
3
2
9
4
0.9
46
63.7
3095
2L.O
LO22
14.1
687
492
4350
2270
3349
L14
3453
116.4
780
lDotdl t22e s363 615 4g5s 1045r 5s?r
Penanrg:.and Selangor I4lFe
Drug Us€rs Non Drug Users Reslnndents
1. Too strict
2. ilust right
3. Not strict enorigh
8I
371
50
(21.8)
(73. e)
(10. o)
s87 (12.1)
3999 (82 .7 )
246 ( s.1)
679
4420
302
lota1 502 4832 5401
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A general picture energes of sone broad differences in the
frqily relationship of dnr,g users and non-users: althorrgh, in
prectically all families, relatioaships seem to be warm and reasonably
accepting, the drr4 users exhibit soething of the independence frorn
parents that would be characteristic of non users of a slightly ol-der
age. Ttris, together with sore of the differerrces in self description,
indicates a desire to move sonefirtrat pr€matutely into tlre adult world,
tcj assert ones independerrce fron authority, ard to place a higher
valuation on friends ard the age-grrorp. One should add to this a
sense of frustration e:rpreescd by sae of the drug users:. suceess
does not com easily; life can be boring or stressful; and oners
health ard trafpiness nay be iqxerfect.
D. Reported R€asons for Drug Usaqe
In fa ateas of behaviour is direct question-ingr of the aetors
Iikely to elicit reasc,Ds for that behaviour tlrat are a lreat-coqtlete
accctgrt of tbat behaviour: self 
"."""ere*r:vill-nwer'atr4ltG6f,Qe
omniecience. Reeearch Phitoslfties vllry' tberdfolre, in tlre extent
to wtrich tlreryr seek such self-regnrt data, tb int'erpretrtion they
put r4nn it anil the centrality thay accord it in their oversll stat@ent
about the canrses of bebaviour for se, the l=reon's frEl eqlla*'ations
of his behavior:r are taken as a pri-re refererrce lnint; for other
researeh rotr*srs' srrch data is mr,e peri$cral anit eqnciatly in
areas of sensitivity, ae6gr a3 litbfc !o be tsice-itietorted: once
thror:gh the lack of insight each hag of luis qn belraviour; ard then
aqtain through rctl.vation to prereat ec gnz-tieular pictrrre of tlre self
in:tlre internris, teat or queationnaire.
Rsroae givea btr irodividuale for their drug taking in
response to a dj.rect question luat thrc be set in a context partly
provlded try their iurssers to otber, Iess direct questions.
RUti t{ain Reasons Given
llh oriler of reasons given for dnrg use followed aIrcst
exactly the sare order in Penangr as in Selangor sanples, and varied
only slightly in eq*rasis. Clrioeitfr, the influence of friends,
to forget problel<, to help strrdyrto urrilerstard oneself , and for
enjoymt lrcre all griven .16 rei€otDs. Very ferr users indicated that
tlrey used drugg to aseert tlteir i:odeepodence or to be different;
and tbe bnilk of ttrose eqvreseing a r.aason for their habit gave
euriosity, friendsr influence or their problens '(68t in total).
frriosity is botJr an easy and" 5{et probabty a tnrthful reason rhy nany
- 1I5
R-if ",: ANSWERS TO I{I{AT fS YfilR I{ArN'TREASON FOR USING pRUGS?
Reasons Selangor Upper Selangor Lower TotaI ?
1. Donrt Use
2. Curiosity
3. FrienC:;
4. Forget problens
5. Understand self
6. Help to study
7. To be independent
8. To be different
9. To enjoy
I26
L25
15
42
8
t7
o
o
18
4L3
55
68
42
30
2t
7
5
18
5t'v
I80
83
84
38
38
7
f,
36
55.6
L7.O
7.8
7.9
3.6
3.6
o.7
o.5
3.4
Total 35r 7.J^9 IO60 too.l
Reasons Penang lt?per Penanq Lower Total g
I
2
3
4
5
6
v
JI
9
. Donrt Use
. Curiosity
. Friends
. Forget problems
. Understand self
. HeIp to study
. To be independent
. To be different
. To enjoy
52
35
9
19
2
7
3
I
L2
247
49
64
42
22
32
I3
5
18
299
84
73
61
24
39
I5
6
30
47.3
13.3
11.6
o?
3.8
6.2
2.5
o.9
4.7
TotaI 140 492 632 100.o
52.5
15. 6
9.2
8.6
3.7
4.5
I.4
o.7
3.9
.f,*"
t
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individuals start to use drugs; and it is rmre characteristic of young
er<perimental users than it would be of an older, more experienced group
(for example, see the DARG Hospital Study, 1976). llany of those school
child::en who are classified as drug users should be seen as only
having a superficial acquaintance with the drug habit and may thus
have felt that they did not have a "nain reason" for use as implied
in the question.
RUIii: Mono Versus Poly Drug Usersr Reasons for Usingt
Pe and Sel- r & Iower
Reasons lbno Users
*
Poly Users
t
1. Curiosity
2. Friends
3. Forget problens
4. Understand self
5. Help to study
6. To be independent
7. To be different
8. To enjoy
9. llo reason gj-ven
140 44.3
47 14.8
52 15.4
19 6.0
38 l2.O
4 1.0
2 4.4
14 4.4
100
497
t24 25.4
r09 22.3
93 19.0
43 8.8
39 7.9
19 3.8
9 1.8
52 10.5
-
100
391
Whereas 61 t of rcno drug usars can give no particular "nain-
reasonfr, the same is true of only 45t of itoly users. It{ono users
heavily concentrate upon curiosity as their reason (44* of those
giving 
€rny reason give this one) wheraas only 25t of the poly drug
usets' reasons are for curiosity. PoJ.y users rate the influence of
friends (22t) forgetting probleme (19t) and enjoynent (11*) more
highly than do rcno users (whoge coffesgnnding percentages are I5*,
15$ and 4t); and are somerrhat less likely to nention help in studying
as a reason (8t of poly users; 12t of mtno users' reasons). Ttre
smaller percentages. giving other reaaons should be treated with the
caution due to small sanple-cel-L sizes.
RIIliii Reasons given for eaeh dnrg type
Rank ordering nay eraggerate differeles, atd certainly not
much attention should be given to the lower ranks, each gf whj.ch will
represent only a fery indlvidualE giving this as their nain reason for
usage. Horcver a strong and qgnsistent trend cmerges from the table:
for each drug tyln, the older sa4r1e 1s mrch nore like1y to rank
curiosity trigher tlran all other feaaons, rvhereas the lounger sangrle,
with conpl-ete eonsistency, puts the influence of friends above other
b
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reasons - and then varies what other reasons are given by drug type.
"Enjoyment" is again mentioned rrcre often by the older sample than by
the younger. Amphetamines are used by the older sample principally
as a study aio. For no other drug, in either age group, does this reason
rank high. For all drugs, "to help with problems" is a second (or
third) reason. No drugs are related to self understanding, or seen as
enabling independence or marking oneself as different.
RU2 Reasone for not trying or for not using ganja as often as one liked
Another way to investigate the individual's nrotivations is
to ask what - if any - checks and reservations he might have with
resp€ct to the use of particuLar drugs: and for this PurPose, ganja
was selected as the topic of the question. Ttre phrasing of the
question nakes no presumption either that the resSnndent has or has
not used ganja: it challenges hin with the presr:nption that he has
been held back from doing so far by some=;:eason - and, for-a srnall nunber
of users, the opinion offered is taken to rebut the latter assumption.
"I use ganja as often as f like" (only 4t of drug users gave this
response) .
There is more difference between the age qrouPs than there is
between drug-users and non-drrrg users in their resPoRses to tttis
question. For both users and non-users, the younger chiLd ranks
parental disapproval and fear of loss of energry and ambition as the
tuo najor concerns. Fear of addiction and of loss of control rank
ahead of knorrinE of othersr bad experiences and other reasons' including
any difficulty in obtaining the drug. For strikingly few respondents,
in any group, was difficulty of access reported as a reason: reflecting,
one prestres,'the widespread lcnowledge arongst both users and non-users
of easy availability of the drug.
Getting caught is given by drug takers much more frequently
than by non users at both ages. The older group, whether users or
non-users, place much less stress upon parental disapproval (see section
C above for confirnatory evidence) and instead boti user and non-user
place fear of addiction ahead of all other reasons; with that, for the
user group, fear of being caught, knowing of others' bad experiences
and loss of ,energy ranking high. lltre last reason is also important for
non-users as is also: drug-wer being against oners beliefs, and fear
of parental disapproval. Both groups also list trrcssible loss of control
as an inportant reason for limiting drug use.
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RU2: REASONS FOR NOT TRYIIG OR FOR NOT USII$G
GANJA AS CE'IEN AS ONE LIKED
Penang and Selangor Upper & Lower
Hard to get
Get caught
Parents disapprove
Afraid get addected
Against belief
Iose energy/astb.
7. Make me sick
Lose control
Bad experience
Ovvn reeson
11. Use ganja often
1.
2.
J.
4.
5.
8.
9.
10.
203
L9.7
350
11.6
45L
9.4
343
8.4
223
7.L
462
8.8
225
o?
337
8.9
329
lo.3
187
10. 6
53
44.9
753
73.2
2440
81 .8
4058
84.2
3499
85.8
2795
88.5
3847
84.4
20L6
83.6
3223
85.0
2618
82.3
r467
83 .4
f,)
46.6
222
87.7
84I
78.8
1871
90. r
2390
88.0
2L70
92.3
1871
89. 7
LL62
90.4
1638
88.5
993
81. 7
1258
88.4
7
17. 5
L20
Rank order of reasons Eivert for restricted/non-use of ganja
Hard to get
Fear of being caught
Parental disapproval
Febr of addiction
Against one beliefs
Loss of energy
Make sick
Loss of control
Others' bad ex;rerierre
Other reasons
Use ganja as freely
as wanted
I,OTIER,
lilcn Users
10
7
I
3
5
2
I
4
6
9
11
T'PPER
. 
Users Non Users
l1 l0
.29
63
11
72
43
97
q<
38
76
Users
9
3
I
4
I
2
7
5
6
10
11 1111
RU3 Friends who are users
Friends have featured as a najor source of introduction to
drugs in every previous study; and the influence of friends has already
been noted on various questions in the present sr:rvey, both in the
rore of initiators and an occasions (see RU2 above) as exernprars of
the negative effeet of drugs. !{hat was the pattern of usage anongst
the friends of our respondents? How comn did they see drug use as
being among their acguaintances? By purposeiLy avoiding definitions
of either friendship or of usage frequency in the guestion, it was
possiSle to gain each individrral's srrbjective view of the amount of
drug use aror:nd hinself .
Taking the younger age-group first: anong the non-users, there
were strikingLy few who knew any users at arl. onry LOt knew any ganja
users (and of this 10*, nost knew onry "a ferr',); fewer still knew any
anpheta:nine, heroin, opium or r,sD users (95t did not know of anyone
using LsD) . Arcngst the younger drug users, a much larger percentage
had sone acquaintance with sonre d,rug user. 35t knew sorne amphetamine
users, and approxinately 3ot knew sone users of 
_other drugs. fn
each ease, less than 1O* clainred to know nany users. There thus emerges
a picture of a small-scale and delicately textured pattern of acquaintances
anong the young drug users (with each knowing only a srnall nurnber of
users of each trnrticular drug) r ard a considerable degree of isolation and/or
igmorance an the lnrt of the rmjority, non drug using young school comrunity.
The older non-users have only srightly greater knowledge of
the drug-us€rye anound then: 25t knew some ganja users, ard approxinately
10* knew sone users of the other tlpes of drugs. Meanwhile, the otreler
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users indicate a considerably closer-knit corurrunity than do the
younger users: 75t of them know ganja users (including I3t who claimed
to know "many"); 58t knew sone heroin users, 521 knew some amphetamine
usersi 36* opir:m usersi 36* LsD users. For each drug, some proportion
of users claim to know many users - ranging from 14t knmring rrnny
amphetarnine users down to 5* knowing rnany LSD Gers.
RU4 E'xperiences with drugs
Drug users were questioned as to their experiences with drugs.'
The najority of drug users claired never to have taken drugs by
injection, taken nrixtures of drugrs, taken drugs unknowingly, had a
bad ttript or, eimongst the younger users, to have been rhigh, on
drugs. Ehus, only a minority of users have had those experiences which
are associated in the public nind with drug abuse; and once again this
confirms that the majority of those classified in the present study as
"drug users' are only of experinenter status. To illustrate this,
consider the fact that, anong the younger users, there are only 9.gt
who craim that they have often felt high on drugs, with a further r0*
of users who artnit to rare instances of being high. Again, 14.5t report
that they had roften' had bad tripe, with a further 17* reporting rare
bad trips: i.e. arl the remairder of the users report no such bad
experiences at all. similar-sized ninorities of the younger Esers
report clained unknow.ing use of drugs; taking mirtures, arld injecting
drugs.
Older drug users were nore Iikely to report themselves as becming
high on drugs (17.8t roften' ancl 339 'iarely,); as having bad trips(I4.6t roften'and 22.64'rarely,); and as having taken a drug
unknowingly (9.9t roftenr and 2It rrarely'). older drug users mix
their drugs to the sarne extent as do the younger users (r3t often,
I6t rarely) and are even less like1y to inject their drugs than are the
younger users (4t often, 10.7t rarely).
As a further confi-rm,tion of their status, it is reassuring
to discover that over 99t of those classified in this study as l'non users',
report having never had any of the oq>erienced discussed above.
RU5 Consequences of usinq druqs
Both positive and negrative consequences were reported by a
nunber of the drug users, arthough ttre najority of the younger users
responded on this question that it nas inappropriate, as they no
longer used drugs. of those t'rho did report any consequences, getting
sick was the mst frequently rgportd negative consequence (9.9t
- L23
RU4: EXPERIENCES WrTH DRUGS
nPenang & Selangor Upper Secondary
Penang & Selangor Lower Secondary
KEY:
A Have never tried or have never had this oq)erience
B Have rarely had this experience
C Have often had this e:<Perience
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
A B A c A B c
I. High
Had
drugs
tripbad
l. Taken drug unknowinglY
{. Taken mixture of drugs
5. Taken drugs in injection
300
48.7
385
oz.o
424
68.9
425
69. r
515
83.7
205
33.3
139
22.6
r30
2L.I
100
L6.2
66
10.7
1r0
t 7.8
90
t4.6
61
9.9
8I
13.1
26
4.2
4836
99.4
4815
98.9
4763
97.9
4818
99. 0
4834
99. 3
18
0.3
24
0.5
77
1q
25
0.5
13
o.2
13
0.2
24
0.5
23
14
o.2
16
0.3
5202
5266
5253
5309
54t7
226
166
2LO
L27
79
123
114
84
L26
43
Drug Users llon Drug Users Restrnndents
A B A B A B c
1. High on drugs
2. Had bad trip
Taken drug unknowingly
Taken mixture of drugs
Taken drugs in injection'
4.
5.
938
80. 0
784
68.0
803
70. 5
830
72.7
849
t5.t
119
l0.l
20r
L7.1
I83
16.0
L64
14.3
149
]-2.9
115
9.8
r67
14.5
152
13.3
147
L2.9
153
r3.2
8439
98.5
8275
96.6
824l-
96.2
8353
97.5
8360
97.6
59
0.6
L29
1.5
170
1.9
84
na
1l-2
1.3
63
^.?
r25
r.4
89
I.U
69
6.8
78
no
9944
9575
9860
9707
972L
r98
357
375
264
254
198
314
255
227
247
L24
RU5: 9ONSEQUENCES OF USING DRUGS
Fenang & Selangor Upper Secondary
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
l. Never used druqs
2. Got sick
3. Got arrested
4. Felt good
5. Got into fights
6. Had trouble at home
7. FeIt closer to others
8. Had trouble at school
9. Felt depressed
299 (30.4 )
e7 ( e.8)
66 ( 6.7)
L76 (17.9 )
38 ( 3.8)
s8 ( s.9)
I28 (r3.0)
36 ( 3.6)
8s ( 8.5)
482e (96.3 )
38 ( 0.7)
31 ( 0.6)
20 ( 0.3)
8 ( 0.r)
2e ( 0.6)
7 ( 0.1)
24 ( 0.4)
28 ( 0.s)
sI93
139
99
198
47
87
136
61
114
Total 983 5014 6074
Penang & Selangpr Lower Secordary
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
1. Never used drugs
2. Got sick
3. Got arrested
4. FeIt good
5. Got into fights
6. Had trouble at home
7. Felt close to others
8. Had trouble at school
9. FeIt depressed
800 (65.8)
109 ( 8.9)
42 ( 3.4)
83 ( 6.8)
2e ( 2.3)
s0 ( 4.1)
28 ( 2.3)
26 ( 2.L)
48 ( 3.9)
e268 (96.3)
92 ( 1.0)
74 ( 0.8)
s3 ( 0.6)
L2 ( 0.1)
27 ( 0.3)
e ( 0.1)
16 ( 0.1)
30 ( 0.3)
9653
226
131
155
46
80
40
52
87
Total I215 8581 ro470
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reportrng this); against which 6.8t reported feeling good and enjoying
the experience. Other negative consequences rrere reported by four
percent or fewer of the ]tounger saaqlle: troubfe at home; feeling
depressed,; getting arrested; getting into fights; and having trouble
at school were reported b[, very few individuals. on the positive
side, only 2.3t felt that drugs had made them feel closer to others.
A much larger proportion of the older users retrnrted such
consequences of their drug use: 17.9t said that dnrgs rnade them feel
good; and 13.0t said that drugs made them feel closer to others.
These two positive responsies vr€re the rcst frequently retrnrted ones:
negative conseguences included sickness (9.8t); depression (8.6*);
getting arrested (6.7t); and having trouble at horne (5.98). Fewer
than four percent of all older drug users reported getting into fights
and having trouble at school as consequences.
On RU4 and 5, the reader will have noticed that, although
neither age group reports o<periences and consequences of drug taking
which support the rather florid picture conjured up by the concept of
rdrug abuser, the older individuals corne closer to this picture than
do the younger individuals. Few of the ]rounger sample seen to have
gained nuch pleasure or unrch lnin fron their usager whereas a larger
nunber of the older sample - although still a minority - have orperiences
v*rich betoken some deeper involvenent with their habit: getting high,
feeling good, and feeling cloeer to others nay all be seen as positive
reasons why the individuals would wish to continue their habit. Against
srrch rerrards, the costs aLso rnount in the older sample: costs directly
consequent upon the habit itself, such as bad trips; and those social
costs which may be nore indirectly associated with it: poor fanily
or school relationships, or even encaunters with the police. At this
point in their drug use, it would seen that rewards somewhat outweigh
costs for the oLder user s€rmple: the pleasure to be gained by the habit
is not widely e:gressed, but nonetheless does not seem to be swamped
by the bad experiences.
E. Attitudes towards drugs
One of the nrajor hylntheses investigated in the present study
was that drug using schoolchildren d.iffered from their contemporaries
who did not use drugs in alL aspects of their attitudes torrrards drugs:
that is to say that they differed in their knowledge and beliefs about
drugs; in the feelings that they have about drugs and drug taking;
and in their intended behaviour with respect to drugs. Thus, the
underlying model of notivation presumes that the individual acts in
ways whj.ch are consistent with his beliefs and with his feelings wherever
,,
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ciriutnstances permit this behaviour; and that at least part of the
d.ifferences in behaviour between users and non-users relates to
different underlying conceptualizations of drugs and drug taking.
Other factors will of course also enter into thir picture, including the
individualrs perceptions of the constraints on the expression of such
behaviour: for exarqlle, it could be the case thit users were less
concerned about the laws relating to drug taking than are non usersi
and that this might in lnrt accotrnt for the differences in their
behaviour.
Principally, however, this subsection is concerned with
attitudinal differences and the questionnaire used a variety of forunts
to investigate the range of beliefs, feelings and behavioural intentions
related to drugs and drug taking.
ATT1 Feelings and beldefd about drugs: r
This question prefaced a number of statenents for agreenent
or disagreement with the phrase. "People have many different ideas
about d,rugs":
a. "If you cantt sleep, it is O.K. to take a sleeping pill without
a doctor's pernission". Ttre large najority of non-users e:<pressed
disagrreenent with this stat@nt (both in the Upper and Lower
Secondary sctrools, the proSnrtion was identical at 88t) i whereas
the users, although stil1 rcre likely to disagree than to agree,
were much less unaninous (54* of Lower, 63.6t of Upper school
users disagrreeing with the stateurent) .
"Itrs alright to snoke a little cannabis (ganja) now and then at
parties". Only 3t of non-users would agree with this stateloent
at either age level, coqpared with I5t of younger users and 40t
of other users.
"If you drink (spirits) regrularly it c€rn cause mental or physical
halrtl". Older individuals, whether users or non-users, were
considerably nore likely to agrree with this staten€nt than were
younger individuals who prestunably were less aware of or exposed
to exenplars of spirits drinking. Within each age group, there was
also some tendency for users to be Less likely to agrree with the
statmnt than non users, which should be related to different
patterns of alcohol use between the groups; Respective percentages
for agrreement with the statenent: Upper non-users 8gt; tlpper users
79ti Iower non-users 58t; Lower users 55$.
"If you use ganja regrularly it can cause mental and physicall harn".
A very sinilar lnttern to the spirit question ernerges here: older
individuals are ttpre convinced of harnful effects from regular ganja
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use than are younger, with within each group non-users more in
agreem€nt with the staterrent than uaers. Percentages of agreement:
Upper non-users 92t; Upper users 86t; Iower non-users 7lt; Lower
users 53t.
AfI2 Feelings and beliefs: fI
This queetion, in contrast with the previous series, asked
guestions about drugs in general. Vlhen posed at this degree of
generality, signfficant differences i:r belief and feeling were e:<pressed
by users and non-users on a range of ite'ns. To sunmarize:
Drnrg users show a grreater tendlency than non-users to assert that -
Drug qFers nake a lot of friends
Not all drug users become addicted
Drugs help one to do thirgs better
Drugs help one relax
Druge nake,one feel good
There is sone slighter trend in the sane direction with relation to -
Sone drug are ha:mless
orug taking leads to i'ilrcss ,/o-isagreenent with_
this stateuenV
Drug users and non-users overall had very sinilar patterns of regtrronses
on the renpining itens on this question -
People who take one dnlgf will want to take others
Drugs are only harnful if taken regrularly
People who start taking drugs cannot sleep
Dntgs nake trtcople confused.
ATf2 Analvsis by school qrade level
llhe previous section reported user,lnon user dif€erences
throughout the sa4>lel analysis by age and grade level amplifies this:
Age differences predminate on
People who take md drug ... others
Drugs make people confueed
!{ith litt1e firrther user,/non user dif ference.
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Agreenent with Statement
t3t
IPWER UPPER
Users Non users Users Non users
Take one take others
Drugs feel good
Drugs lead to illness
Not all get addicted
Harnr only from regular
sane are harmless
Make confused
HeIp do better
Start can't stoP
HeIp relax
Users make friends
43. 3
22.7
35.6
24.O
38. 2
32.O
39.1
19. 9
44.3
22.L
23.5
44.6
r7.3
40.0
13. 0
38. 6
22 
"7
38. 5
6.8
46.3
10.5
L2.5
7L.9
26.9
56.8
47.4
7L.s
49.4
5L.2
18.1
33.0
38.9
42.4
76.6
1A a
| 3.4
23.4
49.2
29.6
5t,. /
48.7
t3.4
1? q
User,/Non-user differences predorrinate on
Drugs .. helP relax
.. rnake rPre f,riends
help do better
feel good
harmful only if regular (O1der sanple only)
satne are harmless ( " )
start .. cannot stoP ( " )
Both ggg and user,/non-users differences found on
Drugtaking leads to illness
Not all get addicted
ATT3: The Image of the Drug User
Earlier sections have shown the reLative isolation of the
majority of the sarrple from the world of tbe drgg uFer: they do not
have many acquiantances who use any form of drugt a.rrd what
information they have may will be media derived. Hence, the first
statistic to be put foreard when considering what image the saq>le
has of the drug user in the rnassive don't knor gro{lpz 441 of
ngn-user respgnses are "dontt knghr"; and indeed eyeft anpngst Users
35t of guestions about the tlpical user evoked don't res[]onses.
The hypothesis that this section rested on that drug users over a
wide range of attributes, wotrl,d have a nore favour,able irnage of the
tlpical drug ueer than rorld ttre npn user: qry..t fourlil this to be
true of the yorrng cigarette snoker, Weiner to be true of the young
drug user in their British surveys.
In tbe present surr,ey, it was foqnd that, overall' users
and non-users had f,airly sinril.ar i-nages of the tUptcaL drug user. Thus,
tbe next few paragraphs will discuss the inage of the d.rug users held by the
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school population as a who1e, with, after this, a note of what small
differences exist between users and non-users.
Rank ordered in terms of the strength of agreerEnt with the
characteristic of the tlpical drug user, the whole sanrple would describe
such a user th::s: (percentages are of those who did not give don't
know responses):
He: Does not get on well with Parents
Tries to escape his Problems
Can not be relied uPon
Is not shy
Must be free
Is often bored
Is gL grown up
Is a lonely person
Wants to leave school
Feels bullied
Is g! trpPular with the oPPosite sex
t
Hence, on most items the sampJ.e as a whole has a fairly decided inage
of the user if it has an irnage at aLL (there wete nany fewer don't know
responses in upper schools than lower in both states). The inage
held is, by and large, an unattractive one: he has problens to escaPe'
is unreliable, irnnature, bored much of the tine, and is lonely. He is
seen as something of a rebel: he does not get on with parents, needs
to be free, wants to leave school and lacks shlmess. By itself, this
latter image of rebelliousness night seen like1y to attraet many of
schoolage: however, it is tempered and indeed soured by its cosrbination
with the drop-out inrage previously described. Alttrough he may be seen
as the rebel, the average school child conceptualizes the drug user as
a rather less adjusted and sociabre rebel than did Bynnerrs British
subjects see the tlpical schoolboy srcker. Unlike the latter, too, drug
takers are not particuLarly viewed as popular with the oPPosite sex.
ff this is the image overaLl, it rnight be hypothesized that
drug users would hold a sharply different point in view - perhaps
nraintaining the rebel irnage, but placing the user in a more favourable
light. But, in fact, on every characterization of the tlrpical drug
user, user and non-users thought alike, only differing in emphasis. Thus,
in the case of each of the itenrs listed below, substantial majorities of
users agree with non-usersr the groups differing in the size of the
nrinority which disagree with the categorization of the tlpical user as:
Not getting on well
Often bored
88. 6s
84.2e6
84.2*
81.68
75.24
68.6r
67.8r
63 .3r
62.82
52.9*
52.3C
with parent (18t of users, 6rb non
users think he does get
on)
(30c of users, I4t non
users think he is not
bored)
- 
114
r:annot be relied on
Is irmature
Wants to leave school
?ries to escape problems
(22\ of users, 5* non users
think he can be rel-ied on)
(29t of users, l5t non users
think he is grown up)
(3Ot of users, 199 non users
think he does not)(20* of users, 8t non users
think he does not)
Such similarity between users and non-users in their irnage of the
typical drug user is remarkable, and these slight differences in
emphasis must not be allowed to mask the overall similarity of image.
ATT4 Attitudes to Use of d.ruqs among young peoPle
today?,, 
"."ur"nol"'::":;: ;:::.:l; H"::,:':::-":r:.::::'r:T:"iast item analysed, it is entirely consistent to find a high overall
level of concern: 88.58 of the sample reported some degree of \rTorry
with the situation. Only the drug users in Selangor deviated at alf
from this and even there the 79* expressing worry still represents a
very substantial proportion. Ihus, both user and non-user elenents
of the school population reflected the current debate and concern about
drug taking: and may indeed have felt that' in the light of it, their
expression of concern was the only Snssible ans\^ter.
ATT5 A pro'iecti '
Given a general leveL of concern, what, more precisely
were the individual's worries related to? SupPosing the respondent
were the parent of a teenage chiJ.d, what would his reaction be if he
discovered his child using cigarettes, heroin, ganja, alcohol or
stimulants,/s edatives ?
Non-users of both age grroups would react much more strongly
than would users to any of these drugs being used by "their child".
The uniformity of response across drugs is striking: if an individual
feels strongly that his child should be stopped from using heroin,
ganja or stimulants, then he is also equally likely to seek to stoP
him using cigarettes or alcohol.
On average a Response#
{
Lower non-users
Upper non-users
Upper users
Lower users
Would
stop him
87 .7
11 A
62.5
+J. Z
Disapprove
5.7
26.9
30. o
29.2
Would
not care
Would
approve
0.8
3.4
qq
'/t 4.5
AA
=.V
lt+5
ATT4: Attitudes to Use gf Druqs anpng You
a
Selangor UPPer SecondarY
t
Penang UPPer SecondarY
Penalrg a Selangor UpPer Secondary
Drug Users Non Drug Users
1. .'rrry a lot about it
2. worry a little about it
3. Don't lrorry too much
4. Don't worrY at all
169 47.8
lro 31.1
50 14.1
24 6.7
2138 66.9
72t 22.5
238 7.4
98 3.0
TOTAL 353 3195
Drug Users Non Drug Users
1. worry a lot about it
2. worry a little about it
3. Don't worry too much
4. Don't vtorry at all
L29 6L.7
43 20.5
26 L2.4
lr 5.2
1120 67.L
375 22.4
L20 7.L
53 3.1
TOTAI. 209 r668
Drug Users Non Drug Users
1. worry a lot about it
2. worry a little about it
3. Don't worry too much
4. Don't worry at all
298 53.0
153 27 .2
76 13.5
35 6.2
3258 66.9
1095 22.5
358 7.3
151 3. r
TOTAL 562 4853
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Only anongst the lorrer users is there any real body of respondents who
"would not care" or would even approve of their offspring ujing drugs.
rower non-users are the most sure that they would attenrpt to stop
their child using any drug.
Approval for usage of any drug is found amongst the
younger drug users for cigarettes (l3t) and, for each strlogroup, cigarette
use has some (very surall) approval for usage. Save for the rather
bravado responses of a few of the younger d.rug users, no other drug
gains real approva.l for use.
AfT6 The law as a sanction - f
ATTT: TIre Law as a Sanction: II(If ganja not against law - wouLd you?)
and IpwePenang  Selangor l.ower & Upper Seconda
Lower Upper Iower Upper
Drug
-users
Ii&cn drug
_ueers
Drgg
',users
Non drgg
uEers
Res-
pondelrts
Res-
Snndents
Try it
2. Use it more
often
3. Use it less
often
4. Use it as
often
5. Not try it
11.5
137
7.5
90
9.0
r08
5.5
66
56.3
79t
4.2
360
o.7
60
0.8
70
o.7
50
93.4
7900
20.8
103
11. r
515
4.8
24
t_0.3
51
52.5
259
7.3
359
o.2
I3
o.0
2
0.1
4
92.2
4416
537
L62
r88
L42
9243
468
69
26
56
4793
Total 1I92 8450 492 4854 LO272 54t2
The oLder sanple were asked what the legal position of ganja
should be in their opinion. CLear user/non-user d:ifferences manifested
themseLves here: Blt of non-users said that ganja should be unlawfuL
for alL (selangor was slightly nore emphatic than was penang), as
against percentages thinking this of 69.4* of selangor users and 3gt
of Penang users. within each group 
- both states users and non-users
- a small but noteworthy percentage (approxirnately I5t) considered that
ganja use should not be unlawfur for d,nyone. penang users strongry
favoured legalizinE ganja for adults; whereas no other group considered
this step with much favour.
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ATT6: lttre Law as a Sanction - I
t
Selingor Upper SecondarY
?
(Q57 
- Upper)
Penang UpPer SecondarY
Penang & Selangor UPPer SecondarY
2863
106
16
29
532
2586 82.0
79 2"5
o o.2
L3 0.4
466 L4.7
24L 69.4
26 7.4
7 2.O
16 4.6
57 L6.4
I. Should be unlawful for everyone
2. Should not be unlawful for those over 21
3. tr rl rr lr ll tl tt 18
4. rt rr tt tr r! rr " 16
5. Should not be unlawful for anyone
1392
L20
69
IO
308
1283 78.9
56 3.4
5 0.3
5 0.3
277 I7.0
95 37.8
63 25.O
62 25.O
5 0.2
26 r0.3
I.: Should be unlawful for
2. Should not be unlawful
3. ll ll 
tr ll
l, lt tl ll ll+.
5. Should not be unlawful
everyone
for those over 2I
nrttIS
Irf"16
for anyone
3869 80.9
135 2.8
L4 0.3
L8 0.3
743 I5.5
1. Should be unlawful for everyone
2. Should not be unlawful for those over 2I
3. rt lt rt rt rl ll tt LB
4. lr rr lt rr ll ll rr ]_6
5. Should not be unlawful for anyone
336 56.1
89 14.8
69 L1.5
21 3,5
83 13.8
5445
1t
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llaving indicated their views on the desirability of legal
sanctions on ganja usage, how in practice did the present position of
the law affect their own use of the druq?
The vast majority of non users {93.4t of younger, 92.2\
of older respondents) rrcuLd not try ganja even if it were legalized.
Of the users 66t of the younger group and 52.5t of the older group
responded in the sarre fashion with a correspondingl-y Larger minority
of users reporting that they would indeed try ganja if the legaL
position were altered.
Add to the above findings an earLier section's statistic
that for only one in five of the older sample was fear of getting caught
cited as a reason for their non-use of ganja; and it would seem that
the position of the law as a sanition, though wished for by the vast
najority, is nonetheLess not likely under present circumstances to be
mrch of a factor in an individual's decision whether or not to use
ganja.
ATTE: Kind of Infornation about Pfugs nrost of Interes!
Penang and Selangor Upper
Drug users Non drug users P"espondents
L. Physical- effects
2. Psychological effects
3. Legal aspects
4. Counselling
5. Other infor,mation
6. Not interested
170 (28. O)
20s (33.8)
46 ( 7.6)
57 ( 9.4'.)
23 ( 3.8)
1o4 (17.r)
1180 (24.7)
I4L7 (29.7)
1,33 ( 2.7)
1e4 ( 4.o)
L24 ( 2.6'.t
L7L2 (3s.9)
1365
2240
L82
255
L49
L842
Total 505 4760
36t of non-users oq>ressed themselves as being not interested
it !!t. aspect of drugs (compare 17* of users making this nepsonse). Girven
this basic difference, users and non-users had a sinirar order of
preferences for info:mation: both groups were rnoat interested in
psychological and then in physical effects of drugs; with eounselling,
the legal asPects and other information costrErnding litt3.e interest.
a- 
1Ai.rr=v
ATI9: Source of Information about Drugs
The importance of the media relative to direct social
contacts was investigated in the present question.
Major sources (8)
Lower
Lower users non-users Upper users
Media
Friends
Parents
Brother,/sister
41.5
17.3
13.4
8.6
60.5
8.I
L2.5
8.L
23.7
33.4
6.3
15. 0
Upper
non-users
55.2
13.9
7.O
3.3
For the sample as a whoLe the media represent the preponderant source
of inforrnation, with useris being somewhat less completely reliant on
media and somewhat nore likety to rely on friends for information.
Yet again this ernphasizes the isolation of the majority of school-
chiLdren from any "youth drug culture": drugs are something read about
or heard of via broadcasts rather than being part, of friends' exporience
Penang and Selangor & Iower
LOWer Upper LOWe!. Upper
Drug
Users
tto$ Drug
Users.
Drug
Users
tqon Dr',jE
Use:rs
Res-
trnndents
Res-
pondents
Brother,/sister
2 Parents
Friend (girl)
Friend (boy1
experr-ence
radio,/newsTV,
School progr4tnme
Religious or
other org.
Others
8
t03
I3
160
5
63
L2
143
5
69
4I
493
5
65
2
26
5
65
6
4
3
0
8
q
4
II
4
4.9
411
L2.5
1040
1.8
1s3
6.3
526
3.0
256
60. 5
5010
4.I
34I
1;9
r62
4.5
378
15. 0
9I
6.3
38
6.6
40
26.8
L62
9.2
56
23.7
143
2.L
L3
1.1
8.7
53
3.3
162
7.O
337
1.9
93
L2.O
579
L.7
a2
55;2
2650
7.7
17L.
.2' \5
L2A
7.9
381
54s
1280
238
711
351
5862
442
203
47L
257
377
133
748
140
2850
390
L29
443
Total 1187 8277 603 4795 l0l_03 5467
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for the average non-user, whereas for the older userr friends are the
singl-e nost important source. On other itesrs, the younger sanple has
been shown closer to its parents than the oldert this may explain the
somewhat greater role of parents as major inforrnation sources among
the younger sample, both ef users eind non*users.
None of the other sources suggested -in the guestion received
more than the occasional mention: and it is interesting to see in this
finding an indication of the ineffectiveness of schools, and of
religious and other organizations, nany of which are actively putting
out information about drugs. only 9t of Selangor upper school-children
and 168 in the Penang upper schools claimed to have had no information
via school; yet very few see school as a nrajor source of inforrnation
about drugs. Indeed, in every qtrouP, more individuals state that they
had learned about drugs from direct experience than claim an orEanization
as their prime source of information.
ATTIO What has been the effect of the informat,ion received?
worry on the part of public educators about the effect of
infornration campaigns-that they might inadvertently add to drug abus.e
- appears to be largely but not entirely unfounded. Only 2t of the
entire sample said that the infofnation that the11 had received had
made them more interested in trying drugs. However, the effect
although minimal amongst non-users is an appreciable one amongst users:
9.5t of the Selangor and 10.6* of the Penang users claimed that it had
increased their interest in trying drugs.
53t o the non-users reported ttrat the effect of information
had been to make them afraid of trying drugs; this was much less coutnon
among users - 254. Information given to users wouLd appear to be
equally J-ikely to lessen interest, or to leave the individuaL tjlnaffected
as it would to create fear in the drug user.
A simiLar proportion (11*1
not to have received any inforrnation
users and non-users claimed
drugs
of
on
Presuni.ng that, the rnajority of information g5-ven by the media,
parents, schools and other organizations to be strongLy anti-drugs,
the present question mi.ght be picking up an exaggeratedly Low rate
of individuatrs aQmitting tllat ttrei-r interests have been aroused by
infornation: a somewhat conformist individual will be aware of what
would be the sociaLly desirabl-e response to such information * to say
that it had put thern further off drug taking. Even Eiven some aLlowance
for this, these figru:res should give reassurance to those who fear the
effects of scbools' even discussing sensitive issues.
aa
Se]afigor Upper Secondary (Q72 - Upper)
40 r.2
25L 7.9
L769 55.0
809. 25.5
288 9.1
73
315
1899
933
332
33 9.5
59 r7.0
1 08 31.1
107 30.8
40 11.5
Non Drug Users
45
227
849
504
309
16 0.9
1I1 6.7
795 48.1
444 26.9
2e4 L7.2
28 10.6
113 42.5
46 17.1
55 20.9
2L 7.9
1. More interested in trying drugs
2. tess interested in trYing drugs
a. Afraid of trying drugs
+. Has not affected me
5. Have not received any inforrnation
56 1.1
362 7.5
2564 53.3
1253 26.0
572 11,8
118
542
2748
].437
64L
l. l'lore interested in trying drugs
2. Less interested in trYing drugs
3. Afraid of trying drugs
4. Has not affected me
5. Have not received any information
61 10.0
L72 28.1
154 25.2
L62 26.6
61 10.o
l. trlore interested in trying drugs
2. Less interested in trying drugs
3. Afraid of trYing drugs
4. Has not affected me
5. Have not received any infonnation
TotaI
Upper SecondarY
& Selangor UPPer Secondary
; r43
ATTll: What *u
using d:ugs in your school?
Selangor and Secorrd
Hlpothesizing that one of the factors which might influence
an individual's decisions about drug taking would be his perception
of the sctrool's likely response, the question was posed: "What would
happen to a pupil in your school found using drugs?" ft might be
predicted that, if such considerations of conseguences \'vere Likely
to sway the individualrs decision, then the evidence for this would
lie in different perceptions between users and non-users.
School's response (a;
No response
Helping (counseJ.Lor,
hospital, parents)
Punishing (Expulsion,
Pol-ice)
Other responses
Lower
users
L3.3
54.6
27 .8
4.L
Lower
non-users
4"6
57 .1
34.4
3.5
Upper
users
5.0
62.9
27.9
3.9
Upper
non users
L.2
60.6
32.4
4.4
Sone trend in the expected direction is found in each age groupi non-users
are more Likely to believe that punishment (in the shape of oeulsion or
reports to the police) would follow discovery than are users; and, again
Penang IJ,)wer &
Lorrer UFIIer Iower upper
Drug
users
Non drug
users
Drug
users
Non drug
users
Res-
pondents
Res-
pondents
Nothing
happens
Pupil-sch.
counsellor
Pupil-Hosp.
Parents
notified
Pupil expelled
6. Police notified
Others
13.3
lse
22.2
264
t7.3
206
1 5.1
t79
13 .4
l_59
L4.4
L71
4.I
49
4.6
390
26.t
2195
16. 5
I394
14.5
t225
17 .1
1439
L7.3
L457
3.5
294
5.0
31
34.6
2L2
LO.7
66
17.6
l_08
20
t28
43
3
24
9
0
9
r.2
59
26.t
t265
r3.0
629
2L.5
1083
22.O
1061
10.4
503
4.4
2L4
632
2622
1700
1498
1682
L726
365
90
L495
702
L206
L202
555
244
Total 1186 8398 6L2 4814 LO225 5494
-r44-
at both upper and lovrer levels, users more often believe no action would
be taken than do non users. However, in qt] groups the rnajority believe
that the school would take a helping stance, referring the drug taking
individual to a school counsellor, to the general- hospitaL or to his
parents, in the order of likelihood. Penang children, of all groups,
were slightly more inclined to believe the school would be referred to
general hospital - perhaps reflecling the rapport established between
schools in the state and the Penang General Hospitalr
ATTI-2 What should happen to q prlpil found using drugs?
If the previous question sampled schoolchildren's expectations
of actions, the present are (asked only at upper levels) effectively
asked for comnrents upon the schoolrs actions. glhat should happen?
Penang drug users' major response (38?) was to feel that
nothing should happen: or if not this, then school counsellors, hospital
or parents should be the course of action. This response was highly
a-typical of the remainder of the sample: whether non-users from either
state or users from selangor, very few (1.4c) took the line that nothing
should happen; and virtusl'ly all their suggestions centred on these
three helping agencies - counsellor, hospital or parents. A minority
(12t) felt that the police should be notified; and an even smaller
number (7?.) considered suspension from school to be desirable.
Comparison of the present and previous guestions indicates that
the school's actions in deaLing with a drug using pupil are likely to
be met with support from the large majority of the school population'
whether user or non-user. Only the Penang users might contain a substantial
element who resent school action of any kind.
ATTI3: Source of help if one had a drug problem
Penanq and Selangor Upper
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
l. Parents
2. Brother or sister
3. Friends
4. Doctor/Psychiatrist
5. Priesty'religious
teacher
6. School counsellor
7. Teacher
8. Ex drug user.
9. No one
r83 (29.9)
33 ( 5.3)
66 (10.7)
L79 (29.2)
L4 ( 2.3)
2e ( 4.71
L7 ( 2.7)
54 (10.4)
27 ( 4.4)
L268 (26.3)
L46 ( 3.0)
240 ( 4.e)
2045 (42.5)
L77 ( 3.6)
26L ( 5.4)
182 ( 3.7)
358 ( 7.41
130 ( 2"7)
t474
181
3LZ
2249
193
293
200
429
159
Total 6L2 4807 5490
- L45
ATTI2: What should happen to a pupil found using drugs?
t
Selangor Upper Secondary (Q74 - Upper)
Penang Upper Secondary
Penang & Selangor Upper Secondary
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
.1. Nothing should happen
2. Pupil sent to sch. counseLlor
3. Pupil referred to gen. hospital
4. Parents should be notified
5. Pupils should be suspended
6. Police should be notified
7. Others
27 7.8
105 30.4
79 22.5
58 16.8
t9 5.5
22 6.3
35 10.1
25
975
657
646
251
388
2L4
o.7
30"8
20.8
20.4
7.9
L2.3
6.7
52
1093
747
/ J_O
274
4r3
254
Totaf 345 3156 3549
4
Drug Users Non Drug Users Resp,ondents
1. Nothing should happen
2. Pupil sent to sch. counsellor
r 3. Pupil referred to gen. hospital
r 4. Parents should be not,ified
5. Pupils shouLd be suspended
6. Police should be notified
'l 
. others
98 37.8
57 22.0
38 L4.6
28 10.8
10 3.8
18 6.9
10 3.8
20 L.2
361 2L.9
474 28.7
279 16.9
138 8.3
272 16.5
106 6.4
120
423
516
3L2
150
292
119
TotaL 259 1650 1932
L72
1516
L263
1028
424
705
373
,
.l
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,rsupposihq y?u.had a proble& yith dt'ugs which. of the fgllowing People
Qo you think 
'rcaqld best be able to h "
A list of possible helpers $ras given after this qnestion, and
frorn this list, 42.5* non-users selected a Doctorfsychiatrist, and
23.62 their parents. as best fitted to help; with each of the remaining
categories of possible helpers (friends, reLigious teacher, counsellor
etq) receiving a,low nurnber of choices. Drug uselis vtere less clear
in their choice of a doctor who, at 27.2t, received a very simiJ-ar
number of choices to the parents category (29,9+1. For the user, friends
(fO.7t) and ex-druql users (I0.4*) were aLso relevant figrures. Inter-
state differences in the proportion of users selecting a doctor as their
choice should be noted: whereas 34.7* of Setangor users gave this
response, only 21.9t of Penang users did so: the Penang users' predominant
choice being their parents 474.
ATTI4 rs-there a counsellor in your school?
'1:
tntended as a factual question - what was the current provision
of helping serviees in schools? - the present question turned out to
differentiate users and non-users. In both states' over 70* of non:users
said that there was indeed quch a counsellor in their school, whereas
only 55t of users (again in both states) agreed that there was. Now,
the users and non-users come from the same schools, yet show this large
discrepancy; and a variety of reasons could be advanced to account for
it, post plausible anongst which would relate to the differential need
each group felt f-or the services of a counselLor. Those who have no
need to cal-l- on these services presume the existence of such a Person
those who..have had occasion to test the provision of counselling having
a rpre reii-istic appraisal, of ,ttre situation.
F. Rural and Urbap Diff.erqnces
If drug use is in part a function of the pressures and
influences upon the individual, and in ;nrt, of the availability of the
drug in the individual's locality, then one might postulate broad
differences in the pattern of dfug use betldeen urban and rural settings.
In order to investigate such a hypothesis' one night work
out an index for each individual, to classify hfun al-ong an urban-rural
continuun: but mor: simply, and perhaps nore realistically given that
a Bupil spends.Euc1 of his day in the schoot- and its area, one couLd
also sr:bdivide the sample along the continr.rmn by classifying the sehool
(and thus the Srugils) acsordingr to'its'deg:tee of urban:ness.
ATT14: nfs there a counsellor in your school?"
'
Selangor Upper Secondary (e76 
- Upper)
Penang Upper Secondary
Penang & Selangor Upper Secondary
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
I. Yes
2. No
l9r
15I
55.8
44.L
2257
878
7L.9
28.0
2479
LO47
'Total 342 3135 3526
Drug Users Non Drug llsers Respondents
1. Yes.
2. No
a2
66
55.4
44.s
1 151
479
70.6
29.3
L248
549
Total 148 L630 L797
Drug Users Non Drug Users Respondents
1. Yes
2. No
273
2L7
55. 7
44.2
3408
1357
71.5
28.4
3727
1596
Total 490 4765 5323
;14&-
Four such categories: vrere used in classifying the present
survey of Selangor State: schools were classified as falling into one
of the following four groups:
A - City Schools: those within the capital, Kuala Lumpur,
itself.
B - Urban Schools: other urban areas, contiguous with or
separated from Kuala Lumpur.
C - Semi-Urban Schools: those fr:om small. towns in the
state.
D 
- 
Rura1 School-s: those located, in the smallest cornrnuni-ties.
It will be ailpreciated that even the ruraL schools in this
survey are more ]-ikely to come under some urban influence than are rural
schools in some other States in Malaysia.
URBI: Total. number of Druq Usefs and Non Users
Selangor Upper Secondary Schools
Drug Users
Non Users
A B c D
L82 (11.4)
r4l9 (e8.6)
L60t
10s ( 8.3)
1163 (9L.7 )
-
1268
48 (10.8)
397 (89.2)
-
445
5
75
;
( 6.2)
(e3.8 )
Although one might hl4gothesize that, overall, drug abuse
might rnore characterize city and urban rather than semi-urban and rural
environnents, the survey of Selangor Schools shows little evidence for
such a trend: all the areas have approxj-mately the same proportion of
drug users in their schgol chj.ldren. The srnall variations which exist
(10;5t in one group, 11.7t in another) are of a level which could oceur
by chance; and the non-significance of the differences is further borne
out by t'he lack eve:: of any consistent trend wtren upper and lover samples
are compared. A sigmficant trend would show, for example, A>B>c>D
for both upper and lowen schools, whereas one has no such trend:
Upper: A>C>B>D
Lower: C>B>D>A
Selangor lower Secondary SchooLs
Drug Users
Non Users
A B c D
'I55 (10.5)
L324 (89.s)
L479
3r9 (11.7)
2400 (88.3)
27L9
167 (L2.4)
1178 (87.s)
L3115
55 (11.1)
441 (88.e)
496
t- 
l-49
It should be further noted that the one group in which there appears to
be a somewhat exceptionally lowered rate of drug use - the upPer Rural
group 
- is also the smaLLest sub-samp1e, and hence provides a rnuch less
reliable estimate of the actual rate in the population. one should,
in other words, treat extrapolations from this sub-sanple of 80
individuals with considerable caution, when comparing with other sub-
samples of 2-lOO, 16O0 individuals etc. Indeed, if there qtere a diminished
risk of drug use in the rural population, this should show in the lower
as well as the upper sample, for the factors which night differentiate
ruraf from urban children (differences in drug availability; pressures
upon the individual etc) should not act differentially upon older
and younger childretr.
Hence, it is lnssible to state that, overall, the evidence of drug
abuse amongst the school aged population is remarkably similar in city,
urban, semi-urban and rural settings.
URB2 Drugs of Choice
Given an overall similarity of level of drug abuse between
town and country (reflecting perhaps a uniform:ity of pressures and
influences leading to drug use) it would still be possible to find
rural-urban differences in the tlpes of drugs favoured by those who
are users.
Here again, it would be true to say that the differences
actually found are renarkably srnal-I, and that the pattern of preferences is
very stable across the different areas. What does provide a difference
in peferred drugs is the younger-older sample split (noted elsewhere in
this report) which holds true regardless of area, and whose very stability
with area lends added confidence to this finding of changes in fashion
between younger and older age groups. Thus, the older sample's heavy
preference for ganja, then sedatives, heroin, tranquillizers and stimulants,
with norphine only rarely used, is found with consistency throughout the
older pupils from all areas. (Note again that the sub-sub sample of 7
older drug users from ruraL schools is a very small one indeed).
Simj.larly, the lesser popularity of ganja anongst the younger age group
ls found in each area: in each area, sedatives, stimulants, tranquillizers
and LSD are nearly on a par with each other, with somewhat smaller
numbers using heroin, ncrphine/opium; and fewer still using ganja.
Thus, there is very little truth in popular beLiefs that there are rural
preferences for ganjar 4Dd urban preferences for other drugs: what
differences exist are alnpst entirely relatable to age differences. :
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IIRB3 Parental occupation, jrnd rural-urban differences in drug use
In the sample as a whole, with some exceptions noted in
socr, parentar social class is a poor predictor of whether or not an
individual is likely to use drugs; in other words, d.rug use is fairly
evenly distributed throughout alL of Maraysia's social classes.
Examining the sample now al.ong the rural to urban continuurn, there
is found to be this same pattern in each area: the social class
composition of the drug user group is closely representative of
the total social class composition of the areasrs schools. only one
out of the 128 cells of the analysis (8 occutrntional categories x
Father,/Mother x 4 areas x 2 age groups) shows any real deviation
from the e>rpected Ievel. This is the Upper School Fathers of
professional status in urban areasi and such a single deviation would
be expected by chance. Thus, if drug users in cities include a hi.gher
proportion of chiLdren from higher class homes then this merely
reflects the fact that the school population as a whole in the urban
areas has a higher proportion of children from such backgrounds and has
no further significance.
URB4 Religion, and rural-urban differences in druq use
In the case of the minority retigious groups in Selangor
schools, Hindus, Catholics and other Christians, and those of no religion,
no group is disproportionally represented amongst the drug users
with any consistency across the rural-urban continuum. Disproportionate
representation d,oes occur, however, for some of these groups in some
areas3 for example, older (but not younger) Rornan cathorics in urban
areas (but not in city, semi-urban or rural areas); and again younger
(but not older) Hindus in city and urban areas but not in semi-urban
and rural areas.
Taking now the rnajor groups: Muslims are heavily overrepresented
amongst the order city population, somewhat overrepresented in older
semi-urban and rural groups, and at the expected revel onry in the
urban areas outside Kuala Lumpur, both among older and younger samples.
Furthermore, in all renaining areas, young Muslims are under-represented.
The Buddhist pattern is nore consistent: anong all older age
groups, Buddhists are significantly underrepresented; the same is true
of the younger urban group. However, they are somewhat overrepresented
artpng the younger city and semi-urban groups, and overrepresented to
a greater deg:ree in the rural areas.
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CtrearJ-y with the exception of the elder Buddhists, religious-
group affiliation has littld consistent relationship with likelihood
of drug taking. Ttre"data from the present analysis does show, however,
anothbr kind of'pattern: that of patterns of acguaintanceship.
Studies of fgiendship and acquaintanceship have shown that groups are
generally fiairf.y homogenous in terms of ethnic and religious group
menibership. The data on religious group memberbhip by ruraL,/urban
areas pr:esented 
"t\o.re would be pr:ecisely the kind one would expectif ilrug use occufred fairly much at random wi.th respect t6 religion
as such; and was directly related,to acquaintanceship networks. some
of whi-ch may be themselves predicted on religions or ethnic aroup
lines. ThuF in one area, the fashion for drug taking mi-ght spread
arnongst f,riends who were Muslims; in another area, amo4gst friends
who were Roman Catholics; and in yet another'area, among.st Hindus.
Although the Buddhists come closest to being a group amongst whom drug
use is consistently rarer than might be expected by chance., there are
no religious or ethnic groups which show any consi-stant pattern of
drug use throughout city through to rural areasi and instead the present
analysis provides further indication of, the imtrrortance of group
acguaintanceship networks in the tr'ansmission of the drug habit.
IIRB5 Expectations of education 
.and ,rural-urb.an .diffefences il drug
taking
ft has been noted in SCH 1, 2 and 3 that there is a general
association between drug taking and somewhat lowered e>rpectations of
education and one might hypothesize that rural*urban differences in
such effects would occur. Anong the lower age group, there is indeed
found such a difference: the drug takers in city and urban ar.eas show a
sli-ghtly greater depression of ambitions compared with their conternporaries
who do not take drugs than do the rural and semi-urban drug users - more
of whorn expect college education. This rural-urban effect i-s however,
not found so clearly amoirgst the older age group. one could sununarize
the overarl picture thus: given that all Maraysian ad.olescents in
school are fairly arnbitious educationally, and that use of'drug has
something of a depressing effect upon such arnbitions, then the trend
is somewhat more noticeable amongst city and urban school children than
it is amongst the more rural ones. (paradoxically, it is only amongst
the semi-urban gpper age group that drug users believe their parent,s
to be less educationally ambitious for them than d.o the non-usersi
elsewhere, there users and non-users have similar distributions).
In sunutary, within the more diverse of the two states surveyed,,
Sel-angor, there hrere found to ber veri ,ar differences between urban 
"rrd 
'
.':
rrrrar drug use patterns;, though it may well be the case that comparj.son
Iof selangor with a more predominantry rqral- state would show some
dif ferenc.es bstr*een urban and rural .
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5G Non-normative. responses by d.rtlq users
The recurrent thenes of the previous sections has been the
similarity between the drug user and his contemporary who is a non
user in their responses to the questionnaire items, in attitud.es,
beLiefs, soci.al relationships, social background and so on. Ttre
response to an item given by the majority of non users has also been
the response sereited by the najority of drug users, such that few
items have d,iscriminated between the tvro groups. However, it has
been repeatedly noted that, arthough the large majority of responses
of the drug users faIl within the range of restrnnse to an item given
by the non users (hereafter labelled "normative responses") there
may be a minority of drug users' responses which fall outside the
range given by the non users (thus "non-normative responses,'). To
gi-ve an example, the majority of users may, when asked what are their
educational aspirations, give university as their most frequent
response, with then college, HSC, lrlcE and Form Three being given by
fewer and fewer of this group; among the drug users, a similar patterin
may be found with university as majority response, etci but with the
addition that a m:inority group within the drug users wi]l give the
non-normative response that they do not care about passing at alr.
Given then that the majority of d,rug userrs responses are
normative, falling within the range that wourd be found 
€rmong non
users, one stilr may ask whether there exists a minority within the
drug users who consiPtently res;pnd in this non-nornative way, or
whether these occasional non-normative responses are found throughout
the drug user population, and fol-low no particular pattern. Thus,
for example, if fifteen percent of the drug users answered non-
normatively on Question A; and a similar percentage gave non-normative
answers on Question B, c, D, etc. was it the same sub-set of drug
users being detected each time
one might, a priory, argue that such a group shourd exist
within the "drug user group" identified in this survey, for, al.though
fal;hion and soci;.l pressures in the youth culture nay account for
mut:h of the recert increase in drug use, there stirr wirl remain,
presumably, those who, for reasons of psychoLogical ne.ed, inadequacy
or unbearable social stress, would use drugs to meet their personal.
problems. rn other words, the ,'crassic" drug user might weil continue
to exist, althouch now masked and outnr:mbered by the ,,sociar,,users;
and nuight be detected in terms of his non-norrnative position on a
range of topics in the questionnaire.
To test the possi,biLiff that it was the sarne
drug users who consistentry gave non-normative answers,
of the data was condueted.as.following.
sub-gporrp of
a re-ana1y5is
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Questionnaire iterns were sel-ected on which the non-nornative
responses had been npst notable among the drug usersi twelve such
items from the Upper Secondary School instrr:rnent, and nine from the
shorter Lower School questionnairei and for each, the non-nornative
response was flagged. Thus for example, "Do not eare about passing"
was the only resSnnse to be flagged on the question about educational
aspirations. Al1 other responses (University, College, etc) which
were normative for the user sample' were unflagged.
Item flagged were as fol-lows:
Item Response (s) flagged
Do not care about passing
Agree
* State of health Poor
"Bored a lot of the time" Agree
"Usually do what I want" Agrree
* 
"No chance to be successful in life* Agree
In serious troubLe, would turn to... Friend; or no-one
If your child smoked ganja... Would not carei or would approve
"Drug takers nake a Lot of friends" Agree
* Indicates items included only in the Upper version of the
questionnaire; all other itenrs being included in both Upper
and Iower versions.
The responses to the selected itens by all drug users were
then reviewed and flagged as appropriate; thus, an individual who
responded normatively throughout would receive no fl-age, and one
who was consj-stently non-normative would receive twelve flage
(nine if in the Lower School sanple). The presence of a sub-group
of non-normative users within the broadly normative user lnpulation
would be indicated on this analygis by a distrubition of flage heavily
cl-ustered around a minority of individuals; whereas an absence of
such clustering nould indicate a more regular scatter of non-nsnr.atj-ve
responses throughout the user population.
Own educational ambitious
"School rules are too strict"
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NNRle Frecruencv.Joult of flaqg€d non-nornative responses to
selected questions 
.Eiven by d:nrg users in
eac,h Eroup oS gchootrs
Tota! l{o.
of Flage ,1 L 2 5 4 :' 6 7 89i03_t 12 Total
Selangor
Upper
Penang
UPPeT
Selangor
Iower
Penang
Iower
44938958381867L1000
22 434L30L2244443110
159252202842391000-
lle157I33692481000
3s5
270
730
511
The frequeDcy count of non-normative reEponses by individual
drrrg user shows little or no evidence of any clustering of such
responses in a few individuals; wtrieh shows that there exists no
sub-group within the drug users who consistentl.y etpress views which
set thern apart from the non users of drugs (and from a najority of
wholly normative drug users). Instead, the gattern shovs that the
urajority of users give occasional non-nontative responses, and are
thus flagged on one, trvo or three out of the twelve (or nine) iterrs.
This pattern is clear in all Lower Schools, and in the Utr)per Schools in
SeLangor. In Penang Upper Schools, it is again the case that no
individuals are found to be highly consistent in responding non-
nornatively; trowever, it wilL be observed that tbere is a wider scatter
of such respplses in this groupt whereas only 4.2* of Selangor Upper
drug users have 6 or nore flage, 36.3t of Penang Upper drug users have
6 or more flage.
fhe Penang finding, however, does not indicate the existence
in this state but not elsewhere of a consistent minority group, for
three reasons. First, analysis shows that the indiwiduaLs who have
6, 7 or 8 flags do not exhibit a consistent Snttern in thenselv*s.
Thus, the six noR-nornative flage of the first case nay noe map at,
aIl onto the secronil case, the third case nay qbow a different pattern'
again, and so on. Second, sueh a broader spread of non-no@ative
responses roould be expected in the Penang Upper Group w*ro er*ribit, overall,
rnore such responses on the seleeted items. Third, one spul-d erq)ect, a
priory, a group of consistent non-conforming indivLduals to be much
nore discontinuous from the renainder of the dnrg users (whose non-
no:rmatj-ve responses exhibit alnost a random,sqattea) than is tlre case
here: in this sr:b-sample, there is no clear break betrreen the lower
and highet scorers.
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Thus, even in the Penang upper sample, just as the clearer
cases of the other drug using grouPs, the analysis shows that there '
is no consistently non-norrnative sub-group within the drug users.
The main finding of the stlrvey can tlteu'ef,ore be stated in
the following way: the dnug users in the school sample very largely
share the same background. aspirations, attitudes and beliefs of
their non-drug using contemporaries; and there exists no sub-group
amongst the drug users who consistently give responses which are
non-normative.
CI'APTER STX
.l
The Drug user in the School: a sunmary of the dindings
l. The extent anil nature of drug use in the l'talaysian secondary
school poPulation
The large majority of secondary schoolchrldren in Malaysra
have never tried any ilJ.egal drug, nor have any rnterest rn dorng so
and those individuals who have tried such a substance have qenerall!
a limited e:perience, such that an indivrdual who rs 1abelled a
"drug user" may well have OnIy one or two experimental Sesslons wlth
one substance and then cease all such actrvlties" Hence, rt ShOUfd
be borne in mind that, in Malaysia, drug activlty and druq experrence
arrong youth is notably less than that reported from nany 
"ountrres;
and there are dangers attendent in too easrly labellrng - and thus
stignnatizing - the adolescent who, in the process of act revlng adult
identity, is er<perimenting with a whole rarige of. oehavrours sugqested
to hirn by contemporary youth culture. Welf-meaninq reaction to these
behaviours by the adult world may have an effect opposite to that
intended; and instead of warning youth off a dangerous habrt' nulv ln
fact serve to glarnourize the behaviours beeause they are disapprovecl of
Nonetheless, the present survey indicates that there are causes
for concern over youthfu] drug use in Malaysia. Although the use of
drugs is confined to a minority of the aqe-group, indications are that
the proportion of individuals who have some experience has grown rn
recent years; that the age of initiation :an in some cases be below ten
years of age; that a nunber of individuals wlrrle in school have experlence':
as many as five tlpes of drug, and a smal1 number have become regular
users; that a wide range of the more dangerous substances are easily and
cheaply available locally - and, even nore to the point, @ to. be
easy to obtain by urany schoolchrldren in the survey; and that the
majority of the age group aptr)ear to be very ignorant of the nature and
properties of the various drug substances
In such a situation, where society is understandabll' concerned,
its reaction rmrst be based upon as reliable a set of facts as can be
obtained: extrapolation from a fe'vy well publicizeC extreme cases to
youth as a whoLe is not onLy inaccurate but may actually worsen the
situation. For this reason, the priesent representative survey of the
secondary school popglation of,two Of the states of Malaysia, Penang
and Selangor was conducted; and used an anom)rmous self'reporting
questionnaire to assess tle extent of drug use within this population'
a method which is perhaps best able to give an accurate picture of a
sensLtive issue. The research team was well aro'are of the possible biases
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involved with any research methodology: suffice it to say at this point
that the degree of internal ,consisten-cy of -resfronses which were qiven
allows a certain confidence to be placed upon the present findings.
Usinq the verlt broad and inclusive definition of a drug user
as any indivi<lual who had some experience of an illicit drug substance,
it was found that an overall 11.54 of the I6,L66 schoolchildren in the
sample could be so classified: but it shoulcl be stressed that this term
embraces the majority whose experience may be one or two tries of one
substance as well as the minority who are regular, widely experienced
users. Drug use is found at each age in the secondary school; and
various factors point to there being two 'peaksr in that population,
with somewhat different patterns of preference in the older and younger
groups.
Mono drug use is the sinqle largest pattern of usage found in
the sample: of any twenty users, nine will have only experienced one'type
of drug. However, a fur:ther quarter will have tried four or rtore tlpes
of d.rugs. If mono users are the largest group, so also are they most often
occasional users, whatever is their druq of preference, having only one
or two experiences of the druq: mono druq users most conunonly are users
of ganja or (if in the younger age grroup) of sedatives.
The present survey did not seek case historiesi nonetheJ-ess,
one can adduce that the person who experiments with drtrgs, is most likely
to have smoked cigrarettes previously, plus perhaps used alcohol; tried
some form of soft drug, 
€rr4, in the majority of instances, either ceases
his experimentation after one or two occasions, or has very sporadic use
of a few druEs over a periqd of time. Very few individuals in the survey
had started with opiates, wttich are almost inevitably associated with
poly drug use. Of those w-ho continue with their drug habit, further
drugs are tried: and, in Sglangor state, but not Penang state, it is
Iikely that the next drug would be hero.in, after a start with ganja.
fn Penanq, however, the second drug is most likely to be a sedative;
and this interstate difference persists du:ring the progress of the:small
group of those who become major poly drug users.
Anong the younger users, sedatives are the noet corurton first
drusr with tranquillizers as a likeJ.y seeond <ilrug, an oSriate as third,
LSD as a fourth: with in Penanq a fifth dlruq most likely a further soft
drugr and in Selanqor the fj.fth more likely to be a further hard drug
amongst those who continue their habit through to this level.
ft shouLd be clearly stated that, although most poly drug users
started their habit with cigarettes, and then procedecl to ganja or sedatives,
o'nly a proportion of the present users of ciqarettes, ganja or sedatives
wirl ever proceed to regular druq use at all, Let alone to the forms of
poly <1rug use just described.
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Thus, it is very likely that in the Selangor sample, an
individual who has tried any 5nrticular drug has used it only onge or
twice. In the Penang. sanpl.e, there is a larger proportion who report
more freguent usage, although in the older group here, it is still the
case that for alL drugs except tranquillizers, more than half of those
classified as users of a Snrticular drug are onLy one or two time users.
Bearing this finding ou!, one discovers that, in resp,onse to
a guestion asking how their perso4al. drug use has changed in the past
year, the rnajority reSnrt that their rate has stayed the sErme or
diminished during the period: i.e, that their experimental use has
ceased, and they now no longer use any substance. Increased usage of
drug is, of course, reported by sgrne individuals; but, to put it in
perspective, out of the total school popuJ-ation, Iess than one Percent
lrave increased their use gf any particular drug during the previous
year. of the total sample, in comtrnrison, three times this number
report an increase in their rate of alcohol consr:nrption. Thus, for
just over one third of drug users, the preceding twelve months has seen
an increase in their usage: and it is this group who should claim nost
public attention and helg.
Few non-users of drugs cl,aim to know how easy it is to obtain
any drug locally, whereas, in srarked contrast, nany drug users not only
know about availability lxrt perceive that drugs are relatively or very
easily obtained locally. Such differences between non user and user
clearly relate to their various degrees of contact with drdg-using
groups: but these very perceptions may aLso be considered factors in
themselves enabling or inhibiting the drug habit. If an individual
is not only curious but also perceiving drugs to be easily available,
one nay hypothesize that he has an increasedlikelihood of trying a drug.
For curiosity about drugs is perhaps the single most significant
finding to be reported in this sectionr although a large rnajority
(generally around eighty or ninety percent) have neither tried a
particular drug nor are interested in it; and a srnall minority have
actual experience of the d,rug, there remains a snall tnrt irnportant group
who have not tried the drug, and yet who would be interested in doing
so. If these individuals are willing to declare their interest, one
can easily irnagine that there exists within the najority an undeclared
i.nterest and curiosity, heLd in check and not adnissable even in anonlmity
as a result of individual fears, social disapproval and lega1 sanctions.
The age groups, as already noted, differ npre in their drugs
of preference than do the tldo state: thus, the younger.group in both
states give sedatives, tranquillizers and amphetasrines more freguently
!
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than they do heroin, morphine or ganja. The older groups in both
states give ganja nore fnequently than they do amphetamines and
morphine, with heroin and tranquillizers verying in their frequency
between the states. (Note that here, order of preference refers solely
to the number in each category who have ever tried a particular drug,
and includes no weighting for frequency of usage or order of inception)
Cigaretteandalcoholusebythewholesamplewasalso
ascertained in the questionnaire. These drugs, although legal, shou'ld
be included in any survey of drug use for two reasons: first, the
motivational patterns which lead to their use by young people have been
shown to be similar. second, case historics of individuals who
currently use illegal drugs almost inevitably include an earfier phase
of cigarette use, with freguently the use of alcohof as we1l, although
clearly the majority of smokers and drinkers do not proceed to other
drugs.
Tobacco and alcohol are the most comrnonly used drugs in the
tlalaysian secondary school population as a whole; and their use is
especially pronounced ampng thOse who use other drugs. Thus, for example,
in the older forms, over thirty percent of non drug users are smokers,
but as many as seventy-five percent of the drug users are smokers' many
of whom are heavy smokers. A similar, if weaker, association holds
between use of alcohol and use of other drugs though here, few
individuals in any grouP are heavy drinkers'
If one asks at what age did the smoker have his first cigarette'
the drinker his first alcohol, and the drug user his first illegal drug'
then the pattern found is similar for each substance in the present
sample. A smafl percentage claim that their first experience was at
ten years or lessi then, very few individuals suggest an age before
fourteen. The peak age of initiation for all three are the years
fourteen, fifteen and sixteen; with again a tailing off at later ages.
Thus, if individual recollections are to be retied upon' we have a
picture of these years being the period of wide experimentation by
those individuals who ever do use any of the substances. The peak age
of initiation to cigarettes and alcohol is, interestinglY, the sam'e for
drug users and non-users, indicating that, if the transition is made, it
is made after only a short experience with legal drugs'
Thus, the association found by many previous studj-es between
cigarette smoking and the use of other drugs and, to a lesser extent,
alcohol use and other drugs, is agiain found in the present population'
(One should again note, however, that the majority of yeuthful smokers
and drinkers never move on to other drugs). Fifteen and sixteen years
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of age, the peak lfears.i are ltrkely t, be.,t!..re ti$e at which the present
generation wish tq nar} theirlgrr-itval irtto,thp ads'lt wgrld; and the choice
.''
of their friendship grgup at,ftiis tine trny 'sblI infLuence the behaviours
they adopt to maik tfi€ir gtatng.
2- The user of druqs conoared with his contemporaries at school
A. Social baakgroun:0
A review of the existing, predominantly Arnerican, literature
on the social, beckgroqnd of drug userg f.eads one to hlpothesize that
sociatr ai.baavantagg - €conenicr'envitonmental and fanr"ilial - would
characterize t-tre drug ue€r; jdat, as innrmerabLe studies of other social
problens throughout the'$orld have found these problems related to lolt€r
sociltl ctrasg, poo-r economic cireumstances, poor housing conditions and
disturbed f,anily circrnstances.
This is lof ttre ctse wit-h youthful drug abuse in !{alaysia.
Children of the .Poor and the qnelployed use drugs, but so also do the
childrerr of teqchers, profqbsionals, sholpsners, skill.ed workers, office
workers: a.ll classes in so.cf"ty have childien who use drugs ill.icitLy.
And, moxe inportalrtly, eagh sociq,f class, the large najority of childrbn
have never experimented with druge; and the proportion of those who
have is appr.oxinately the sanelat each level of, sgciety. If one states
that approxirnatetii eleven in:evegy hundred secondary school children
will have.had sore e*periepce'.ui-th:.dlrugs, tlran the fact that thirteen
in enery hundred childre.l of unenXsolrgd fathers hev€ had thi.s exPerience
does not nepresent a s{Eni.fieqp! trend away from this basic comunity-
wide phenonienon of, yogth.:;"ilor indeed arg tlF gnelnploy.ed .'the orrly grouP
whose ch{ldren slighttry'.deviate'fron the 5rg.pul,ation average; apProximately
in every trun$icd'children of teacherE are clbssified in the
present sr:rrvey as users. t\u9, qte can disrniss the notion 'that drug
abuse in,tlalaysia ls ll.niteg to: ttre chil.dr:en froq one particular grouPs
a mihority of individu,els gt each social Level use or have used drugs.
Sueh a finding iB by.no'netrns: withbut parallel in the literature
on drugs: 
.tlre npre r€cent wLder .rangi{rg surveys of youth .culture in
Britain, Canada and qJsewherei,hav-.F.:.strbryn a sinitarly diverge picture;
and have indica!,ed that, s_hl.,f5t,,trug,:drrlg add-lctisn'hay felate to
social disaituantage unde.r,ttre,.tdlhd'igt atug tun1gqd,,""t qonditigns obtain€d'
in the ttnited tt.t"r" roqrcins,iit 
-qe9l#.ge.lafq9,llrse'-in terqE of the alassic
, I. i'...' , ."'.:,..rr:" . ,,.:.1. .:.1 .,. . I
"sqcial deprivation Eyllfli966" :is. rriEleading rherer, insteaclr one should '
.: ..:,..-.1. .. .,.:.....
see such lxperirnentation as q featrrre,of 6sg gfgnp within a:youth
culture. Sone individual,s do use,drugs in responae to such social
presstires; nany.npre do gq beaauEe of thb curtrext fahsion for their use.
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parental social class (motherrs occupatibn as well as fatherts)
thus does not serve to differentiate user from non-user in Malaysia.
Further evidence tLiat it is oners contact with youth culture and not
social pressures ttrat lead some towards use is given in a number of ways.
Two "waves" of drug' abuse seem to exist in the sample: the peaks of these
waves being in Fornr 6 and in Forms I and 2' with a trough in between.
Now if drug use were primarily a response to social circumstances' then
one would not expect such marked peaks and troughs with age: perhaps
a slowly rising trend with age might be expected, as age made access
to drugs easier. But the fact of the young secondary school age "wave"
qtrongly indicates fashions spreading through the age groups-
A similar conclusion nay be drawn from the findings on
religious group differences in the incidence of drug use. The relatively
higher user rates amongst the religious minority groups is, arguablyo
the result of the closer contact which is maintained by minorities
within any conrmunity, rather than anything intrinsic about the nature
of the groups - ori the religions - themselves. Those, however, who
proclaim themselves to be of no religious background are strikingly
overrepresented arnongst the drug users. The reader should bear this
finding in mind, until further evidence is presented on the attitudes
and value systems of drug users as they contrast with those of users:
a more general factor is emerging.
Drug use, far form being the male phenomenon often portrayed,
is involving an increasingly larger percentage of girls in Malaysia;
males still predominate anongst users, but a substantial minority
in all state and at all ages are female.
Although it is still trrre to say that there are many more
boys than girls amongst the drug users - in Penang, the ratio is
two boys for every girl; in Selangor, the ratio is somewhat more even
- 
the conception of drug abuse as an exclusively male social problem
is far from accurate. It alsp seems that, compared to earlier estimates
of drug use in Malaysia, the proportion of girls in the user population
has increased; and one nay speculate that even in as short a pericd
as the past ten years, the social ,ro1e of the female in society t,i,rs
undergone appreciable change. Greater freedom of action for women
in addition. to all the benefits which have accrued, has perhaps also
made some women as vulnerable as men to the influences which }ead to
drug use.
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B. The Individual and his School: ambitious and attitudes
In attempting to describe what if anything distinguishes the
drug using sulset of a school population, one obvious area of
difference might Iie with the school itself: the individual's.educational
ambitions and attitudes. Are users predominantly those who are rebellio:us
against the school, who reject its authority and who have correspondingly
]ower educational aspirations? Note that, if such an association were
to be found, one would still have to discuss whether d'rug use caused
such a pattern of responsei or whether both drug use and such responses
to school are themselves caused by the same set of factors.
Education,rl ambition is very strong in Malalzsia; and although
drug users were found tO have lover ambitions than their non-user
fellow pupils, ambition is fairly resitient: a considerable number of
users wish to go through to University. However, when one switches
attention to the lower end of educational aspirations, a striking
difference is founi: virtualty no non-user ever expressed himself
unconcerned. about passing exams, but a substantial group of drug users
(especially in the Penang uPper schools) expressed just such a view.
When one asked pupils what level of education they actually
expected to attain, there was again a trend towards somewhat lower
expectations amongst users: in Selangor, the trend was very slight;
but.-n Penang upper schools, it was much more prc,nounced. In Selangor,
over half of the older users as well as the older non-users expected
to get to University; in Penang, approximately this same proportion
of non users expected University education; but sixty five percent
of this state's users expected to get only H.S.C. or less. These
expectations mirrored the high hopes all groups but the Penang drug
users saw their parents as having for them. In t.his latter group,
forty-four percent believed that thei.r parents were not concerned with
their passing. Fewer than one in a hundred of all other pupils had
this feeling aboqt their parents, including, one should note, the drug
users in Selangor.
Older drug users alre much more likely to see their sctrool as
too authoritarion, with its rules and regulations being too strict.
Very few pupils feel that they are wasting their time at school: the
main difference being that a somewhat larger minority of users than
non-users did agree that their time was being wasted. No real difference
emerged between user and non-user on the matter of seLf expression in
school; three quarters of all pupils felt Lhat they could say what they
thought in school.
.
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A much more telling difference between the groups comes when
one asks about their record of absenteeism: consistantly across the two
states, d.rug users are more often absent from school, sometimes far
more than a few days, than are non-users. we can take this perhaps
partly as an indication of greater aetual sicknesses amongs the users'
and partly as a truer record of disenchantment with school than the
users have given on the attitude items. As a competitor for the pupil's
time with his school work, television watching does not really differ
between the groupsi nor are the groups aqrare of any particular differences
in the level of school marks they are achieving: with disarming accuracy,
the majority of children report that their marks are average-
Self descriptions and family relations
In their general value system, in their perceptions of thErnselves,
and in their relations to those close to them, drug users have in several
previous studies, been shown to differ from matched non-drug using
contemporaries. Poor family relationships, some writers have suggested,
are much more important factors in the creation of delinquency then
are any social position; and if one takes, as some writers do, the
delinquency- rebellion rnodel of drug use in youth, then we should find
a significant trend within our sample. A further factor associated with
drug use in some published surveys has been personal disturbances and
inadequacies; though, as was noted earlier in this report, such findings
tend to describe the long term heavy user more than they do the
occasional user, who, as we have seen, predominates among our "drug
using" sample here. Finally if such factors are found to distinguish
user from non-users, are they to be seen as causes or consequences of
drug taking? 8'aruiJ-y relationships could worsen, and personal problems
deepen as a result of adopting the habit.
In the Malaysian Secondary School population gg d.rug users
present a strikingly different picture of state of health and happiness:
an aPpreciable minority of users in Penang retrrcrted themselves to be in
poor heal.th; npre users than non-users reported freguent minor medical
and nervous upsets; and, overall, nearly half of the users rated
themselves as unhappy (whereas only a quarter of their non-user
contemporaries so sa\r themselves). rhis is a clear and consistant
picture of unhappiness and ill-health: it nonetheless needs crearly
stating that it is characteristic only of a minority of drug users in the
sanple. The majority of users, l_ike the (much larger) majority of
non-users are in good health and state of mind.
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Sirnilarly, if one spends the tine and effect the survey did
on assessing the perceptions each individual hel-d of himself, via a
self-description exercisen then many differences between user and
non-user groups as a whole, w-hich, being further analysed, show therngelves
to be differences between a.minority of the drug users and the remainder
of the population, user and non-user alike. Thus, one might be in a
position to say that if a certain ninority self image was held by an
individual, then that individual is likely to prove to be a user of
drugs; but that such a seJ.f image was not characteristic of the rnajority
of drug users.
Hence, a higher proportion of drug users than non-users (but
by no means a majority of all users) eee themselves as isolated (feeling
bored rmrch of the time; not f,eelinqr close to their friends; lonely,
bullied; wishing to be alone;) as in rebellion (their parents don't
understand them; they want to leave school and make a lot of money;
feel grown up; wish to try new things; and believe that one does not have
to obey laws if one does not agree with them) r as
(a whole range of items attest to this); and hold a rather fatalistic
view of, their situation (believing that in order to succeed, one needs
luck more than hard work; and that people like themselves don't have
much chance to be successful). On many other self description items,
user and non-users gave the same tlpe of responses, reinforcing the
point that, on the whole, the two groups are not discriminable in terms
of their self images, save for some of the perceptions held of themselves
by a minority giroup within the users
In relationships with their parents, the majority of the
schoolchildren felt their relations to be good; almost uniformly, children
felt somewhat closer to their mother than their father; and thogght
their parents were neither too strict or too lenient; but "just right"
Older individuals throughout the sample clearly experienced a more adult
relationship with their family; if they had done rdrong, then they were
more Likely to be reprim4nded or met with sadness from their parents
than to be punished rnuch; if they were in serious trouble, older individuals
were likely to turn to friends as well as family for assi"stance, :n
contrast with the heavier reliance upon parents shown by the younger
individual.
Superimposed upon these findings, there remain some differences.
between users and non-users in family relationships. Assuming all the
a-bove obsejrvations, some drug users ant.icipate the "mature pattern"
of less reliance upon parents for help in trouble; and might be somewhat
less upset by,the strong disapprovaf of parents (as opposed to that of,
friends) than wpuld be non-users" A smatl but striking minority of the
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drug users would, if their ;nrents discovered they had done something
wrong, anticipate indifference on their parents! part, an almost
unheard of e>rpectation amongst non-users.
Thus, to surunarLze, a majority of drug users see themselves
and their relations with their parents inexactly the same vtay as do the
non-usefs of their age; but there exist within the user grouP some
whose self images and family relationships deviate from the norm in
the hypothesized way, and are isolated, rebell-ious, fatalistic and
nuch influenced by their peer group, being also more adult in their
pattern of behaviour than the majority of their contemporaries.
D. Reported reasons for drug use
Most of the questionnaire probed into the background of the
individual school child, his value system and attitudes, and his
relationships with parents, friends and school; aLL PotentiaUy
illuminating areas for the understanding of drug users' motivations
and needs with respect to their habit. Some questions asked the user
directly about his reasons for the.use of drugs, and the non-user
about the reasons which inhibited him from adopting the habit. As has
been stregsed before, the direct aPProach enables us to appreciate
drug usage as the individual sees it himself; it does not necessarily
give us better inforrnatign about motivations which can overide other
less-directly gained data. In the matter of his ohtn behaviour with
regard to drugs, no more ttran in any other behaviourr €V€D the most
self-aware individuaL is not onrriscient.
rf one first examines the reasons given by the users of all
drugs combined, a hierarchy pf reasons emerges which is stable across
the tvro states, thus giving one confidence in the rank ordering of
relative importance. The questionnaire suggested a nrrdber of possible
reasons, some of which have been cited in the l-iterature as the likely
motivations €lmongst casual and experimenting drug users, and others
of which are more frequently given by longer terim and rore dependent
users. The druq users in the sample overwhefuningly cited the former
type of reason.
Curiosity, and the infLuence of friends together accounted
for approxinately sixty percent of all- reasons given, the pattern that
night be predicted of a young and non-dependent group, and which contrasts
with the f,indings of studies of voluntary patients in hospitals, drug
offenders and other !-onger ter,m users. Sixteen percent gave coPing
with their problems as a main reason, with a further twelve percent citing
the use they made of d:rugs as an aid to studlring. Very few indeed
mentioned the 'rebellious reasons' suggested to them as possibilities
to be independent or to be different; and only slightly more gave
enjoyment or self understanding as reasons. It should be mentioned here
that, on this question, a J.arge pro,portion of those who had elsewhere
shown themselves to have had some e5perience of drugs (and hence were
included in our "Dr:g User" category) here denied that they were
currently using dru,Js, when faced with a direct challenge which implied
that they were still using drugs.
Examining the reasons given more closely by type of drug
uger, one finds a predictable patterni mono drug users heavily concentrate
upon the curiosity reasoni whereas those who have tried several drugs
mention curiosity less often, and rate the influence of friends, the
attempts to forget problems and the sheer enjoynent more highly than
do non-users.
Finally, one would expect that, just as the available drugs
differ considerably in their effects, so would their users in the reasons
they give. Something of this trend is found. Firsi for each drug t1pe,
the older age group tends to rnention curiosity most often, and the younger
age group stresses the imtrprtance of friendst influence. But beyond
this, each drug has its own order of reasons given. Arrphetamines,
for example, are cited by the older grouP as. an aid to study; whereas
no ottrer drug is seen in ttris light by either age group. Perhaps rather
surprising in the light of what users of the drugs in other countries
have claimed, ganja and L.S.D. users do hot cite self understanding as
a reason for their use (although pgrhaps such a response is more likely
to be evoked in leisurely interviews than in the questionnaire situation).
If these htere :some of the reasons which attracted the
individual towards drgg use of some'degree, than what, if anything,
inhibited his usei and were these checks the same as those which compietely
prevented the rernainder of the sample from using drugs? Do users and
non-users share the same fear of repercussions of drug taking?
Very Largely, the inhibitions which opegate are the sanre ones
for user and non-user: for the younger child' parental disapproval and
fear of loss of energy and anibition are the main reasons given. The
older individual is mrch lpre likely to cite the dangers of addiction
than is the younger (a rat"her curious reflection of the beliefs of both
users and non-users, in that the question was asked with reference to
ganja). Next older Don-lls€rg cite principle ("It's against my beliefs")
and parental disapproval rnuch more frequently than do their contemporaries
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who have drug experience; for them, the hard reality of getting caught
and of othersr bad drug e:rperiences is next uFrcst in their mind.
Strikingly of the drug as a reason which limits or stops their usage
if drugs.
Fiaally in this area, as so rnany stud,ies have illustrated
the role of friends in recruitment, and as the answers to other questions
on the present survey have confirmed ttris irportance, so we investigated
the extent to which the individual felt that he knew people who used
particular drugs. The tlpical non-user was found to be very rmrch
isolated from the d.rug users: strikingly few of the younger age group
of non-users knew any users of any drugs (and in later informal
discussions, some such individuals expressed disbelief that anyone in
their school had ever .used drugs). Otaer non-users only had slightly
greater personal knowledge of the drug use amongst their contemp,oraries.
Drug users, however, are much more dr(aEE.i: of others who use both
their own and other drugs; with the older users showing upre such
knowledge than the younger, and irdicating thei.r menrbership in a fairly
close knit user conmunity. It would be of interest to confirm this by
more direct interview methods than couLd be euployed in the present
study, with its aim of widespread, retrrresentative coverage of the rehoLe
secondary school group.
E. Attitudes towards drugs
Do drug users in l{alaysia have a completely different view of
drugs and drug taking from their contemporaries who do not take drugs?
Do the trrvo groups have alternative beliefs about the nature bf the
substances, and their effects? Alternative emotional res;ronses about
drugs and their use? And two different sets of intentions to behavb,
reLated to these feelings and beLifs, which, given the appropriate
circr:mstances, give rise to the correstrnndingly different behaviours
of users and non-users? F5.nally, do users and non-users see the
constraints u;rcn drug usage - the legal, sociaL and other consbraints -
in different ways?
Many surveys have reported that. drug users have generally nore
favourabre attiiudes.-to ,drcgs tban. do:"Don-ueerti 
'aod :th€.jprs6eDt-Etlr?ey
is no exception. Thus, drug users are more tikely than non-users to
see the occasional use of, ganja at parties as being acceptabre (very
few of the non-users indeed take ttris view); to believe the drug takers
rnake a lot of friends; that drugs help one relax, nake one feel good,
and may help one to do things better. They are more likety to underpray
the chances of addiction (which the non-users if anything over-play),
and to believe that onLy some drugs are harnful, or that occasional
use renders them harmless. NgrI-uEgIS emerge as having a very stern code
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of beliefs about drugs, about whose ha::mfulness even in occasional
use they seem convinced; and ttris transfers to other areas; the larger
majority of them wouLd consider it wrong to take a sleeping pill without
a doctor's prescription if one could not sJ.eep, and as firmly believes
that the regrular drinking of spirits could cause nental or physical
ttarm as they believe that ganja's regular use coul.d lead to mental and
physical harm. Although the najority of drug users would agree with
these last three staternents, they are rmrch less unanimous in this
view; here, again, one must distingruish within the drug using category
between a majority who think in ways sinilar to any non-user, and the
minority who express the kind of views seen in other surveys as being
"typical" of the user. Many studies have argtred persreasively, on
the encouragement of young people to drink and srnoke, that what nakes
these activities attractive is the public image of the smoker or the
drinker; an image which may be partLy fostered by advertising campaigns
and by popular thinking about cigarettes and alcohol use, and partly
derives from the teenagerrs o\rvn position. For rnny such individuals,
these studies argue, one of the outward badges of naturity and perhaps
of rebellion against authority is the use of cigarettes and alcohol.
Might the same also be true of drugs: that for a segurent of the school
age popul-ation, the image of the drug taker would, incorporate the
maturity and independence strivings of the individual?
InterestinglY, whereas the studies cited showed teenagers to
have no problem with the 'limage of the smoker', or of I'the drinker",
the present study fouhd a srrbstantial ruinority of individuals who could
express no clear image of the drug user, a further reflection of the
rather rnore clandestine and isolated role of the dFgg user in Malaysian
society as far as the non-users and users havg in fact fairly
sinilar pictures of the typical drug user; and the image is remarkably
constant across the ages and states. The tlpical drug user is seen as:
not getting on well with his parents; seeking to escape his probrems;
unreliable; needing to be free; wanting to leave schooL; not shy; not
nature and probably 1oneLy. Neither age group could decide whether
he would be popular or not.
This rather unattractive composite irnage held by Malaysian
school children resembles the image Scottish schooLchildren (in Davies
and Staceyrs study) held of the heavy-drinking teenager: one who
might be tough - a desifable- attribute in itself - but to the point
of antisociability; seeking ttre desire for adult status, but in a
rather maladjusted way. rn view of what other parts of the Malaysian
survey have shown it is not perhaps surprising that this is the image
of the drug user held by most non-using chirdren; what is perhaps more
Striking is that this unattractive - rebel irnage is al.so held by
children who are themseLves users, and may well serve to show that .
the majority oi those who have some experience of drugs do not identify
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themselves with "the tlpical drug user". Only about two or three in ten
of those we have classified as "drug users" in this survey hold a rather
different image of the typical user: they do Ig! see him as escapist,
immature, unreliable, often bored, or as parti-cularly rebellions against
school or home; but even they are not convinced of his popularity.
Indeed, for the majority of users, as well as for virtually
all non-users, drug use amongst young people is something they worry
about - and they presumably conceptualiZe the current debate and concern
as being about another, more drug-dependent, group than they. If they
themselves had a child who was using drugs then they would disapprove
of this and most probably attempt to stop him: and they would be
almost as strongly against their child using alcohol or cigarettes as
they would his using other drugs. Most schoolchildren wish to use
the force of law against drugs - a feeling which was, not surprisingly'
stronger among non-users than users (but even herer s€v€nty percent of
users in Selangor and forty percent of users in Penang believed that
ganja shoul-dbe unlawfuL for all). There was a small but consistent
dissenting minority anongst. users and non-users in both states, who felt
that ganja should not be unLawful for anyone.
Althorlgh the sanple were strongly in favour of legal sanctions
against drug use they thernselves felt that they would not be interested
to try ganja even if it were legal; an opinion almost unanirnous amongst
non users, still strongly e:pressed among younger users, and held by
just over half of the ol-der users.
One of the major concerns that has been expressed publicly
has been whether providing children with information about drugs during
the course of the nationwide debate on drugs in the media, in schools
and so on, may itself lead to greater interest on their part; and that
the end result of such campaigns and discussion may be greater
experimentation with drugs. Hence it was of interest to ask the
present group of schooLchildren about'the sources of their information
about drugs, to find out what aspects of such inforrnation most
interested them, and to asoertain the effect they feel such information
has had upon them.
The importance of the media in the transmission of information
is crear: it is the preponderant source for alr non-users, and is also
the najor source for younger users. The non-users' isora ion from
direct contact with the drug scene is again emphasized here - only
about one in ten of them consider their friends an important source:
here, the striking contrast is with the oLder drug users, for fifty
percent of whon people of their olvn agre, friends, brothersi siste.rs, are
the major source, wttn dhe media being placed this trigh by less than a
drre r+ or
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Nearly four in ten of the non-users, when asked what hind
of information about drugs urost interested them, replied that no aspect$
were of inter:est; for those who did express interest, as for the
majority of users, psychologicat effects of drugs were cited most often,
with physical effects also frequently mentioned. Very few individuals
professed themselves intereetad in counselling, Iegal aspects or any
other kind of information.
The concern felt by pr:blic educators, that their campaigns
might unwittingly be increasing drug use, would appear to be largely
unfounded: only two percent of schoolchildren confessed that they had
been made more interested in trying d.rugs by the information they had
received. One in ten of the drug user subsample, however, did think
that information given had increased their interest in trying drugs.
A pubtic educator should balance this against the much larger prop6rtion
of individuals (drug users as welL as non-users) who stated that the
effeet had been to make them afraiil of tryinE d.rugs; and the appreciable
numbers for whom the inforrnation had created fear in them, or lessened
their interest; or simply left them unaffected. If these individuals'
responses are to be believed, than the overwhelming effect of
information received from all sources has been to create a negative
and offputting picture of drugs and drug taking.
A final rrea of enquiry concerned the school, and i.ts likely
responses to drug :aking. WtraL would happen to a drug using pupil
discovered in your school we asked, e>rpecting that non-users might see
the school as more likely to respond in a punitive fashion than would
6the users; and that this might contribute in its own way to the differences
iitr their behaviour. And indeed, children who d.o use drugs are more
ready to see the school as like1y to make no response to a drug user
than are those who do not use drugs. Amongst these non-users, some
believe that the school might well turn the pupiL over to the police or
expell him. Generally, however, user and non-user would expect the
school to take a helping rather than a punrishing .role, using counsellors,
the hospitals and parents as its agents. This hras what the overwhelming
number of children believed should happen; only amongst the Penang dqug
users was there any substantial opinion that nothing should be cone;
and very few of the non-users felt that punitive action was the right
c-ourse for a school to take. This also accorded with the predominant
view that a doctor or psychiatrist and then their parents woul-d be the
people best able to help them if they had a problem with drugs - perhaps
a pointer to who would for the present sample be a credible conununicator
in any information campaign. Users also tended to see friends and
ex-drug users as relevant individuals (whereas the non-usens did not)
- so that, again, if a cirmpaign were being directed specifically towards
F.
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knownusers,thismightbeusefultoknow.Mostiddividualsbelieved
that a school counsellor would be useful, and that their school did
indeed have one (ttrough non-users, who will seldom have tested t'his
opinion, were nore unani'rnous on this matter than were users) '
Ruraf and Urban Differe4cas
The study compared patterns of drug use in schools in four
different areas of selangor - city, urban. semi-rrrban and rural settings'
There miEht be two contrjlcutory factors towards hypothesized rural-urban
differences: variations in the pressures ard influences leading to dtug
useiandvariationsinthesheeravailabilityofthedrugsubstances.
Veryfewofthepredictedrural.urbandifferenceswerein
factfoundinthePresentsarnple.althoughitcouldwellbethateven
the more rurar areas of selangor are still so city-influenced that such
differences would not emerge until one contrasted urban with the rural
areas found in other states'
AtI areas in selangor showed aBproximately the same proportion
of drug users among their schoolchildren; and what snall fluctuations
that occurred do not go beyond the l-evel that would be expected by chance'
Again, the popularly believed rural preferences for one set of drugs
and urban preferences for another have little basis in fact' at least
a-. far as the school age grouP is concerned. (Indeed, if rural-urban
differences are indeed found among adult drug users, than this provides
further evidence that the lrouth drug pattern should be seen as a new
phenomenon). Age differences in drugs of prefer€DQ€r not rural-urban
ones, seem to determ,ine which drugs a particular user experiences'
The social-class background of users in each area closely
resembl-es that of the non-users in the same area: if drug users in the
cities include a higher proportion of children from professional homes'
then this rnerely reflects the preponderance of such social classes in
the city and urban areas.
Most interestingly of all, the Pattern of drug use which
emerged when drug use was tabulated against religious grouP in each area
was that there was no consistqnt pattern: no group' was consistently
over- or under-represented in every area. The entirely patchy pattern
whieh was shown in this analysis indicates that religious affiliation
has little or no relationship with drug use. Rather, the analysis
shows another kind of pattern: that of acquaintance networks; and
the data found are preciseLy the kind one would exPect if drug use
followed friendship grroupings (which themselves be based on locaL ethnic
or religious grouPs).
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G. A hard core of drug users?
Throughout the report, emphasis has been Laid on the basic
simil-arity between drug users and non-users on their background,
attitudes, aspirations and beliefs. Surely, the reader must be saying,
are there no important differenceg between the groups, or are there
not at least a group within the drug users who conform rnore closely
to the popular stereotlpe of the drug users? It will have been noted,
in fact, that a minority of drug user responses on tnany questions lie
outside the range of answers given by the non-user population: such
that, for example, whil-e most drug users, like virtually all non-users,
are educationally anbitious, a minority of users do not care at all
about their schooling.
Is there, then, a sub-group among the sample's drug users
who consistently give such non-normative responses, which woul-d add
up to an "alternative philosophy" or a set of values which would set
them apart from all their other contemporaries? The very brief
ans$rer - based on a carefuJ. analysis of who gave the non-conforming
responses - in that no such consistent group exists within the
school drug using population.
This concludes the sunmary of findings drawn from questionnaire
responses of the large and representative sample of secondary school
children in Penang and Selangor, from which a fairLy clear picture
has emerged on the extent ard nature of drug taking; and differences
between drug users and their contemporaries in social background,
fanily relationships, school mattars, self image, general attitudes,
attitudes towards drugs, aod reported reasons for using or avoiding drugs.
A final chapter will briefly consider the implications of these
findings.
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Irrplications for Policy
In comparison to nany countries of the ruonld, Malalrsia does
not have a major epidmic of drug abuse amongst its school age
population. Yet the findings of ttre gresent strdy also indicate
that there are no gfounds for compLacency a^bout the Pattern which
exists. It is trnssible to see a trend towards wider use of all drug
substances; the development of attitr.liles by parents and others which
may be unhelpful to the youllg who are at risk; a conti-nuj'nq lack of
knowledge about drggs and tlreir effects oo the part of both e&rators
and school children; and the uncertainty which scbools and parents
have about how to handte things vrhen one of tlreir children trrrgs out
to be using drugs. Each of these asPects of the current sitU8tion
will tenil, unLess altered, to contribute towards a social probLen which
existing agencies appear to be unable to deal with'
Trenils in the patterns of drug usaEe
Drug nsre, largely of an e4lerimental natrre, bas been found
in a larger segment of the secordary school potrrulation than has heitherto
been suspecterl of involvement with drugs; and there is also
evidence from the survey that er<perinentation with drugs is occuring
at a sorewhat ea:Iier age than Sppu1arly assrmted. In the absqqce
of any previous school sulwey of a eourparable nature in llalalraia' one
shouldphrase staEements about trends with extrene caution for it is possible
that wbat we hava been witnessing aT# fluctuations in fashion rather
than a steady aof continuing increase ln drug abuse. Indeedr during
discussions wittr some teachers who had thenselves been studertts in
the late l96O's, it was suqgested to us that drug use had in fact been
more c.6ggpn in those years than tt is norr: this is of course entirely
irnpressioni-stic, but nay 9et cauEe one to reflect upon the role of
fashion in dete4ninir1g tputhful bebavionr. Alternatively if this
vieqnirrt ras tr6e, the increased incidence being reported of late
may wel!. be due to an incfeased anta:teness on Our part. However' it
is quite r:nlikely'that those with a vested coumercial interes in drugs
will allow tbe r;sr,Lhful rmrket to decline; and the statistics of t-he
Central Narcrltics Bur@u o'r the manufacture and sale of i Llicit drugs
show a Continued rise in a:tivity in this eountry. Ilence, even if
all the social and psychological $actors which increase trc individual's
likel,ihood of eeftrg<-dEuEsrsefe &oclgenain the sare' comercial rnrket
forces nay br sufficient to produce a continuta rise in the nrrtber of
youtlg i*ilivic.r:als who will try these substa$ces'
- 
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Curiosityaboutthedrug.sthemselvesarrdtheinfluenceof
friends who already use drr:gs, ratirer than any basic personality
inadequacy or deprieved social circumstances hanze emerged as the
rnajor reasons why individuals f irst trtr drugs ' were it true that
interest sn drugs was confined to a deprived or inadequate sub-section
of the popu}-ation, ther, althor:gh prevention would hardly be made
easy, at least the grorps "at risk" rqould be srnaller and perhaps also
be rrcre easily identifiable. But this is not the case here: it is the
perfectly average child - in background, aS?irations, belief system
and social relations - who is the standard drug experimenter' The
rnost striking finding cf the whole survey was preciseLy ttris
normality - and it is this normality which makes the problem in some
ways less manageable, tecause it is less identifiable'
The reader will recall that when schoolchildren in the survey
were asked whether ttrey had tried each of the named drug subetance,
therew€r€rinadditiontottrosewhoclaimedusingaparticulardrug'
also a larger percentage who said that they had not tried any drug
but would be interested in doing so. In view of the strong disapproval
of .dr.ugs ptrblicly expressed by the majority of school children, it
is likely that this latter group may even have been larger than the
figures indicate and that, especially where soft druEs were concerned'
there was a fair degree of interest in their use. Most of these
individuals will not satisfy their curiosity because it is held in
check by a set of fears about inmediate bodily conseqluences and social
and legal repercussions and it is uB to societl'to provide the curious
teenager with reasoned and infor:nred a,rglaents to reinforse his initial
ernotional response of fear rather thea unsubstantiated propaganda'
which his peers can characterise as being tlpical of adult authority'
Attitudes towards drug taking in society
The responses of society to drug abus;e are determined by
how its individual members perc#eve the problelns assoeiated with
such abuse. lftrese perceptions and subsequent l:esponses will also
be influenced by prevailing attitudes and beliefs'
The problern of drug abuse has become of late one of the nost
publ.iod,eed topics and a clinate of opinion has been created wtrich has
tu:lned the drr:g issue into one of national survival along wi'th the
major political issues of the day. clearly drug abuse is seen as a
threat to society as w"rll as to the indi.vidual user. In such a climate
of opinion, it is trndei'standable if members oi ttt. public develop
attitudes towards druEs and their use which aLe unequivocally condemnatory
and r*rich view drug taking in terrns of its worst possiSle conseguences.
It is ihportant at this stage to re-iterate the present
situation in Malaysia in relation to drug use €rrcnEst secondary
schoolchildren. Using a very broad definition of drug user, viz any
individual who has has some experience of non-medical use of drugs,
it was found that an overall 11.6t of the 16,166 schoolchildren in
the oampl-e were so classified. It mrst be eutphasised that the
majority of the sarple were e><perimental users who used drugs
infrequently or socialJ-y and hence lrere l,lOtr DEPENDFIiIT on these
substances. Further, the najority within this subpopulation had
experimented with one or tvro different drug substances only.
The sub group which poses serious concern are the minority
group,/consisting of about 2.5t of the sample,/ who are regrular drug
users, and who have wide e:rper:ience with different drug t1pes. This
population therefore eornprises those poly-drug users who have
invariable increased their drug consr:mption over the last year.
Even on the case of this sub trnpulation it is incorrect to use the
term "addicts". The terms "addict" and "addiction" have been used
too loosely to refer to individuals and to the phenonenon where both
physical and psychological dependence on drugs occurs.
The subpopulation described here includes individuals who
are either physicalLy or psychologically dependent on drugs. Those
who are physicallly dependent on drugs (the true addicts) conEtitute
a very snall proportion, only about one percent (L*) of all drug users.
This small group are d:rug users who will- show withdrawal signs on
cessation of drug use and reguire both detoxification and intensive
psychotherapy.
In real nurnlcers the study indicates that out of 16,166
secondary schoolchildren interviewed, approxinately 162 were fu1ly
dependent of hard drugs and required treatment. A further 242
individuals were regrular drug users who v{ere psychologically dependent
on the drug but who may not neces,sarily have shown signs of withdrawal
on cessation of d,rug use.
Since the study was representative in design, the same
analysis nay be extended to the total secondary school children
population in the states of Penang and Selangorr and. this computed
figure will give a fairly accurate picture of the real extent of the
drug abuse problem in these states.
nature
number
of
of
The discussion so fatr has only
the drug, the frequency of use
different drugs used" Clearly
tal<en into consi-deration the
arxl to a smaLler extent the
another major consideration
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which has been ignored so far is the conseq[rences of multiple drug
use. It must be stated at the beEinning that while there is good
documentation concerning the pharnacological interaction betlween the
drug and the drug-taker and the interaction between the drug-galsr and
the environment, there is very little accurate literature on the
consecruences for an individual of rnultiple drug use. While it is
established that the consumption of a tranouilliser-type drug together
with a barbiturate hypotic compound will cause a more intense
pharmacological effect, like increasing the period of hyposis no such
statement can be made for many other drug conbinations. Further'
durinq the earlier hospital study (A l4edico-Social Study of Patients
Volunteering for Treatment for Drug Dependence at General Hospital
Penang. PROJECT REPORT NO. 6; Centre for Policy Research, Universiti
Sains Malaysia), it was noted that whilst there existed a low
incidence of previous psychological disturbances amongst drug dependents
and their fanrilies, some cases were detected where drug dependents
showed psychotic-type behaviour. These individuals whilst having no
history of mental illness prior to drug use, were in all cases poly
drug abusers and nearly in every instance were reqular users of both
heroin and cannabis. This observation needs further study hut it is
would be safe to state that there are numerous adverse reactions which
are still unknown.
From the school study, it was noted that 11 out'of every
20 who had ever used drugs had used more than one drug substancei
and further 5 out of 20 were using, or had used, at least 4 or more
different drua types. In real numbers this means that out of the
1866 who admittecl that they had used drugs, LO32 had used more than
one drug. of this sub population, 469 pupils admitted to having
used 4 or more different d:luq combinations.
Faced with this situation, the attitude of society towards
drug taking is critical. Parents and others, aware of the potential
dangers of drug abuse are likely to react with alarm at the prospect
that a young person is like1y to use drugs. Their response often only
takes into account possible consequences: it disasterously ignores the
motivation which leads to drus use.
It must be appreciated that the motivation which leads the
'normalr individual (leaving aside the small minority of drug users
who may be using drugs as a psychological crutch) to use drugs to-day
may be orecisely the same motivation which has alwalzs led adolescents
to choose some behaviour to mark out their identity. This understanding
is essential in t{etermining the approach to prevention activities.
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Prevention
In considering various preventive approaches, one must bear
in mind the conmunicable nature of drug-usinc behaviour. rnitial
interest in drugs and their various effects often appears to be
communicated directly from user to non-user. Such interest mq.y also
be generated by poorly conceived or executed information and educational
progralnmes. Once interest has been created in u,.drug, the potential
drtrg user who has decided consciously or unconsciously to experiment
usuaLly places himself in a situation where he will have reasonably
ready,access to the drug, e.q. by frequenting:knor^rn drug usinq areas
or by joining the company of known users. In cormtries like Malaysia
where drug use is not socially accepted, initiati-on tends to occur
through contact with users who themselves are in a relatively early
phase of their druo-taking careers. (See L.c. Hunt 1973).
Earlier, it was pointed out that from,the study a lren_d
towar<ls multirrle drug use bv indivi<-{uals was becoming evident. These
rmrltiple drug users may shift from one rlrug to another when the first
or preferre<l <J.rug is unavailable or rlifficult to obtain. Further a
substantial numher of them take different rl"rugs in sequence or
simultaneouslv in order to achieve the desired effect. This implies
that effective controf imposed on the avail-ability of one drug, in the
absence of comparable controls on others, may result in the increaseti
use of another drug, which may have grreater consequential effects.
The study has identified four sub-populations of users who
can broadly be divided into two categories comprising (a) the e:<perimental
and social/occasional user; and (b) the regular user who is either
psychological and,/or physically depend.ent on drugs. The approach in
developing control activities for the two groups is distingnrishable into
(i) trreventive (early) intervention and (ii) therapeutic intervention.
However given the interrelationship between drug users and non-users,
between those at highest risk and^ those at lesser risk, it would seem
difficulb to dissoc'j-ate one from the other. It therefore appears more
aonropriate to consider ttre contro1 
-prosramme as a continuous l?rocess
and that the intensity, and modalities applied would vary accordinq to
the declree of drug use.
Preventive (Early) Intervention
since the avaLlabi-lity of dependence producincr druqs is a
necessary precondition for their use and hence for, the development of
problems associated with their use, controls.intended to prohibit or
other:vrise limit the availability of these drqgs must be the most widely
utilised preventive approach. The-existence of legal controls is
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ineffective IINLESS srrch leqal controls etre e*Ffectiveli aSpLied.
Early and effective suppression of ilLicit drug braffic is irnportant,
because once it gains the support of the criminal subcultr:re, it
becomes a diffieult probLem to repress. Tro ensure concerted action
there iS-need for co-operation at district, state, national, regional
and international levels between all aEencies directly involved in
enforcernent activities .
arnongst the urain approaches aimed at reducing dernand' the
role of education, in its widest sense, is pararnount. Education is an
essential element in prevention but it must include the education of
all; the professionals involved, the actual and potential drug users'
and the conununity in which d.rug use occurs. It is extrenely Smportant
to present only accurate objective information about drug use and
to avoid overenlphasis or unsophistica,ted "SCARF:" approach. Since the
target group are the social and experimental drug users, po'th of whom,
as the study has shownr,have rather mixed feelings about drugs tmt
have some acquiantance with their uses, it is inportant that anti-drug
campaigns be in a position to verify the information which may be
,provided. To take an exanple, current public discussion of drugs
makes little or no d,iffenentiation betr.reen hard and soft drugs in their
effects, althouglh as pointed out, there are important differences
between particular &ugs in bodily effects, in the degrree to which they
can become addictive, the dosage which can be lethal, and so on. Sone
current propagan6", indeed, serves to blur distinctions in the hope
of scaring individuals away from all drug substances. While this
"scare" approach may have some effect on the conservative non-user,
it is not likely to be helpful in the case of the enposed non-user
or the social/experimental us,er. In the development of educational,/
information prdgramnes the W.H.O. E:q)ert Corrn-ittee on drug dependence
note. "Education is a two-way process in whj.ch the facilitation of
learning and maturation is more important than the acquisition of facts.
It is a process not confined to the class room. It assunes that the
individuals for whon the progranme is designed will participate
actively in the process of its irnplementation, evaluation, and any
necess€lry nodification.q It airns at the enhancement of decision *
naking skills, the clarificatiort of values and their translation into
action and the development of coping skills. It is concerned with
growth and develoSrment and tailors its activities to the developnental
level, the social and cultr:ra1 background, and the interest of
participants. It does not ignore appropriate information: education
cannot occur in a vacuum, and its substance is inforrnation. Drug
education prograrmes seekinE, through modifieation of interests and
attitudes, to reduce the probability of drug-related problems developing
in persons already involved in drug use, or at high risk of becoming
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so involved, should avoid over concentrating on the biochemical
and pharmacological propenties of particulai drugs. Instead, such
programmes should deal with the personal needs and problems of
participants as well as with socio-cultural and other environmental
factors associated with problem-related drug use".
In Malaysj-a, such clrug education/information progranmes can
be accommodated within existinq programmes - within formal education
or informally. Drug education, as formal education, can be undertaken
through school curricula. It must be positive and innovative
techniques should. be utilised to develop positive attitudes and values.
School and youth counselling services have an important roLe and every
e.f,fprt must be made to make them available widely. At the same time
iinfbrmal education, through community education progranmes geared ,
towards defined target groups such as parents, community leaders,
youth leaders and other must be developed. Here as elsewhere is
essentiaL to inculcate a realistic attitude toward the drug user and
the drug problem.
The study has shown that the major moElves for experimenting
with <lrugs were curiosity.and the expression of adolescent rebellion.
It is, as mentioned earlier, an expression of identity. The response
of adult members of society often tends to be harsh and authoritarian.
Such'response may not always be effective and may even turn out to be
counter-productive as some youths may have turned to drug taking
simpl-y as an egpression of rebell.ion against authority. Rather than
using an authoritarian approach which would tend to weaken the
influence of the adult on the youthful drug user, it may be.more prudent
to respond to the individual by treating him as an adult who could be
reasoned with rather than ordered. It must be emphasised that one
is NOT requiring a relaxation of aII social constraints, rather than
intelligent application of them. CIearIy, in some instance, there
is and will be a need to app.ly severe nethods to control certain
populations of dfug users who manifest their activities in a d.istructive
manner. What i-s being advocated is a stern.r but understanding approach
in dealing with the drug us,er. It is important to distingruish the
individual's molive for drug use, and his attitude before takinq any
decisive action.
HATIDLI}]G AND TR.EATI\4ENT OF THE DRUG USER AT THE HOME AND TN THE SCHOOL
The discussion in this chapter has so 
.far centred on the
dissemination of information about drugs. to the non-users and to the
social/experimental users. Brief attention has also been given to
the approaches and attitu<les which rnight be more effective {i* cohvincing
the young who are curious about d.rug substances.
rn this section, the handling of the dependent drug-user
(i-e. both the functional drug user and the dysfunctional user)* is
discussed. There will be instances when both parent and teachers are
faced with a confessed dependent drug user. Here the approach is
no longer one of prevention but of treatment; and often both parent-s
and tea.cherri are r:nabl-e tc react to thi.._s sitr:atier,.
In the questionnaire, we asked how individuals thought their
school should,and then would,respond if someone were found usinq drugs;
we also put the respondents into the role of parents, and asked them
how they would respond to a chil-d of theirs who was using drugs,
with a smal1 group taking a non - interventionist line, the majority
felt that the appropriate response to a drug user was to help rather
than to punish: to offer counsel-ling, hospital treatment or parental
guidance. They also felt that schools should take a helping role,
rather than resorting to expulsion or police act.ion especially when
other measures were available.
Posing the same questions now to ourselves: what should be
done? what are the implications of each possible response to the
discovery of (let us say) regular drug use by an individual close to
us? If as parents, we respond by reacting punitively; or if, as we
respond by expelling the child, what do these actions do for the individual?
Expulsion removes the potential source of trouble from the
school, and is an attractive alternative as far as managing the
institution is concerned. rt however stigmatizes the central individual-
who is involved: it may throw him <leeper into the kind of social
situation which promotes drug use; and at the very least, isolates the
individual from the familiar school environment, and disrupts or
terminates his education. As a strategy of management of the drug user,
this represents a poor choice, unless there was reason to believe that
effective and adequate therapeutic faciLities were available. The latter
is currently lacking in Malaysia.
Further before committing a regular user to treatment, it
is extremely important to determine iohether he is a functional Lrsss or
a dysfunctional user. rf the usei is a functionar user and has not
reached a level at which clinical treatment is required, but remains a
* A functignaL drug user is a person, who whilst taking drugs.
can continue to work and continue to should.er his repsonsibilities.
A dysfunctional drug user is a person, whose drug taking habitinte::feres with his physical and/or social functioninq as well
as family and occupational Tesponsibilities.
NOTE:
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regular user' then it would seem.that counsel-ling and ,guidance within
the individualis accqs,tomed, gnvironment has the greatest chances of
solving his problems and hence managing his drug use. This avoids
disruptive breaks and the possible stigmatisation of the individual
which removal from school would have: rn contrast, a dysfunctional
user (the addict) needs clinical treatment and intensive psychotherapy,
and in this case may merit removal to an educational therapeutic 
,gentre.
Sinilarly a parent who is able to achieve the difficult task
of (re)gaining his adolescentrs respect, and retaining him in the
family, wil] have a better chance of success than the parent who
reacts by rejecting or pitying or d.enouncing the chird as unworthy to
be a member of the family. Where deep-seated problems seem to underly
the adolescents use of drugs, e>$)ert advice,should be obtained.
To surnmarise: The unrestrained uge of drugs in our society
may ind.eed pose a threat to the fabric of society. trle have not
however reached a stage where one could say that d,rug use had already
spread out of hand. rt is clear that the.treatment facilities
available are totally inadequate and the most damaging way society -
parents, teachers, poricy makers and others 
- could respond would
be to see the issue simply as one of many social menaces, without
realising the basically unremarkable and entirely normal human motivations
which have led part of the pfesent adolescent generation to use drugs
in expressing their identity. Rather then generalising about drug
users, distinguish them into the various subgroups; treat the curious
and experimenting adoreseent as reasonable individuals who can be
educated; treat the regular dependent users in the "way which will be
most helpful to them rather then arienating them by the process of
stigrmatisation; be honest in using the process of infruence one,has;
above all realise that the menace to society lies in the manufacture,
traffickers and pushers of drugs, high-placed and locaL, rather than
in their commercial victims; then perhaps the problem nay become manaqable.
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sErJEc$ED BTHJI9ffiA&}HY
tftre triterature m d:nr,W andt thesr afulg€ is ex.ter,rsive, with
special-ist scientific journals ilevotedl t9 $re topic from nedical,
pharrnacoloEical., pubJ.ic tgalth, peych.iatrtc, soil'ol.ogieal, psychological
and Legal astrrectsi neny Mlt6, re*Aa:ch mmg,rcaf#s and conference
proceedings p:ieient further o:rigd"tal date; and tlrese exist many secondary
sources which revi6tr tfie l,i'teaehure fior \raaious asdienaes: fel-low
scientists, health edueatOfs, tregiislatoJrs' end the concerned public.
The research revie*.red in tfte opm{.ng chaptgs of t&re present monograph
was necessarily only a vertz 6fia1,t segnrent of total literatire;
references to particutr"a:r studj-es discrlssed are given within the text,
and wiLl not be repeated here. Rhther, a select list of tit}es is
goven which, it is h6ped ffiry pro\se useful to a reader wishing to take
any aspect of the subject further.
Malaysia
"SrrrVey of the QFSS $Sene in the St+te of Penang"; written and
publ-ished by ttre Society for C\o**,enrpora!?y Affairs' Penang, 1973.
This provides a prelirninary'report on drug addiction in Penang, drawing
its evidence from ttre prison, hqepital" a!!n sc,llools; and has an
excellent chapter on reaeeirch methodology. Although its scope was
necessarily limited, the gurvey provides valuable data for the period
up tiIl 1970. (Available via Ilruiversiti gains $lalaysia Library) .
pn+g ShupS mffiqh ryF*Aqt BREI*J'F, centr€ for Policy Research,
Universiti Sains !&alayeia, 1976 -contirrr"ing. Publications of the
studies which the project has ud.ertakan in Malaysia in addiction to
the present report on sclrools: & ongoiog series, which will cover the
social backgrround of volurtany Xtttients seeking drug treatnient in hospital;
and of individuals coninE before the courts on drug of,f,encesr and those
imprisoned for such off.ences; mcAoloEl,oa1 and psychological studies
of k:rown addict lnFuLhtim; an anthroSnlogical study of a drug-using
soci.al groupr aad a nrral a:cea fiol.lollr-qp Etludy to the present schools
survey. Studi.es are also uader wav of tfie tnends in officiall-y-gathered
statistics on d,rug &uee; and on the rehabil-itation of addicts.
Eight workirry trlaters presiented at the Nafio-{ral Drt|g Abuse
!g!g!, 1975, auaitrabl.e tbrough tlie Mt-Sd,6try of taw, Kuala Lurrpur;
covering sociological pharmacological, lega.I., ed,ucational, rehabilitation
and social welfae aspects of drug abnrse in MaLaysia.
K.SIN€$R, llhe Ohoice of into:ricant anong the Chinese, Egitls!
Journal of Ad.d.iction_19?_4 69 257-%8. Relevant for prop,oses of
conparisonr Singerrs study was conducted in Hong Kong, and cornlcines
cultural sensitivity with psychoatric professionaLisn.
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b. The Social and Psvcholqgical aspects of drug use
W.H. McGLOTHIN: Drug Use and Abuse, Annual REview of Psychology,
1_975 26 45-64
An up to date and incisive review of the current literature,
which buiLds upon earlier reviews (e.9. PsychoLoqical BuLletin, L973,
f2, 92-106). McGlothin sets a high standard for research into drugs,
and characterizes many of the existing surveys as being too sma1l and
unrepresentative. tunong some of the best of the individual studies
are:
R-S.P. WEINER, Drugs and School Children, London, Longman, L97O
R.tI. BLIIM, @, San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 1969
E.GOODE, Ttre Marijuana Snpkers, New York, Basic Books' 1970
D. KAIIDEL, Adolescent marijaana use: the role of parents
and peers, $!g 1973 18I l-067-1070.
c. Drugs and social policy
Drug Use in Anrerical ProbLen, in Perspective: The National
Conur-ission on Marijuana ard Drug Abuse, Washington, I97g
/6anadian/ Comnission of rnquiry into the non-medical use
of 4r:lgs. Final Report, Toronto, 1973. (N.8. theinteiitn report of ttre cornnission is readily
availabi-e as a paperback, published by Pengruin,
Hazmondsworth, L97L, under the titLe of Non-Medical
use of_pgggg)
I. CHEIN et aL. The Road to H: Narcotics, del
and social , New York: Basic Books' L964
W.H. I4cGIOTHIN (editor) ,
Journal of SociaL lssues L97L 27 Part 3 (whole issue)
ReSnrt by the Advisory Conunittee on Drug Dependencet 9g$!g,
Lonilon, H.M.S.O. 1968 (Ttre lrlootton Report)
Although each one of the above reports ::eflects the cultural
r;etting in which they were written, many of the p::oblems faced are
similar to those now bering $q)eiienced by policy tnakers in l,Ialaysia;
and sone of the proposals they set forward rnay in<:onequence be of
relevar ce to this countqir.
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